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xII Introduction: How to Use This Book 

I 

I 
simplifying the material and organizing it for easy learning. The orga
nization and presentation of the material evolved through seven years 
ofexperience teaching this subject to several thousand practitioners in 
many different organizations and a wide variety of software applica
tions, and guiding them in learning it. I pay special attention to 
describing the software. reliability engineering process step by step. 

f The table ofcontents reinforces this hierarchy and makes it easy to find 
the detail for any step. Finally, I devoted special effort to preparing an 
index with multiple terms for recalling a topic. 

I The core sections (sections other than frequently asked questions, 
special situations, and background) of Chaps. 1 to 6 include only the 
material that you need to know for the common situations you will 
encounter in practice. The software reliability engineering process 

J used in practice is described in Chap. 1. The chapter structure of the 
book reflects the process, each ofChaps. 2 through 6 covering one ofthe 
principal activities. I illustrate the process throughout by a unified 
simple example, Fone Follower. This example is adapted from a realJ 

I 
project, but with proprietary data deleted and the material simplified 
for learning. 

Each chapter includes up to three supplementary sections: special 
situations, frequently asked questions, and background. The special 
situations sections present techniques that are usually needed only for 
certain projects and systems. The frequently asked questions sections 
provide some 350 of the better questions (and answers) that have beenf 
posed to me in my experience teaching several thousand practitioners 
and consulting for various organizations. They represent the back
grounds, ways oflearning, and perspectives ofdifferent people working r 

I 

I 
on different projects. You may find that some or'them correspond with 
yours. Thus they may help you better understand the topics. Professors 
should find many of these useful to assign as exercises, in addition to 
the problems provided at the end of many chapters. The background 
sections contain supplementary information that can enrich your 
understanding ofthe chapter but is not essential to exercising the prac
tice. For example, it may present theory or explanation that justifies or 
supports various activities ofthe practice. The order of the supplemen
tary sections is a natural one; you progress from material that occurs 
sometimes in practice to an elucidation of practice to material that 

I 
describes the rationale behind the practice but doesn't have to be 
understood to perform the practice. 

Both the frequently asked questions and the background sections 
may cover topics already treated in the core sections. However, they do 
so from different perspectives or greater depth. I considered the possi-

J 
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bility of integrating this material with the corresponding material in 
the core sections but deliberately decided not to do so. Most practition
ers told me that the core sections should be as simple and\hort as pos
sible, so that they could learn the essential basics quickly, and that all 
supplementary D,laterial should be separated from them. 

Chapter 7 discusses how to deploy software reliability engineering in 
your organization. The background material needed to enrich your 
understanding of software reliability models is quite extensive, hence 
it is covered in a separate chapter (Chap. 8). 

Appendix A provides a step-by-step outline' of the software reliability 
engineering process; I recommend you keep it by your desk as a guide and 
checkoff list the first time you use software reliability engineering. In my 
classes for practitioners, we learn by doing through workshops. Each 
workshop has teams of participants organized on project lines. After we 
cover each chapter, each work group discusses the material related to 
that chapter and tries to apply it to their project. If university students 
are working on a sample software engineering project as part of their 
total course work, the workshops can integrate very nicely with it. I have 
provided the template that we use to guide the workshops in App. B. This 
will help guide project teams that are deploying software reliability engi
neering, particularly ifthey are using a self-study approach. 

Appendix C contains a glossary of terms used in this 'book and App. 
D a summary of the few formulas you may need. Appendix E~lists the 
software reliability engineering and testing functions that can be 

l'i',helped with software tools. 
Appendix F describes how to use CASRE, the Computer-Aided 

Software Reliability Estimation tool (Nikora 1994). Although not the 
only software reliability estimation tool, I chose it because of its conve
went graphical user interface and its wide availability through the CD 
ROM included in the Handbook of Software Reliability Engineering 
(Lyu 1996). CASRE consists of a graphical interface and the SMERFS 
(Statistical Modeling and Estimation of Reliability Function for 
Software) software reliability estimation program (F8lT and Smith 
1992). CASRE developers plan a new version with an improved user 
interface. We can also expect a new version of SMERFS called 
SMERFS Cubed (SMERFS 3), with a graphical interface of its own. 
-Both new programs will hopefully be distributed on the Internet (see 
Software Reliability Engineering web site below). 

Some chapters include problems designed to reinforce the material 
,presented; I have provided the answers to these problems in App. G. 
,:Appendix H is a sampling ofreferences to papers and articles that have 
,been publtshed by users of software reliability engineering. These 
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papers may be useful to you as models of applications, particularly 
when the application is similar to yours. 

University students, researchers, and others who wish to explore the 
theory of software reliability engineering in depth will find Musa, 
lannnino, and Okumoto (1987) an excellent reference. The IEEE 
Transactions on Software Engineering and the IEEE Transactions on 
Reliability frequently publish papers in this area. 

The IEEE Technical Committee on Software Reliability Engineering, 
a branch of the Software Engineering Technical Council of the IEEE 
Computer Society, is generally considered the leading professional orga
nization in this field (web site http://www.tcse.org). Among other activ
ities, it publishes a newsletter and it sponsors the annual International 
Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering. Other relevant pro
fessional organizations include the IEEE Reliability Society. the 
American Society for Quality Control and The European organization 
ENCRESS (web site http://www.csr.ncl.ac.uklclubslencress.html). 
There is an electronic bulletin board on the Internet (subscribe at 
vishwa@hac2arpa.hac.com,post to sw-reIOigate1.hac com). 

I personally maintain a regularly updated Software Reliability 
Engmeering web site (http://members.aol.comlJohnDMusaI). It provides 
information on a course I teach based on this book. In the course, you 
apply software reliability engineering to your own job and receive guid
ance and feedback. The site also includes a general overview, a section 
for managers, a list of published articles by those who have applied this 
practice, a Question ofthe Month (with answer), information on software 
reliability estimation programs, links to other sites, and other resources. 

t 
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Chapter 

f ' 1 
I 

Overview of I 
Software Reliability Engineering I 

I 

! ' 
Be sure to read the Introduction to the book before starting this chap
ter; it explains the organization of all the chapters. 

Software development is plagued with one or more high risks: f 
1. Unreliability of the released product 

2. Missed schedules I'\ 
3. Cost overruns , l · These situations can lead to loss of market share and/or loss of prof
itability. Hence the pressure we developers and testers feel is often I 
overwhelming. 

"In response to this problem, much attention has been given to the 
~echanics of development and testing, and many tools have been built J 
to support the process. Researchers have addressed the theory of soft
ware development and testing and the'many difficult questions it 
entails. However, we have paid too little attention to the engineering of fieliability in software-based products. Engineering software reliability 
JD~S developing a product in such a way that the product reaches the 
"iiia:.rket" at the right time, at an acceptable cost, and with satisfactory 
reliability. You will note that market is in quotes; this is to convey a f. 
broad meaning beyond the world of commercial products. Even prod
W:ts built for the military and for governments have a market in the 

'" '~~e that product users have alternatives that they can and will t 
::- ~Oose ifa product is too late, too costly, or too unreliable. 

~"""11'he traditional view of development and testing does not provide us 
With enough power to achieve this engineering goal. Software reliability I 
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2 Chapter One 

J 	 engineering takes a much broader, more proactive view. Software relia
bility engineering, for example, has shown that the most efficient testing . 
involves activities that occur throughout the product life cycle and that 
interface with system engineering and system design tasks. SoftwareJ reliability engineering therefore empowers testers to take leaderehip 
positions in meeting user needs. It involves system engineers, system 
architects, potential users, managers (Musa, 1996c), and developers as

f collaborators (Musa, 1996a, 1996b, 1997c, 1997d, 1997g; Musa and 
Widmaier, 1996). 

The standard definition of reliability for software (Musa, Iannino, 
and Okumoto, 1987) is the probability of execution without failure for J 

I 

some specified interval of natural units or time. Thus we use a defini

tion that is compatible with that used for hardware reliability, 

although the mechanisms of failure may be different. The compatibili

ty enables us to work with systems that are composed ofboth software 

and hardware components. 

The product characteristics described-reliability, development 
time, and cost-are attributes of a more general characteristic-prod
uct quality. Product quality is the right balance among these charac
teristics. Getting a good balance means you must pick quantitative 
objectives for the three characteristics and measure the characteristics 
as development proceeds. 

Projects, of course, have for some time been able to set objectives for 
delivery date and cost of products and measure progress toward these 
objectives. What has been lacking until recently has been the ability to ~ 	 do the same thing for reliability for software-based systems. Since the 
1940s, we have been able to set reliability objectives and measure reli
ability for pure hardware systems. However, the proportion of such sys
tems is now rapidly diminishing to near nonexistence, hence the need 
for and the development ofsoftware reliability engineering. 

1.1 What 18 Software Reliability Engineering 
and How Doe8 It Help Development 
and Testing? 

I Software reliability engineering is the only standard, proven best prac
I 

tice that empowers testers and developers to simultaneously 
I 

! 


1. Ensure that product reliability meets user needs 


f 2. Speed the product to market faster 


3. 	Reduce product cost 

4. 	Improve customer satisfaction and reduce the risk of angry users 
. , 

5. 	Increase their productivity 

: I 

Overview of Software Reliability Engineering 

You can use software reliability engineering for any release of any 
software-based product, beginning at the start of any release cycle. 
Hence you can easily handle legacy products. We use the term soft
ware-based to emphasize that there are no pure software systems; 
therefore, hardware must always be addressed in your analysis. Before 
applying software reliability engineering to the testing of any product, 
you must first test (or verifY in some other manner) and then integrate 
the units or modules into complete functions that you can execute. 

Software reliability engineering works by applying two fundamental 
ideas. First, it delivers the desired functionality for the product under 
development much more efficiently by quantitatively characterizing 
the expected use of the product and using this information to 

1. 	Precisely focus resources on the most used and/or most critical func
tions 

2. 	Make testing realistically represent field conditions 

Critical means having great extra value when successful or great extra 
impact when failing. This value or impact can be with respect to human 
life, cost, or system capability.. 

Second, software reliability engineering balances customer needs for 
reliability, development time, and cost precisely and hence more effec
tj.vely. To do so, it sets quantitative reliability as well as schedule and 
cost objectives. It engineers strategies to meet these objectives. Finally, 
software reliability engineering tracks reliability in test and uses it as 

. . a release criterion. With software reliability engineering you deliver 
:'.:'just enough" reliability and avoid both the excessive costs and devel

opment time involved in "playing it safe" and the risk of angry users 
.and product disaster resulting from an unreliable product. 

Software reliability engineering is based on a solid body of theory 
(Musa, Iannino, and Okumoto, 1987) that includes operational profiles, 

_. Tandom process software reliability models, statistical estimation, and 
sequential sampling theory. Software personnel have practiced software 

. :reliability engineering extensively over a period dating back to 1973 
(Musa and Iannino, 1991b). At AT&T it has been a best current practice 

since May 1991 (Donnelly, Everett, Musa, and Wilson, 1996). 
.,.Belection as an AT&T BCP was significant because very high standards 

:-·were imposed. First, you had to use the proposed practice on several (typ
-, :kally at least 8 to 10) projects and achieve significant, documented ben

efit to cost ratios, measured in financial terms. You then developed a 
detailed description of the practice and how you used it on the projects, 
along with a business case for adopting it. Committees of experienced 

and fourth-level managers subjected the description and the case 
a probing lengthy review. Typically, the review lasted several months, . 
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with detailed examinations being delegated to first-level software man
agers and senior software developers. The review of the software relia
bility engineering BCP proposal involved more than 70 such people. 
Comments requiring action before final review of the proposal exceeded 
100. Even then, the software reliability engineering BCP was only one of 
five approved from the set of some 30 proposals made in 1991. 

In addition, the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
approved software reliability engineering as a standard in 1993, result
ing in significant impact in the aerospace industry (AIAA, 1992). A 
major handbook publisher issued a Handbook of Software Reliability 
Engineering in 1996, further evidence of the field's importance (Lyu, 
1996). The IEEE haa also been active in developing standards for soft
ware reliability engineering. 

Organizations that have used software reliability engineering include 
Alcatel, AT&T, Bellcore, CNES (France), ENEA (Italy), Ericsson 
Telecom (Sweden), France Telecom, Hewlett-Packard, Hitachi (Japan) 
IBM, NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA's Space Shuttle project, 
Lockheed-Martin, Lucent Technologies, Microsoft, Mitre, Motorola, 
Nortel, North Carolina State University, Raytheon, Saab Military 
Aircraft (Sweden), Tandem Computers, the U.S. Air Force, and the U.S. 
Marine Corps, to name just a few. There is a selection of papers and 
articles by users of software reliability engineering, describing their 
experience with it, in App. H. 

Tierney (1997) reported the results of a survey taken in late 1997 
that showed that Microsoft has applied software reliability engineering 
in 50 percent of its software development groups, including projects 
such as Windows NT and Word. The benefits they observed were 
increased test coverage, improved estimates of amount oftest required, 
useful metrics that helped them establish ship criteria, and improved 
specification reviews. 

AT&T's Operations Technology Center in the Network and 
Computing Services Division has used software reliability engineering 
as part ofits standard software development process for several years. 
This process is currently undergoing ISO certification. The Operations 
Technology Center was a primary software development organization 
for the AT&T business unit that won the Malcolm Baldrige National 
Quality Award in 1994. At that time, it had the highest percentage of 
projects using software reliability engineering in AT&T; Another inter
esting observation is that four of the first five software winners of the 
former AT&T Bell Laboratories President's Quality Award used soft
ware reliability engineering. 

The International Definity project represents one application of soft
ware reliability engineering. They applied it along with some related 
software technologies. In comparison with a previous software release 
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that did not use these technologies, customer-found faults decreased by f 

a factor of 10, resulting in significantly increased customer satisfac

tion. Consequently, sales increased by a factor of 10. There were reduc

tions by a factor of 2 in system test interval and system test costs, 30 
 I 
percent in total project development interval, and a factor oHO in pro

gram maintenance costs (Abramson et al., 1992). 


As further witness to the value of software reliability engineering, 
growth of this field is very strong. The IEEE Computer Society's 1 
Technical Committee on Software Reliability Engineering grew from 
around 40 people at its founding in 1990 to over 1000 in mid 1996, an 
annual growth rate of about 70 percent. Annual growth ofsoftware reli 1 
ability engineering research in the same period was about 35 percent, 

as judged by the number of papers submitted to the annual 

International Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering (ISSRE). 


Experience with the application of software reliability engineering 1 

indicates a cost of implementation of around 0.1 to 0.2 percent of pro

ject development costs for most projects. This proportion is smaller for 

large projects and larger for small projects. For small projects, the total 
 I
effort is usually no more than 1 staff month. This includes the costs of 

education, developing operational profiles, and data collection and pro

cessing. 
 I 
1;2 The Software Reliability 

Engineering Process 
 I " The process of applying software reliability engineering first requires 
that you determine which systems are associated with the product you 
will test. In doing this you will need to understand the types of software {reliability engineering test. Consequently, we will first look at the lat
ter topic and then address the issue of determining which associated 
systems to test. 

The software reliability engineering process proper consists of five I.
activities. They are define "necessary" reliability, develop operational 
profiles, prepare for test, execute test, and apply failure data to guide 
decisions. They are illustrated in Fig. 1.1, with the project phases in 
which you customarily perform them shown at the bottom ofthe figure. I 
Note that "execute test" and "apply failure data to guide decisions" 

(ICCur simultaneously and are closely linked, with the relative empha

sis on application increasing with time as the amount of failure data 

available increases. Each of these activities is discussed at length in a f 

chapter of this book (Chaps. 2 to 6). 


The process diagram, for simplicity, shows only the predominant 
order of work flow, indicated by the arrows, in the software reliability J 
engineering process. In actuality, the tasks frequently iterate and feed 

J ; 
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I 

I 

J 

I 
l

Requirements 
Design and Testand 

ImplementationArchitecture 

Define ''Necessary'' 
Reliability 

Prepare for Test 

Figure 1.1 Software reliability engineering process diagram. 

I 
J back to earlier tasks in a manner analogous to the spiral (as contrast

ed to the waterfall) model of the overall software development process. 
Just as some requirements and architecture changes may follow test in 
the software development process, changes in defining "necessary" reli
ability may follow executing test and applying failure data to guide 
decisions in the software reliability engineering process. 

The Post Delivery' and Maintenance life-cycle· phase, which follows 
Test, is not shown in Fig. 1.1. During this phase, you can determine the 
reliability actually achieved and the operational profile really experi
enced. This information affects the definition of "necessary" reliability 
and the development of the operational profile for the next release. It 

i I 
II can result in reengineering of the product and the development

I process. 

Testers conduct the frrst two activities, "define necessary reliability" 


f' 

and "develop operational profiles," in partnership with system engi
neers. We originally thought that these activities should be assigned 
solely to system engineers and system architects. However, this did not 
work well in practice. Testers depend on these activities and are hence , more strongly motivated than system engineers and system architects 
to ensure their successful completion. We resolved the problem when 
we made testers part of the system engineering and system architec
tureteam. 

This approach also had unexpected side benefits. Testers had much 
more contact with product users, which was very valuable for knowing 
what system behavior would be unacceptable and how unacceptable it 

r would be and for understanding how users would employ the product. 

~ I 
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System engineers and system architects obtained a greater apprecia

tion of testing and of where requirements and design needed to be 

made less ambiguous and more precise, so that test planning, test case, 

and test procedure design could proceed. System testers made valuable 

contributions to architecture reviews, often pointing out important 

capabilities that were missing. 


The architecture phase includes the software reliability engineering 

activity of selection of the mix of strategies of fault prevention, fault 

removal, and fault tolerance. Thus it affects both product and process 

design. Testers may not perform this activity, but they need to under

stand it, because it will affect them. 


1.3 Fone Follower 

Let's consider an illustration that we will apply throughout this book 

to help make the process of applying software reliability engineering 

more concrete. The illustration is drawn from an actual project, with 

the details modified for the purposes of simplicity and protecting any 

proprietary information. This particular example was selected because 

it deals with telephone service and henc~n be understoqd by almost 

anyone. Also, it was small (total staff less than 10, extra effort required 

by software reliability engineering about 1 staff month). It in no way 

implies that software reliability engineering is limited in application to 

telecommunications or to small projects. In fad;, software reliability 
 -
engineering has been applied to systems ranging from 5000 to '" I'"~ 

10,000,000 lines of source code. Applications outside of telecommuni
"'.~ 


cations include (at least) medical imaging, knowledge-based systems, a 

wide area network-based education system, a capital management and 

accounting system, a compiler, terminal firmware, instrument firm

ware, military systems, and space systems. 


FoneFollower is a system that enables you to forward incoming tele

phone calls (fax or voice) anywhere in the world, including to cellular 

or other portable phones. You, as user, call Fone Follower and enter the 

telephone numbers at which you plan to be as a function of time. 


Calls from the telephone network that would normally be routed to 

your telephone are sent to Fone Follower. It forwards both fax and 

voice calls in accordance with the program you entered. If there is no 

response to a voice call, you are paged ifyou have pager service. Ifthere 

is still no response or ifyou don't have pager service, the voice calls are 


. forwarded to your voice mail. 
': .. Fone Follower used a vendor-supplied operating system whose relia
:bility was not known at the time. Subscribers view service as the com
bmation of standard telephone service with the call forwarding 
provided by Fone Follower. 
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I 

1.4 Types of Test 
There are two types of software reliability engineering test. reliability 
growth test and certification test. These types are not related to phas
es oftest such as unit test, subsystem test, system test, or beta test, but 
rather to the objectives of test. The main objective of reliability growth 
test is to fmd and remove faults. During reliability growth test, you use 
software reliability engineering to estimate and track reliability. 
Testers and development managers apply the reliability information to 
guide development and release. You typically use reliability growth 
test for the system test phase of software you develop in your own orga
nization. It can also be used in beta test if you are resolving failures . 
(removing the faults causing them) as you test. To obtain "good" (with 
moderate ranges of uncertainty) estimates of failure intensity, you 
need a minimum number of failures in your sample, often 10 to 20. 

Reliability growth test includes feature, load, and regression test. 
Feature test is a test in which operations are executed separately, with 
interactions and effects of the field environment minimized. Some
times interactions are minimized by reinitializing the system betw.een 
the operations. Load test involves executing operations simultaneous

, ly, at the same rates and with the same other environmental conditions 
I 
t 

as those that will occur in the field. Thus the same interactions and 
impact of environmental conditions will occur as can be expected in the 
field. Acceptance test and performance test are types of load test. 
Regression test is the execution of some (usually randomly selected) or 

I 
all feature tests after each system build that has a significant change. 
You should include all critical operations in the regression test suite. 

Load test typically involves competition for system resources with 
the queueing and timing problems that can result. Also, there is fre
quently a degradation ofdata with time. The foregoing factors thus can 
uncover potential field failures resulting from interaction that would 
not be stimulated by feature and regression test. Although interaction 
is somewhat more important for multiuser systems, it is also important 
for single-user systems such as software executing on personal com
puters, because there can be different interactions among operations 
resulting from the sequences in which they execute. 

Certification test does not involve debugging. There is no attempt to 
"resolve" failures you identify by determining the faults that are caus
ing them and removing the faults. The system must be. stable. No 
changes can be occurring, either due to new features or fault removal. 
With certification test you make a binary decision: accept the software 
or reject the software and return it to its supplier for rework. In certi
fication test, you require a much smaller sample of failures. In fact, you 
can make decisions without any failures occurring if the period of exe

1 
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I
cution without failure is sufficiently long. We generally use certifica
tion test only for load test (not feature or regression test). 

I ' 1.5 Systems to Teat 

You can define "system" in whatever way is convenient for purposes of 

study or analysis. It can consist of any combination of hardware, soft

ware, and personnel elements. In general, you will define a "system" for t 

each entity you will separately test. 


,We will, of course, want to test the actual product we are developing 

as a system. We will use reliability growth test as long as we are devel

oping even part of the product. This may be followed by certification 

test as a rehearsal if our customer will be conducting an acceptance 

test. Ifwe are simply integrating the product from components, we will 

conduct only certification test of the integrated product. We will also 
 I 
want to identify major variations of the product as systems to be test

ed. A different hardware configuration of the product (that accom

plishes the same functions) is essentially a different system. You may 
 thave substantially different versions because you must be able to exe
cute on different platforms or with different operating systems. 
~temational products may have to operate with different interfaces in 
different countries. {' 

Ifyou have supersystems or systems in which the product operates as 

a cOmponent, these should be considered as potential systems to be sep

arately tested. Ifusers judge the product by the reliability of the super 1i, system and if the interaction of the product with the other systems 

~prising the supersystem is complex and hence difficult to define, 

You will probably want to test that supersystem separately. This is 

~use independent testing of the product with an interface driver 
 lWill be chancy, because you may not characterize the interface correct-

Ii:You often test supersystems in the case ofpackaged software. Other 


.:. iU:ilStrations include printers and personal computers. If you test one 

oi,IQ,ore supersystems that involve the product, you may also want to 
 I ' 
tiStthe corresponding supersystems for the variations of that product. 

,,~Some supersystems can't be practically or economically tested in sys

wm test, but they can be in beta test and hence must be scheduled for 
 I 

,::, ~t phase. Beta test, of course, involves direct execution in the field 
i;': environment, identifying failures, and applying the failure data. Beta 
~ ~ting does not require that you develop operational profiles, prepare 

test cases and procedures, or invoke test cases with test procedures. L 
, . You will also want to test acquired software (not developed by your 

~ganization) components as systems in their own right if their relia


is unknown or questionable and ifearly detection of unreliability 
 1 ; 
. prevent schedule delays or cost overruns. Ordinarily such testing 

1,
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1 	 is necessary only for the first release of a product, although it could be 
necessary for a subsequent release if that release requires a new or 
substantially changed acquired component. Acquired software 
includes off-the-shelf or packaged software, software that is reused f from another product or a component or object library, and subcon
tracted software. If you know that a component has sufficient reliabil

} ity for your product from previous experience, it is not necessary to test 

I 
it separately. Ifyou are not sure of the component but have a good rela
tionship with the supplier, you may decide to have them perform relia
bility growth test, under surveillance, and skip the acceptance testing, 
saving time and cost. Note that size is an important factor in deciding 

I 
whether to test a component. If the component is a major one, testing 
it separately can be cost effective. Ifyou have small acquired software 
components (including objects), separate testing will be cost effective 
only if they are used in many systems. 

There appears to be great potential in the application of software 
reliability engineering to testing object libraries needed for object-ori

j ented development, because you can expect to use the objects in many 
systems. In fact, the further growth and use of object-oriented develop
ment may depend on this marriage of technologies: Object-oriented 
concepts have made better modularization possible, but we often are 
not realizing the promise and benefits of reuse because developers 
(probably rightly) have enormous resistance to using objects of unde

I 
termined reliability. 

There is, of course, a limit to how many systems you will select for 

I 
separate testing. Each separate test involves extra cost. Although you 
can conduct multiple tests in parallel, at some point limited people and 
computer resources may cause schedule delays as well. Costs include 
developing one or more additional operational profile(s), developing 

I 
test cases and procedures, and executing the tests. You should select an 
additional system for separate test only when the benefits of separate 
test outweigh the extra time and costs involved. The benefits are the 

I 
reductions in risk of customer dissatisfaction or schedule delays (both 
leading to lost market share) and reduction in risk of extra develop
mentcosts. 

The costs of separately testing an additional system may be reduced 
if a system has an operational architecture (its components correspond 
to operations or groups of operations), because it's relatively simple to 
obtain operational profiles for the components and hence relatively 1 easy to separately test the components. 

Although it may not be cost effective to test more tb8.n a few systems 
separately, it is not as expensive and hence it may be practical to deter
mine failure intensities for a large.r number of separate components f that are tested together. This is because you only have to classify fail-

I 
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ureS by components and measure processing done for those components 
(either by counting natural or time units expended). However, because 
of the errors in estimating failure intensity from small failure samples, 
making multiple failure intensity estimates may not be practical. 

In the case ofFone Follower, we tested the operating system acquired 
component, Fone Follower itself, and the supersystem that includes the 
telephone network and Fone Follower. We could have used certification 
test for the product as well, but we did not do so because it would have 
lengthened time to delivery. 

1.6 Frequently Asked Questions 

In this section we will first look at questions that have been raised con

cerning the need for applying software reliability engineering and the 

benefits that result from using it. The following sets of questions deal 

with clarifying the concepts of software reliability engineering, its rela

tionships with other practices, and where and when it can be applied. 


1.6.1 Effectiveness and benefits Il~ 

·1 Why is software reliability so important in t\!.e area of software quality? 

ANSWER: Software reliability is a very specific and measurable property in the 

l8.rger concept of software quality, which can be rather fuzzy. It is probably the 
 <,_t 

'most inclusive and important property because it deals with freedom from 
departures from user-specified behavior during execution. In other words, the 
Software executes in the way the user wants it to. Other aspects of quality not 
incorporated in reliability (for example, maintainability) will be strictly sec

. ondary if the program does not operate satisfactorily. 

··2 How does software reliability compare in effectiveness with other 
. approacbes to quantifying quality? 

~R: Software reliability is the most important aspect of quality to the 
. User because it quantifies how well the software product will function with 
'respect to his or her needs. Certain other measures of quality may have some 
ielation to software reliability, but they are much less direct. For example, the 

Li,pm.ber of faults remaining has some connection to reliability, but it is devel
mer.oriented and it does not indicate impact on operation. Further, you can

but only infer faults remaining, and this with rather poor 
The number of faults found has no correlation with reliability. If 
faults are found, this can indicate either reliable software or poor

unreliable software. The number of problems uncovered in design or 
inspection has properties similar to faults found as a quality measure. 

measures such as program complexity are even more remote from the 
concept of quality. 
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3 Doesn't the copying of hardware reliability by software reliability result in 
an inappropriate technology? 

ANSWER: Software reliability was not copied from hardware reliability. It was 
developed with full cognizance of the differences. However, we deliberately 
defined software reliability to be mathematically compatible so that the relia
bility of systems with both components could be evaluated. We studied but 
rejected other approaches such as fault counting because of their incompatibil
ity, among other reasons. An incompatible definition would not be practically 
useful because real systems always have components of both types. 

4 Can software reliability engineering help us with Total Quality Manage
ment, as characterized by the Baldrige award? 

ANSWER: Software reliability engineering is integrally connected and is in fact 
a keystone to Total Quality Management. It provides a user-oriented metric 
that is highly correlated with customer satisfaction. It is a keystone in the 
sense that you cannot manage quality without a user-oriented metric of system 
reliability, and you cannot determine reliability of software-based systems 
without a software reliability measure. 

Software reliability engineeriI;J.g is associated with most of the mt\ior cate
gories in the Baldrige award scoring system. 

5 Some people say that software reliability engineering is inadequate 
because it does not focus sufficient attention on preventing catastrophic fail
ures. Is this true? 

ANSWER: No, the statement represents a failure to understand software relia
bility engineering properly. Catastrophic failures generally represent some 
fraction of all failures. Hence tracking and reducing all failures will also reduce 
the proportion of catastrophic failures. 

6 	 We resolve every failure that occurs in test. Why then do we need to esti
mate software reliability? 


ANSWER: Because otherwise, you will have no idea of how much additional test

ing you should do. 


7 Can software reliability concepts contribute to root cause analysis (the 
determination of the ultimate causes of faults, done with the objective of 
improving the software engineering process that generated the faults)? 

ANSWER: Yes. The operational profile (defined in Chap. S) highlights those 
functions that execute frequently. Failure reports related to these functions or 
to failures with high severity of impact should receive priority in root cause 
analysis studies. Then quality improvement actions undertaken on the basis of 
root cause analysis will address those causes first that will have the greatest 
effect on customer perception of quality. 

8 How can we use software reliability engineering to improve the design and 
test process? 

I 
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f 
ANSWER: - We can use software reliability engineering to improve the design and 

test process in several ways: 


a. 	We can use knowledge of the operational profile (defined in Chap. S) to Ifocus design effort on the most frequently used functions. 
b. 	Driving test with the operational profile will activate the most-Ire


quently used functions first, allowing us to find and remove their faults 

first and thus reducing failure intensity rapidly. 
 I 

c. The failure intensity objective you establish with the customer suggests 
the level of design and test effort you need and what range of techniques 

you should employ. 


d. The failure intensity objective provides a release criterion for deter

mining when to stop system test. 


e. Measurement of reliability differences resulting from different software 

engineering techniques, along with the cost and time duration associ
 fated with them, will provide the basis for selecting these techniques on 
future projects. . 

9 	 Can you beneficially apply software reliability engineering to "one shot" f 
programs that you rapidly construct in real time from off-the-shelf components 

and use for just a limited period? lliustrationa include user-programmed sys

tems and agents and applets on the Internet. 
 f 
ANSWER: Yes, although clearly not in the same sense you would apply it for 

commercial software you expect to have substantial use. A useful analysis 

would be to determine the reliability level to which you would have to build the 

components such that systems of acceptable reliability could be constructed. 
 I ; 
10 Why do we need to measure software reliability? Wouldn't it be more effec

tive to establish the best software development process we can and apply it vig

orously? 	 { 
ANSWER: The essential question is, What do you mean by "best"? Best must be 

defined by someone, preferably the users of the ultimate software-based prod. 

uct. A definition without measurement is very imprecise. We need to know the 
 I ' level ofreIiability that users require. And note that highest level may be wrong 

because the resulting development time and cost may be unacceptable. Finally. 

we have no satisfactory way ofdetermining the activities that should be incor. 

porated into a process unless we can measure their effectiveness in yielding 
 Idesired product characteristics such as reliability, development time. and cost. 

11 Does the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) sponsored by the Software 

Engineering Institute require measurement of reliability of software-based {

systems? 

ANsWER: Yes, explicitly at levels 4 and 5 and indirectly at level S. 

'12 Where can software reliability engineering make its greatest contribu 1 
tions in improving the software development process? 
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ANSWER: In speeding up the development of function (and at the same time 
reducing cost) for a product while maintaining the necessary reliability. 

13 My company is evolving from a developer of software to a company thatf 
primarily integrates software developed by others. How will this affect the soft
ware reliability engineering we do? 

I ANSWER: You will continue to have a strong need for software reliability engi
neering because you must continue to ensure the reliability of the final product 
and achieve the right balance among reliability, development time, and cost. In 
fact, you probably will have a greater need for software reliability engineering 
because you will want to certification test many of the components being delivr ered to you. However, you will find less need for reliability growth testing. 

14 Can we use software reliability engineering for ultrareliable systems? 

ANSWER: Yes. Some statisticians have argued that you cannot, because the 
time required for testing would be impractically long. This view is based on a 
hardware perspective that usually does not hold for software. Usually only a 
limited number of the software operations must be ultrareliab1e, and they are 
usually ones that do not occur frequently. With the use of appropriate software 
architecture such as firewaI1s, the operations can be isolated. Because they are 
usually not invoked very frequently, they can be certified to very high levels of 
reliability with practically achievable amounts of testing. Finally, because pro
cessing is cheap and rapidly becoming cheaper, yoU can speed up testing by 
performing it on many processors in parallel. 

J 15 When do you involve users in software reliability engineering? 

} 
ANSWER: You involve users in setting product and supersystem failure intensi
ty objectives and in developing operational proffies (including determining oper
ational modes). Ifusers specify acceptance tests, they will be involved in them. 

j 
16 Can you apply software reliability engineering to systems with a low pro
duction volume? 

ANSWER: Yes. The only difference is that the product budget will probably be 
lower. Hence the resources available for test will be less. As a result, you may 
feel more pressure to keep the number of systems tested, the number of opera
tional modes, the number of operations, the number of "test cases, and the 
amount of test time low. 

17 Sometimes I hear of new software reliability engineering ideas that I do

I not find in this book. Why? 

ANSWER: We have deliberately limited this book to ideas that have been proved 
in practice, unless noted otherwise. Some of the ideas you have heard about 
may indeed be promising, and some of these may be proven in practice in the

J years to come. What you see here is the state of the practice at the beginning 
of 1998. 

I 
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1.6.2 Concepts 

1 The term software reliability is disturbing. Software doesn't wear out like 

hardware, so how can you apply a hardware concept? 


ANSWER: First, the term software reliability is in general use, like it or not. 

However, we have deliberately decided to promote the usage further to empha

size compatibility of software and hardware reliability calculations and their 

joint use in computing system reliability. It is true that software doesn't wear 

out in the same sense as hardware, although it tends to degrade with time as 

its functions evolve and as it is maintained. Software reliability is"really a mea

sure of confidence in the design. You could estimate design confidence for hard

ware systems. You usually don't, because wear-out phenomena tend to swamp 

out design defects for most hardware systems. 


2 Aren't we stretching things when we say that software failure is random? 

Hardware really does seem to fail randomly, but software is the result of an 

intellectual process that can be controlled. 


ANSWER: The randomness of hardware failure is no more "real" than that of 

software. The concept of randomness is used to model behavior that is affected 


' • .f~ lby so many factors that a deterministic model is impractical. We may think 

that we control intellectual processes and hence their products, but this is illu

sory. Many defects (for example, memory lapseS) occur in intellectual process

es. These defects are caused by a wide range of factors, so the whole is best 

modeled by a random process. 

3 How can you talk of a reliability for software? It isn't the same situation as .~~< 
we have for hardware. You let me pick the software tests and establish their 
sequence and I'll give any reliability estimate you want. For example, if you 
take a run that executes without failure and repeat it endlessly, you will get a 
reliability that approaches 1. 

ANSWER: Manipulation of the reliability estimate is possible. You must know 
at least one run that fails and one that succeeds. You then select them in the 
PfOportions you desire. However, we aren't really interested in the behavior of 
the program for an artificial set of tests. We are concerned with the typical 
environment of runs (usually randomly sequenced) that will normally be 
encountered. Manipulation of tests is also possible for hardware and is just as 
Unreasonable as for software. For example, you can obtain a very low reliabil
jty for most automobile tires by running them incessantly over a set of spikes. 

4 How can you view the use of a system as being random? Ifpeople learn the 
weaknesses of a system, they will avoid them. 

#'8WER: Suppose people do learn the weaknesses of a system and avoid the 
faulty operations rather than ask the software designer to correct them. This 
acceptance is equivalent to a redefinition of the system requirements. 
!J.lcldentally, there is no reason why use of the remaining operations should not 
be regarded as a random process. 
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5 How can software reliability vary with time, because it doesn't wear out? 

ANSWER: Note that software reliability varies with execution time. As failures 
occur and faults underlying them are uncovered and corrected, reliability will 
increase. Any variation of software reliability with time occurs solely because 
time and execution time have some relationship. 

6 I~ our application, my management tells me that our objective is perfec
tion with respect to certain functions that are critical to the success ofour over
all mission (success of all of these functions is necessary for mission success; 
none can fail). How can we apply software reliability measures? 

ANSWER: Expecting perfection is unrealistic, although admitting that your goal 
is less than perfection may be difficult from a public relations standpoint. What 
you really want to do is to determine the degree of"near perfection" needed. 

You will be in good company, because developers of "life critical" software 
such as that used in medical systems, aircraft and air traffic control, and 
nuclear power plants deal with such questions. 

Setting an appropriate objective for the critical functions generally depends 
on the impact offailure, usually in terms ofcost or human life. Although it may 
be difficult to sst precise objectives, it is usually po8sible to come up with 
boUnds or approximate objectives. An approach that is frequently useful is to 
look at past experience or similar situations to e8timate what is acceptable. For 
example, in the United States, people are apparently willing to accept the cur
rent risk level with respect to automobile use ofabout one fatal accident per 106 

h of operation, because this risk does not influence people to stop driving. 
An annual failure cost level that represents an appreciable fraction ofa com

pany's annual profits would probably be considered unacceptable, as would a 
failure risk level that would result in serious public demand to stop the oPera
tions supported by the system you are considering. 

7 Do failure meesures at dift'erent phases oftest (for example, unit te8t, sub
system test, system test) have equal significance? 

ANSWER: Measure8 taken later in test generally will give a better indication of 
what to expect in operation. This is because more data is available, and the 
data that i8 available is usually based. on more ofthe 8ystem being present and 
on a test operational profile that is cl08er to the true operational profile. 

However, this does not mean that data taken early in development will not 
give useful approximations of what to expect in operation. You must adjust 
early data to account for only part ofthe system being present and for test oper
ational profile8 that depart from the actual operational profiles. 

8 	 Is software reliability enginsering requirements-based? 

ANSWER: Yes. This does not mean that we ignore useful information we may 
have about the design or the hi8tory of the project. 

9 What are some of the common misconceptions about software reliability 
engineering? 

I 
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IANSWER: The m08t common misconception8 are that 

a. 	It is primarily concerned with software reliability models and predic
tion 
 Ib. 	It incorrectly copies hardware reliability theory 

c. It deals with faults or buge: 
d. 	It doesn't cpncern itselfwith representative testing 
e. Testing ultrareliable software is hopeless i 

10. Are attaining reliability growth and evaluating the reliability that exists 
conflicting objectives? IANSWER: Probably not, but ifthey are, then only to a limited extent. Evaluating 
~ting reliability requires that you represent field conditions accurately when 
you. test (Le., you select your tests in accordance with the operational profile 
clefined in Chap. 3). Attaining optimal reliability growth implies that you select Iyour tests so that you increase reliability per unit test time as rapidly as pos
sible. To a certain degree, selecting tests in accordance with the operational 
profile gives the most rapid reliability growth, because you will test frequently 
executed code early and find and remove any faults that lurk within it. f I 

However, you may also repeatedly exercise some frequently executed code 
before les8 frequently executed code is exercised for the first time. The repeat
eq execution may result in removal ofalmost all the faults in that code, so con
tinued execution of the code doesn't result in much further reliability growth. I ' 
Thus it is possible that an approach other than pure operational-profile-driven 
selection may improve te8t efficiency under certain conditions. No well-defined 
picture of what those conditions are exists at this time, however. 

11 Why is software reliability so dift'erent from hardware reliability? I know 
software is quite different from hardware, but why can't software failure data 
be treated like hardware failure data? { 
ANSWER: Software and hardware reliability do have the same definition: prob
ability of failure-free operation for a specified time. The principal difference i8 
that software reliability is more likely to change with time than hardware reli
ability, either as faults are removed during reliability growth test or as new J
code (which may contain additional faults) is added. Hence the need for mod~ 
els to characterize this change. Ifsoftware is stable (not evolving and not being 
debugged), the software failure data can be treated like hardware failure data. I 
12 You have noted that, in general, the relative order of importance ofsignif
icant quality attributes is reliability, schedule, cost. Are there any major depar
tures from this order? f 
ANSWER: Yes. Government and military applications often rank coet ahead of 
schedule. 

13 Which is more appropriate, a run-oriented view ofsoftware reliability or a 1 
time-oriented one? 
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ANSWER: Because all runs have a frequency of occurrence and a duration dur
ing execution, the two views are equivalent. 

14 Do the environmental factors that influence hardware reliability affect 
software reliability? 

I 
ANSWER: In general, no. Hardware reliability is mostly affected by physical 
variables like temperature and mechanical stress. Software reliability is most
lyaffected by how the software is used. 

I 
15 How will the move to network computing (i.e., applets, Java, client-server 
networks, etc.) affect software reliability engineering? 

I 
ANSWER: It should not affect basic theory and it probably will not affect the 
basic methods used in practice. However, we can expect to see more emphasis 
on small software components used in a wide variety of applications within a 
domain. Hence software reliability engineering will frequently be applied to 

I 
domains, and certification test within domains will increase in importance. The 
components may be combined into larger numbers ofsystems and there may be 
larger numbers of operational modes (defined in Chap. 3). 

16 Why should you have a reliability objective? Shouldn't you strive for zero 
defects (faults)? 

ANSWER: Setting an objective of zero defects (faults) ignores the considerations
1 	 of product delivery date and product cost. You want a balance among the char

acteristics of reliability, delivery date, and cost that best meets user needs. 

I 	 1.6.3 Relationships wHh other practices 

1 Which of the following attributes of quality can be incorporated in and 
measured by software reliability? 

a. Functionality (presence of features) 
b. Quality of failure messages 
c. Ease oflearning 
d. User friendliness in operation 
e. Maintainability 
f. Hardware fault tolerance or recoverability 
g. Performance 
h. Extensibility 
i. Support level (speed of response to support requests) 
j. Software fault tolerance or recoverability 
k. Ease of relating user problem to system capabilities 
1. Tolerance to user faults 

ANSWER: Attributes a, b, d, f, g,i, and I. We can relate all ofthese quality attrib
utes to behavior of the program in execution that users may view as unsatisJ 
factory. 

I 
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2 How can you use software reliability to characterize functionality? 

ANSWER: Determine what functions your customers want or need and how 
often they need them. Consider the absence ofa function as a failure. For exam
ple, suppose customers want a status display function ofunsold seats per flight 
for an airline reservation system on a daily basis for making pricing decisions. 
You would then consider the absence of the function as a failure. Hence you 
have 41.7 failures per 1000 h in addition to whatever other failures may exist. 
Although this possibility ofincorporating functionality into a software reliabil
ity exists, it usually isn't done. Normally, you establish a fixed set of functions 
for a product release and measure software reliability with respect to that set. 

3 How are software safety and software reliability related? 

ANSWER: Software safety is one aspect of software reliability. Reliability 
implies proper functioning of software, and safety is one of the requirements 
that must be met for proper functioning. You can categorize failures as safety
impacting or non-safety-impacting. For example, a system might have two 
safety failures per 1000 h. Note that an unsafe system is also unreliable. 

4 What is the survivability of a system? 

ANSWER: Survivability usually refers to reliability ofthe system with respect to 
a specified set of critical functions when the sys~ has been degraded in some 
way. For example, you might represent survivability of a spacecraft by the reli
ability ofthe navigation functions when the spacecraft is subjected to radiation. 

• 1"; 	 :

5 Can software be unsafe without the possibility of software failures 
"r.

occurring? 

ANSWER: Not really, if you interpret "failure" in,the broad sense of "behavior 
that the customer will view as unsatisfactory." Certainly, an unsafe event that 
occurred would be interpreted as unsatisfactory. Hence unsafe events would 
constitute a subset of failures. 

6 How is risk assessment related to software reliability? 

ANSWER: Risk assessment is a study ofthe probability that certain undesirable 
events will occur. These events include software failures but can include other 
events as well, such as cost overruns. Thus risk assessment can be more gen
eral than software reliability. 

7 How does failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) relate to software 
reliability engineering? 

ANSWER: Software reliability engineering is a macroscopic approach that takes 
a global, or "big picture," view of the software product involved. FMEA is a 
microscopic approach that looks at particular failures, how they can be caused, 
and how to prevent them. It is more expensive to apply than software reliabili
ty engineering due to the detailed analysis effort required. Thus it is most prac
tical for trying to prevent critical failures. You can integrate the two practices 

.':4 
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as follows. Apply software reliability engineering to reduce the total failure 
intensity. Perfonn FMEA on potential severity 1 failures you can identify and 
implement appropriate failure prevention or fault tolerant features for them. 

8 	 How is software reliability engineering related to cleanroom development? 

ANSWER: There are many siD:rilarities between software reliability engineering 
and cleanroom development, but software reliability engineering is the more 
general practice. Cleanroom development includes hierarchical specification 
and design and team reviews that apply formal correctness verification. You 
can use software reliability engineering with cleanroom development, but you 
can also use it with any other development methodology. 

9 We have a very close relationship with our software supplier. As we test 
their software, we send them trouble reports. They send us fixes, we integrate 
them, and continue test. What type of test are we performing? 

ANSWER: Reliability growth test. 

10 Does function point analysis have a role in software reliability engineering? 

ANSWER: Not to any extent. Function point analysis was originally developed 
to support cost estimation and measures of productivity. The number of lines 
of code can vary widely for the same functionality, depending on a program
mer's conception of the problem and his or her style. Hence lines of code is not 
a good measure to use when estimating cost or measuring productivity. 
However, the number of faults created (and hence failure intensity) is highly 
correlated with the number of lines of code written, because the human error 
rate appears to be relatively constant per line of code. Thus function point 
analysis is not needed for obtaining good predictions of failure intensity. 

1.6.4 Application 

1 Does reliability have any particular psychological effects on users ofa sys
tem that need to be considered? 

ANSWER: When users first begin to employ a new system, it is important that 
the reliability of frequently used functions be high. If they are not, the system 
will rapidly gain a bad reputation, which may later be difficult to overcome. 
Users may avoid using parts or all of the system or attempt to work around it. 
This situation is another powerful argument for determining the expected use 
for a system and using it to guide testing, with the most frequently used func
tions tested first. 

2 Can you apply software reliability engineering to systema that are 
designed and tested "top down?" 

ANSWER: Yes. When applying software reliability engineering to system test, 
you will probably have a shorter test period because there will be fewer faults 
to remove. However, it seems likely that there will always be a substantialsys-
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I 
tern test period before the release ofany software product. Itwill always be nec
essary to run the code through a number of functional tests. 

3 	 Flight software used on space missions is often "one of a kind." Does this I 
present a problem in software reliability engineering application in that previ
ous experience may not be applicable to the next mission? 

ANSWER: No. Estimates offailure intensity during test will be based on failure 
data, which will depend on this mission and not previous ones. 1 
4 Can reuse of software be helpful from a reliability as well as a cost stand


point? 
 I 
ANSWER: Yes. Reused software components tend to have a higher reliability, 
resulting in higher system reliability. But you must verifY the reliability of a 
reused component for the system in which you will employ it and for the use 
and environment of that system. 

S What are the most common mistakes people make in applying software 

reliability engineering? 
 I
ANSWER: Two of the most common are 

a. 	In constructing the operational profile (defined in Chap. 3), they miss 
some operations with significant probabilities of occurrence because 
they neglect to consider special or transient environments (for example, r 
a database in the process ofbaing populated). 

b. 	They do not test in accordance with the operational profile. Reliability 

estimates obtained then do not reflect actual expected use. 
 I ' 

e Can software reliability engineering be applied to object-oriented devel

opment? 


ANSWER: Yes I 
7 Do any special changes have to be made to apply software reliability engi


neering to an objeet-oriented program? 


,.ANSWER: No 	 f 
,,8 What changes in the "traditional" software development process are nec
~sary to implement software reliability engineering? I 
ANswER: The changes are not substantial, and they carry many additional ben
efits beyond software reliability engineering it.eelf: 

a. You need to determine one or more operational profiles (defined in 'I
Chap. 3) for the product. 

b. System testing must be consistent with the operational profile. 

Only the first change involves any appreciable effort. The establishment 
ofan operational profile will let you focus development on those functions 1 
that are most frequently used, with a strong net gain in productivity. The 
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change in system test represents a change in order of test rather than 
magnitude of effort. Software reliability engineering requires that you 
record test output and examine it for failures, but this is not a new require
ment above good conventional system testing practice. 

I 
Incidentally, software reliability engineering does not heavily affect the 

work ofsystem architects and developers, unless perhaps there is a desire 
to build failure recording and reporting features into the delivered product. 

S Some ofour project people are uncomfortable with the idea of suggesting 
that customers set failure intensity objectives. How do you deal with that? 

ANSWER: Point out that it is to the long-term benefit for both them and their 
customers that they understand customer requirements in specific quantita
tive terms. orcourse, this assumes that both understand the tradeoffs involved 
among reliability, time of delivery of new features, and cost. Better under
standing means that the customer will be more likely to be satisfied and that 
the development organization will be more likely to predominate vis-l-vis its 
competitors. Although there may be some initial resistance to letting cus
tomers set failure intensity objectives, this should disappear with greater 
understanding. 

10 What differences must you consider in applying software reliability engi
neering to packaged software (i.e., software that is sold to a large volume of 
customers)? 

ANSWER: Initial sales of packaged software probably depend more on getting a 
lot ofuseful functionality to market ahead ofcompetitors. Hence rapid testing 
of the most-used features to some minimum standard of reliability is very f 	 important. Meeting some minimum standard is essential because if the prod
uct fails too often, it will get a bad reputation from which it may never recover. 
But you should not test any longer than you have to because otherwise a com
petitor may deliver a product incorporating the most-used features before you 
do. Achieving good reliability for the lesser-used features can await later 
releases. Thus operational development (discussed in Chap. 3) is an excellent 
approach. 

When you set the ultimate failure intensity objective to be achieved, the 
tradeoff with cost will be particularly important due to the severe competition 
on price that is common. 

With the large numbers of users typical for packaged software, you will 
need to employ sampling to get operational profile (defined in Chap. 3) data 
and data on reliability needs. You may have to provide some inducement to 
users to provide the data. Some software suppliers have included use record
ing with beta test versions provided free to early users, often distributed over 
the Internet. Note that you must take care in interpreting data from a special 
group of users such as this; they may not be representative of the total even
tual user population. 

11 Our product must operate with a wide variety ofinterfacing hardware and 
software. How do we organize testing in this situation? 

r 
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ANSWER: Each of the configurations of hardware and software that your prod
uct must work with forms a supersystem when combined with your product. 
You need to test each of these supersystems. 

You can see that it is quite easy for the number of supersystems to get out 
of hand. You may wish to develop a configuration profile (Juhlin, 1992), which 
is a list of configurations and their probabilities of occurrence. These proba
bilities are usually determined as fractions ofusers associated with a particu
lar configuration. This data is usually a reasonable approximation of the 
fraction of use and is easier to collect. You can use the configuration profile to 
allocate your testing effort, even to the extent of not testing rarely occurring 
configurations. 

Another strategy is to define a base configuration plus a set of delta config~ 
urations. Each delta configuration represents only the changes that make up a 
particular variation from the base configuration. Many of the deltas will affect 
only a limited set of operations. You can often save a great deal oftesting time 
by testing the base configuration for all operations and testing the delta con
figurations for only those operations associated with them. 

12 Why should we set a reliability objective? Why don't we just develop an ""~ 
operational profile (defined in Chap. 3) and use it to allocate our development ,'~~ 
resources and make our testing realistic? ~

,~\ ~ 

+-~ 

ANSWER: The operational profile will help you greatly in allocating develop
ment resources and conducting realistic tests, bqt it can't guide you in deter
mining how long you should test or how muck effort you should put into 
reliability improvement strategies. You need an absolute measure such as a 
failure intensity objective to help you there. 

13 Should we consider collaboratively developed software as developed or ;. 

acquired software? , 

ANSWER: Ifyour organization is one ofthe collaborators, you should consider it 
8.8 developed software ,and at least do reliability growth test. Ifnot, you would 
consider it as acquired software and only do certification test. 

14 We produce a notebook computer, writing some basic firmware and soft
ware that lets a standard commercial operating system run on it. The product 
must work with various printers. How do we test the computer with them? 

ANSWER: Plan a set of supersystem tests, each test comprising the computer 
and one of the printers. 

15 One of the components of our system is no longer supported. Should we 
perform certification test on it? 

ANSWER: Yes, ifyou have not done so already. You need to know its reliability 
and how that will affect your system reliability. If the effect is unacceptable, 
you will have to find an alternative component or some way of increasing the 
reliability of the existing one. I 
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16 Can we apply software reliability engineering to legacy systems? When? 

ANSWER: Yes, beginning at tha start of any release cycle. 

17 Can we apply software reliability engineering to unit testing ofa product? 

ANSWER: In theory, yes. But it is generally not practical to do so unless the unit 
is expected to be used in multiple products, because of the effort and cost 
required to develop an operational profile for the unit. Using software reliabil
ity engineering to certify components expected to be used in multiple products 
is highly desirable, however. 

18 What types of systems are typically deferred to beta test because they can't 
be eConomically tested in system test? 

ANSWER: Supersystems, because it is often very expensive to reproduce or even 
simulate the systems that interact with your product. This is particularly true 
for networks ofsystems that extend over a substantial geographical area. 

19 When we test interfaces, should we use certification or reliability growth 

test? 
ANSWER: When you test an interface, you usually test it in two ways: in each of 
,the iIiterfacing systems that it spans, checking the variables transmitted, and 
as the system that includes both of the interfacing systems, observing overall 
behavior. The type of test is the same as the type oftest used for the system in 

'question. 

20 How does software reliability engineering apply in an organization that 
, uses a layered architecture for all its products: user interface, application, and 

,database? 
':ANSWER: The activities involved should essentially be the same. Some of the 

layers, such as the database and the user interface, will probably be products 
in their own right, where these products become components that are combined 
with an application to yield a "final" product that is delivered to "final" users. 
Note that products such as the database and the user interface will work with 
many other systems. Hence you must consider a number ofexternal systems as 

"1' 	 initiators of operations when developing operational profiles, and you can' 
expect a need to test a number of supersystems. 

1.7 Background 

This section provides further general background for the practice of 
software reliability engineering. It explores in greater depth some of 
the concepts related to software reliability. It then compares software 
reliability with hardware reliability and finally discusses software reli
ability modeling. For further background, see Mus&, 1988, 1989b, 
1991c, 1995b; Musa and Ackerman, 1989, 1991; Mus&, Ackerman, and 

I I 
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I 
Everett, 1994; Musa, Buckley, Keller, Lyu, and Tausworthe, 1995; 
Musa and Ehrlich, 1996; Musa and Everett, 1991, 1993a, 1993b; Musa 
and lannino, 1990; and Musa and Okumoto, 1986. I 
1.7.1. Software reliability concepta 

Understanding software reliability engineering has become a vital skill Ifor both the software manager and software engineer. This knowledge 
is also important to managers and engineers of products that include 
software and to users of these products. Fortunately, in the past 25 
years a body of knowledge has been developed to help meet this need, 1 
and much practical experience has been gained on actual projects. 
Some problems remain, but further progress in solving them is depen
dent on confronting them in real project situations and gathering rele
vant data. The measures are sufficiently accurate and useful that the 
benefits in using them exceed their costs. 

A primary objective of software reliability engineering is to help the 
engineer, manager, or user ofsoftware learn to make more precise deci t 
sions. A strong secondary objective is to make everyone more concrete
ly aware of software reliability by focusing attention on it. Better 
decisions can save money on a project or during the life cycle ofa piece (
of software in many ways. In general, the total savings that we expect 
are more than 10 times greater than the cost of applying these ideas. 
Consider the following simple example for illustrative purposes: a 2
year software project with a system test period ofabout 6 months. The 
amount of testing is usually highly correlated with the reliability 
required, although it is not the only factor. Suppose you could establish 
that you need only 5 months of test to get the reliability that you need 
for the particular application. Then you might well be able to save 4 I 
percent of the development cost of the project. Compare this with the 
cost ofapplication ofsoftware reliability engineering, which is typical
ly 0.1 to 0.2 percent ofproject development cost. The cost effectiveness I
ofthe methodology is high. 

Software reliability engineering is "engineering" in the sense that 
you design and build to the level of reliability needed for the product, 
you balance testing with other reliability improvement approaches, I 
and you allocate testing resources in accordance with the use and crit
icality of the operations. 

The principal cost in applying software reliability engineering is that Jfor developing the operational profiles (defined in Chap. 3) required. 
The cost ofdeveloping the operational profiles for a system varies with 
its size and the accuracy required, but an average effort is 1 to 2 staff 
months for systems in the range of hundreds of thousands of source I 
instructions. Updating an operational profile for subsequent releases is 
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a much smaller task. Software reliability engineering is expensive to 
use for unit test at the current state ofthe art unless the units are used 
in multiple systems. 

Many types of test have been separately named. You can apply soft
ware reliability engineering to all types of test that, taken together at 
each point in time (let's say, over a day), follow the operational profile. 
Thus it can include feature, regression, configuration, load, stress, sta1 bility, bang-bang, operational scenario, performance, and security test. 
It usually excludes installation test. 

The three most important quality characteristics of a software-based 
product are reliability, schedule, and cost. Note that these are primarily 
user-oriented rather than developer-oriented attributes. Quantitative 
measures have existed for a long time for the latter two characteristics, 

I but the quantification of reliability has been more recent. It is most 
important, however, because the absence of a concrete measure for soft
ware reliability generally means that reliability will suffer when it com
petes for attention with schedule and cost. In fact, this absence may be 
the principal reason for the well-known existence of reliability problems 
in many software products. 

I 

Reliability is probably the most important of the characteristics 
inherent in the concept "software quality." It is intimately connected, 
with defects, and as Jones (1986) points out, defects represent the 
largest cost element in programming. Software reliability concerns 
itself with how well the software functions to meet the requirements of 
the user. We distinguish "customer" from "user" in the sense that the 
customer is the person or persons who make the software acquisition 
decision, whereas the user operates the software. Usually, but not nec
essarily, communication between user and customer is good, so that 
user requirements are included in the customer requirements. 

Reliability is the probability that the software will work without fail
ure for a specified period of time. "Failure" means the program in its 
functioning has not met user requirements in some way. "Not func
tioning to meet user requirements" is really a very broad definition. 
Thus reliability incorporates all those properties that can be associat
ed with execution of the program. For example, it includes correctness, 
safety, and the operational aspects of usability and user friendliness. 
Note that safety is actually a specialized subcategory of software relia
bility. Reliability does not include portability, modifiability, or under
standability of documentation. 

Initial (and many present) approaches to measuring software relia
bility were based on attempting to count the faults or defects found in 
a program. This approach is developer-oriented. Also, what was often 

f counted were in reality either failures (the occurrences of malfunction) 
or corrections (for example, maintenance or correction reports), neither 
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of which are equivalent to faults. Even if you correctly count faults 
found, they are not a good quality indicator (is a large number good or 
bad?). Faults remaining is a better indicator, but reliability is even 
richer. 

Reliability is user-oriented rather than developer-oriented. It relates 
to operation rather than design of the program, and hence it is dynam
ic rather than static (Saunier, 1983). It takes account of the frequency 
with which problems occur. It relates directly to operational experience 
atJ.d the influence of faults on that experience. Hence, you can easily 
associate it with costs. It is more suitable for examining the signifi
cance of trends, for setting objectives, and for predicting when those 
objectives will be met. It permits one to analyze in common terms the 
,effect on system reliability of both software and hardware, both of 
which are present in any real system. Thus, reliability measures are 
much more useful than fault measures. 
, This does not mean that some attention to faults is without value. 

But you should focus the attention on faults as predictors of reliability 
and on the nature of faults. A better understanding of faults and the 
causative human error process should lead to strategies to avoid, 
detect, and remove or compensate for them. , 

We usually define software availability :~s the expected fraction of 
operating time during which a software ~ponent or system is func
tioning acceptably. Assume that the program is operational and that 
we are not modifYing it with new features or repairs. Hence, it has a 
constant failure intensity. We can compute availability for software as 
we do for hardware. It is the ratio of uptime to the sum of uptime plus 
downtime, as the time interval over which the measurement is made 
approaches infinity. The downtime for a given interval is the product of 
the length of the interval, the failure intensity, and the mean time to 
repair (M'ITR). Usually the failure intensity applied here is a figure 
computed for serious failures and not those that involve only minor 
degradation of the system. It is generally not practical to hold up oper
ation of the system while performing fault determination and correc
tion in the field. Therefore, we ordinarily determine M'ITR as the 
average time required to restore the data for a program, reload the pro
gram, and resume execution. If we wish to determine the availability of 
a system containing both hardware and software components, we find 
the M'ITR as the average of the hardware repair and software restora
tion times. 
, Note that the term maintainability has the same definition for hard

ware aDd software, the average staffhours required to resolve a failure. 
However, the significance is somewhat different. Resolution for hard
ware occurs on-line and affects downtime. Resolution for software 
occurs off-line and does not affect downtime. 

r
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There are several other terms in common use that are related to reli
ability.Integrity is the probability that a system operates without secu
rity penetration for aspecified time, given a specified threat profile and 
rate of arrival of threats. Recoverability is the average time to recover 
from failure, including data cleanup or reinitialization. It is the soft
ware analog to MTI'R for hardware. 

1.7.2 Reliability 

We can define reliability quantities with respect to natural units (dis
cussed in Chap. 2) or time units. We are currently concerned with two 
kinds of time. The execution time for a program is the time that is actu
ally spent by a processor executing the instructions of that program. 
The second kind of time is the familiar garden variety that we normal
ly experience. Execution time is important, because it is now generally 
accepted that models based on execution time are superior. However, 
quantities must ultimately be related to ordinary time to be meaning
ful to many engineers or managers. If computer utilization, which is 

"the fraction of time the program is executing. is constant, ordinary time 
t·' ,will be proportional to execution time. As an example ofthese two types 

of time, consider a word processing system serving a secretary. In one 
~ ...~: week, there may be 40 h of time during which the system is running. 

There might be 2 h of execution time for the word processing program 
itself. 

Weekly average computer utilization, although often relatively con
stant in the field, tends to increase over a system test period. You can 
deDCribe the relationship of time to execution time during system test 
using the calendar time model (Musa, lannino, and Okumoto, 1987). 

There are four general ways of characterizing failure occurrences in 
time: 

1. Time of failure 

2. Time interval between failures 

3. Cumulative failures experienced up to a given time 

4. Failures experienced in a time interval 

These are illustrated in Tables 1.1 and 1.2. 
Note that the foregoing four quantities are random variables. By 

random, we mean that we do not know the values of the variables with 
certainty. This frequently happens when there are so many factors 
(many unknown) affecting the value that it is not practical to predict it. 
There are many possible values, each associated with a probability of 
occurrence. For example, we don't really know when the next failure 
will occur. Ifwe did, we would try to prevent or avoid it. We only know 

I 
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I
TABLE 1.1 n .... BaMd Failure Specification 

Failure number Failure time (s) Failure interval (s) 

1 10 10 
 I

2 19 9 

3 32 13 

4 43 11 

5 58 15 
 I

6 70 12 

7 88 18 

8 103 15 

9 125 22 


10 150 25 

11 169 19 

12 199 30 

13 231 32 
 I
14 256 25 

15 296 40 


I \ 
TABLE 1.2 Fallu.....saMd Failure Specification 

Time(s) Cumulative failures Failures in interval (30 2 2 

60 5 3 

90 7 2 


120 8 1 

150 10 2 

180 11 1 

210 12 1 

240 13 1 

270 14 1 
 1 


a set of possible times of failure occurrence and the probability of each. I

The probability of each time of occurrence is the fraction of cases for 

which it occurs. 


Note that random does not carry any connotation of true irrationali

ty or unpredictability. as some mistakenly assume. Random means 
 I 

unpredictable only in the sense that the exact value is not known. 
However, the average value and some sense of the dispersion are 
known. Random does not mean unaffected by other variables. Although 
failure occurrence is random, it is decidedly affected by such factors as 
test strategy and program use. Nor does random imply any specific 

': probability distribution, which some mistakenly assume to be uniform. 
There are at least two principal reasons for this randomness. First, I 


the commission of errors by programmers, and hence the introduction 
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I 

of faults, is a very complex, 1lllpredictable process. Hence the locations 
of faults within the program are unknown. Second, the conditions of 
execution of a program are generally 1lllpredictable. For example, with 
a telephone switching system, how do you know what type of call will be 
made next? In addition, the relationship between program function 
requested and code path executed, although theoretically determinable, 
may not be so in practice because it is so complex. Because failures are 
dependent on the presence of a fault in the code and its execution in the 
context ofcertain machine states, a third complicating element is intro
duced that argues for the randomness of the failure process. 

I 

Table 1.3 illustrates a typical probability distribution of failures that 
occur within a time period ofexecution. Each possible value of the ran
dom variable of number of failures is given along with its associated 
probability. The probabilities, of course, add to 1. Note that here the 
random variable is discrete, because the number offailures must be an 
integer. We can also have continuous random variables, such as time, 
that can take on any value. Note that the most probable number offail
ures is 2 (probability 0.22). The mean or average number of failures can J be computed. You multiply each possible value by the probability it can 
occur and add all the products, as shown in the table. The mean is 3.04 
failures. 

You can view a random process as a set of random variables, each 
corresponding to a point in time. We can have a discrete or continuous 
time random process. One characteristic of a random process is the

I form of the probability distributions of the random variables. For 
example, one common form of the distribution is Poisson. The other 
principal characteristic is the form of the variation of the process in 
time. 

J 
TABLE 1.3 Typical Probability DIstribution of FaUurea 

Value of random variable Product ofvalue 
(failures in time period) Probability and probability 

0 
0.18 
0.44 
0.48 
0.44 
0.40 
0.30 
0.28 
0.24 
0.18 
0.1 
3.04 

I 

I 


0 
1 
2 
3 
4, 

6 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Mean failures 

0.10 
0.18 
0.22 
0.16 
0.11 
0.08 
0.06 
0.04 
0.03 
0.02 
0.01 
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We will look at the time variation from two different viewpoints, the 
mean value function and the failure intensity f1lllction. The mean 
value function represents the average cumulative failures associated 
with each time point. The failure intensity function is the rate of 
change of the mean value function or the number of failures per 1lllit 
time. For example, you might say 0.01 failure per hour or 1 failure per 
100 h. Strictly speaking, the failure intensity is the derivative of the 
mean value function with respect to time and is an instantaneous ' 
value. 

Each alternative form of expressing reliability, failure intensity, or 
reliability proper has its advantages. The failure intensity statement is 
more economical because you only have to give one number. However, 
the reliability statement is sometimes better suited to the combination 
ofreliabilities of components to get system reliability. If the rate offail
ure at each point in time is of paramo1lllt concern, failure intensity may 
be the more appropriate measure. When you require proper operation 
of a system for some time duration to accomplish some function, relia :.C'l 

~.bility is often best. An example would be a space flight to the moon. , ... ..., 

Figure 1.2 shows how failure intensity and reliability typically vary ~, 

.......during a test period, as faults are removed. The time for the test peri- ::.:.:-:; 

~ .., 
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FIgln 1.2 Reliability and failure intensity. 
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od will typically represent hundreds or thousands of runs. Note that we 
define failure intensity, just like we do reliability, with respect to a 
specified environment. 

As faults are removed (for example, during a reliability growth test 
phase), failure intensity tends to drop, and reliability tends to increase. 
When we introduce new features or make design changes, we usually 
introduce new faults. The result is a step increase in failure intensity 
and a step decrease in reliability. If we introduce new features and 
fixes at the same time, there can be a step increase or decrease in fail
ure intensity, depending on whether the faults introduced by new fea
tures or the fault removals predominate. There will be a corresponding 
decrease or increase in reliability. Ifa system is stable (that is, the code 
is unchanging), both failure intensity and reliability tend to be con
stant. This would be the situation for a program that has been"released 
to the field, with no changes in code and no repairs being made. 

The term mean time to failure (MTTF) is used in the hardware relia
bility field and to a decreasing extent in software reliability. It is the 
average value of the next failure interval. The use of MTrF is attrac
tive, in that larger indicates better. However, there are many cases in 
software reliability in which MTrF is undefined. Failure intensity is 
preferred because it always exists. Also, failure intensities are simple 
to work with because they combine additively. In an approximate non
rigorous sense, the two are inverses of each other. The hardware relia
bility field uses the term mean time between failures (MTBF) when 
repair or replacement is occurring. It is the sum of MTTF and MTTR. 

Table 1.4 illustrates an example of the random process offailures in 
simplified fashion, showing the mean value function of the cumulative 
number of failures experienced at two different time points. The time 
points are tA = 1 hand tB =5 h. A random process whose probability 
distribution varies with time is called nonhomogeneous. Most failure 
processes during reliability growth test fit this situation. Figure 1.3 
also shows the related failure intensity function at tA and tB' Note that 
the mean failures experienced increases from 3.04 to 7.77 between 
these two points, whereas the failure intensity decreases. 

The two most important factors affecting failure behavior are 

1. The number offaults in the software being executed 

2. The operational profile 

The number of faults in the software is the difference between the num
ber introduced and the number removed during its lifetime. 

Programmers introduce faults when they develop code. They may 
introduce faults during original design or when they are adding new 
features, making denign changes, or repairing faults that have been 
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Probability DlatrlbutIon at Tlmea fA and '. 

Probability 

Value ofrandom variable Elapsed time Elapsed time 
(faDurea :in time period) tA -lh tB = 5h 

0 0.10 0.01 
1 0.18 0.02 
2 0.22 0.08 
8 0.16 0.04 
4 0.11 0.05 
5 0.08 0.07 
6 0.05 0.09 
7 0.04 0.12 
8 0.08 0.16 
9 0.02 0.18 

10 0.01 0.10 

11 0 0.07 

12 0 0.05 

18 0 0.08 

14 0 0.02 

15 0 0.01 


Mean failure. 8.04 7.77 

Meen Wllue function 10 

TA8LI1.4 
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I 
I identified. The term developed code, defined as instructions that have 

been created or modified, is used deliberately. In general, only code 
that is new or modified results in fault introduction. Code that is reused 
to perform essentially the same functions that it performs in another 
application does not usually introduce any appreciable number of 
faults, except possibly in the interfaces. It generally has been thor
oughly debugged in the previous application. Note that the process of 

J 	 fault removal often introduces some new faults because it involves 
modification or writing of new code. It is hoped (if you have a program
ming staff of reasonable competence) that the new faults entered are 
fewer than the faults being removed. J 

I 
Fault removal obviously can't occur unless you have some means of 

detecting the fault in the first place. Thus fault removal resulting from 
execution depends on the occurrence of the associated failure. 
Occurrence depends both on the length of time for which the software 
has been executing and on the operational profile. When you execute 
different operations, you encOlmter different faults, and the failures 
that are exhibited tend to be different-thus the effect of the opera
tional profile. For example, you can expect that an electronic telephone 
switching system operating in a business district will have a software 
reliability different from that in a residential area. 

We can often find faults without execution. They may be found 
through inspection, compiler diagnostics, design or code reviews, or 
code reading. 

Fault removal is also dependent on the efficiency with which faults areJ 	 found and removed. For example, a failure resolution team may remove 
95 faults for every 100 failures reported. The efficiency depends on fac
tors such as how well the circumstances surrounding the failure are doc
umented and the degree of structuring and clarity of the program. 

We have seen that the failure process depends on the system being 
built, the nature of the development process for a particular project, 
and the use of the system. Because the system and the project are so 

I 
I closely associated, they are often used interchangeably in naming a 

particular failure process. 
The following relationships apply to reliability generally (hardware 

or software). Reliability, denoted R(t), is related to failure probability 
F(t) by 

R(t) = 1 -	 F(t) (1.1) 

The failure probability is the probability that the time of failure is less 
than or equal to t. IfF(t) is differentiable, the failure density fit) is the 
first derivative of F(t) with respect to time t. The hazard rate z(t) is 
the conditional failure density, given that no failure has occurred in theI 	 interval between 0 and t. It is given by 

J 
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z(t) f(t) 
(1.2)

R(t) 

and it is also related to the reliability by 

R(t) = exp ( 	 (1.3)- I:z(x)dx) 
In software reliability engineering, the hazard rate in the field is piece
wise constant, discontinuities occurring only at new releases. The haz
ard rate is equal to the failure intensity "11.. Hence from Eq. 1.3 you can 
derive the relationships between reliability and failure intensity given 
inApp.D. 

The MTl'F e is related to the reliability by 

e R(x)dx 	 0.4)r 
o 


where the integration is performed with respect to the operating time 

of the system. 


1.7.3 Software reliability and 

hardware reliability, 


The field of hardware reliability has bee~ estab1ished for ~me time. 

Hence, you might ask how software reliability relates to it. In reality, iA 


i,~,~ 
"';':""""',~the division between hardware and software reliability is somewhat :e.;i:i,

artificial. Both may be defined in the same way. Therefore, you may 
combine hardware and software component relicbilities to get system 
reliability. 

Both hardware and software reliability depend on the environment. 
The source of failures in software is designfauIts, whereas the princi
pal source in hardware has generally been physical deterioration. 
However, the concepts and theories developed for software reliability 
could really be applied to any design activity, including hardware 
design. Once a software (design) defect is properly fixed, it is in gener
al fixed for all time. Failure usually occurs only when a· program 
(design) is exposed to an environment that it was not developed or test
ed for. Although manufacturing can affect the quality of physical com
ponents, the replication process for software (design) is trivial and can 
be performed to very high standards ofquality. 

Engineers have not applied the "design reliability" concept to hard
ware to any extent. The probability of failure due to wear and other 
physical causes has usually been much greater than that due to an 
unrecognized design problem. It was possible to keep hardware design 
failures low because hardware was generally less complex logically 
than software. Hardware design failures had to be kept low because 
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retrofitting of manufactured items in the field wa.s very expensive. The 
emphasis on hardware reliability may be starting to change now, how
ever. Awareness of the work that is going on in software reliability, 
plus a growing realization of the importance of design faults, may be 
having an effect. This growing awareness is strengthened by the par
allels that people are starting to draw between software engineering 
and chip design. 

Because introduction and removal of design faults occur during soft..
ware development and test, you can expect software reliability to vary 
during these periods. Hardware reliability may change during certain 
periods, such as during initial burn-in or at the end of useful life. 
However, it has a much greater tendency than software toward a con
stant value. 

Despite the foregoing differences, we have developed a software reli
ability theory in a way that is compatible with hardware reliability 
theory. Thus you can compute system reliability figures using standard 
hardware combinatorial techniques (Lloyd and Lipow, 1977; Shooman. 
1986). In summary. hardware and software reliability share many sim
ilarities and some differences. One must not err on the side of a.ssum
ing that software always presents unique problems, but one must also 
be careful not to carry analogies too far. 

~.7.4 Software reliability modeling 
-To model software reliability one must first consider the principal fac
tors that affect it: fault introduction, fault removal, and the environ
ment. Fault introduction depends primarily on the characteristics of 
the product and the development process. The most significant prod
uct characteristic is program size. Development process characteris
tics include software engineering technologies and tools used, level of 
experience of personnel, volatility of requirements, and other factors. 
Note that you may develop code to add features or remove faults. 
Fault removal depends on failure discovery and the quality of the 
repair activity. Failure discovery, in turn, depends on the extent to 
which the software has been executed and the operational profile. 
Because some of the foregoing factors are probabilistic in nature and 
operate over time, software reliability models have generally been 
formulated in terms of random processes in execution time. The mod
els are distinguished from each other in general terms by the proba
bility distribution of failure times or number of failures experienced 
and by the nature of the variation ofthe random process with execu
tlon time. Note that you can convert execution time into natural ori: time units appropriate to the application, and these are often easier 

.. " ... , .. 

1 
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r 
A software reliability model specifies the general form of the depen


dence of the failure process on the factors mentioned. The possibilities 

for different mathematical forms to describe the failure process are 
 Ialmost limitless. We have restricted ourselves to considering well

developed models that have been applied fairly broadly with real data 

and have given reasonable results. A thorough treatment of models is 

presented in Chap. 8. You can determine the specific form of a model 
 I 
from the general form by establishing the values of the parameters of 
the model through one of the following: 

1. 	Estimation-applying statistical inference procedures to failure 

data taken for the program 


2. 	Prediction--determination from properties of the software product 

and the development process (this can be done before any execution 

of the program) 


There is always some uncertainty in the determination of the specific 
form. This is generally expressed in terms of confiiknce interoals for I 
the parameters. A confidence interval represents a range of values 
within which a parameter is expected to lie with a certain confidence. 
For example, the 0.76 confidence interval of total failures that will be Iexperienced in infinite time may be 160 to 175. 

Once the specific form has been established, you can determine many 
different characteristics of the failure process. For many models there 
are analytic expressions for 

1. The average number offailures experienced at any point in time 


~._ The average number of failures in a time interval 
 l
3. 	The failure intensity at any point in time 

4. The probability distribution of failure intervals 

A good software reliability model has several important characteris f 
-tics. It 

~. 	 Gives good projections offuture failure behavior I . 
2. 	Computes useful quantities 

.3. Is simple 

.~ Is widely applicable I 
.5. 	Is ba.sed on sound assumptions 

:~~_Projection of future failure behavior assumes that the values of 
=iiiodel parameters will not change for the period ofprojection. Ifthe net 
effect of the opposing influences of fault introduction and fault repair 
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I 
should change substantially. we must either compensate for the 
change or wait until enough new failures have occurred so that we can 
reestimate the model parameters. Incorporating such changes into the . 

j 

models themselves has generally been impractical due to the added 
complexity. In any event. the complexity is not worthwhile, considering 
the accuracy with which parameters are generally known. 

In general. software reliability models are based on (although this is 
often not stated explicitly) a stable program executing in a constant 
environment. This means that neither the code nor the operational pro
file is changing. Ifthe program and environment do change, they often 
do so, and are usually handled, in a piecewise fashion. Thus. the mod
els focus mainly on fault removal. Most models can account for the 
effects ofslow fault introduction, however. Some assume that the aver

I age net long-term effect must be a decrease in failure intensity.lfnei
ther fault introduction, fault removal, or operational profile changes 
are occurring, the failure intensity will be constant and the model 
should simplify to accommodate this fact. We assume that the behav
ior of the program is compared with the requirements with enoughJ 
thoroughness that all failures are' detected. It is possible to compensate 
for programs or environments that are changing (see Sees. 6.3.1 and 
6.3.4). 

I 
For a program that has been released and is operational, it is com

mon tq def,er igstallation of both new features and repairs to the next 
release. Assuming a constant operational profile, the program will 
exhibit a constant failure intensity. 

In general terms, a good model enhances communication on a project 
and provides a common framework for understanding the software 

. development process. It also enhances visibility to management and 
other interested parties. These advantages are valuable, even if the 
prqjections made with the model in a specific case are less accurate 
than desired. 

Developing a practically useful software reliability model involves 
substantial theoretical work, tool building, and the accumulation of a 
body of lore from practical experience. This effort generally requires 
several person years. In contrast, the application ofa model that is well 
established in practice requires a very small fraction of project 
resources. Consequently, the use of well -established models is strong
ly recommended. 

It has sometimes been suggested that a large range of models be J applied to each project. The ones that perform best (or some weighted 
combination ofthem) would be used. This approach may be suitable for 
research investigations. However, the use ofmore than one or two mod
els is conceptually and economically impractical for real prqjects.J 

I 
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1.8 Problems 

1. 	We have a text processing software product, developed totally with
in our software house. It must work with operating systems 1 and 2 
and printer systems (hardware and software) A, B, C, and D. What,' 
systems should we test? 

2. 	We have an object library offive objects that are used, respectively, 
in 20, 12, 4, 2, and 1 systems. Which objects would you select for sep
arate test? 

3. 	Our product uses a database that will be delivered 2 weeks before 
the start of system test. Should we certification test it? 
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Defining Necessary Reliability l 

Defining what we mean by necessary reliability for a product in quani 
I 
I 


titative terms is one of the key steps in achieving the benefits of softI! ware reliability engineering. The quantitative definition of reliability 
makes it possible for us to balance customer needs for reliability, deliv
ery date, and cost precisely and to develop and test the product more \ 
efficiently. Before we discuss the procedure for defining necessary reli ('. 

, ability, we need to make sure we have a common level of understand
ing of the relevant concepts . k . \ 

l' 

r,. 2.1 Concepts 


We will discuss failures, faults, and the distinction between them; fail
ure severity classes; and failure intensity. 1 
2.1.1 Failure and fault 

A failure is a departure of system behavior in execution from user I 
requirements; it is a user-oriented concept. A fault is the defect that 
causes or can potentially cause the failure when executed; it is a devel
oper-oriented concept (Musa,1989a). For example, suppose that a par Iticular dialog box should appear on your screen when you click on a 

specific menu item, but it does not. This behavior constitutes a failure. 

The fault that is causing the failure might be missing code. The dis

"tinction between these two concepts is important; it has often been con
 I 
fused in the literature. The definitions presented here are Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and American Standards 
Association (ABA) standards. We designate failures and faults by the 
system component in which they arise: commonly, hardware. software, I· 

41 
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I 
or human. The discussions in this book can ge~erally apply to all des
ignations of failures and faults unless otherwise noted. 

Note that failure implies operation of the system. A software failure 
must occur during execution of a program. Potential failures found by 
programmers as the result of design inspections, code reading, and 
other methods do not count. Some projects have included documenta
tion faults in the count of software faults. This is generally incorrect,J because documentation does not directly affect the execution ofthe pro
gram. Documentation faults may well lead to human user failures 
because the users will receive incorrect information on the use of the

J 	 program. However, users are not software components; you should 
consider thein as a separate system component with regard to failures 
and reliability.

] A software fault is a defect in code. It is caused by an error, which is 
an incorrect or missing action by a person or persons. For example, a 
systems engineer may make an error in defining the requirements, 
resulting in a fault in the code, which in turn results in a failure when 
executed under certain conditions. 

2.1.2 Failure aeverlty claaaes 

J A failure severity class is a set of failures that have the same per-fail
ure impact on users. We assign severity classes to failures primarily for 
use with failure frequencies to prioritize failures for resolution..

J Common classification criteria include human life, cost, and system 

1 

capability impacts. Each of these criteria can include many subcriteria, 
some of which may be important for a particular application. For exam
ple, cost impact may include extra operational cost, repair and recov
ery cost, and loss of present or potential business. System capability 

J 
impact may include such subcriteria as loss of critical data, recover
ability, and downtime. For systems where availability is important, 
failures that result in greater downtime will often be placed in a h:jgh
er failure severity class. Also note that severity can change with the 
time of a failure. For example, a failure of a banking system during the 
lunch hour, when many customers are waiting for service is more severe ] than at other times. When you are defining the failure severity classes 
you will use, experience indicates that the best approach is to brain
storm all the possible factors you may want to consider and then nar
row those down to the most significant ones. Some factors are real but] difficult to measure, such as impact on company reputation and its 
influence on market share. 

In general, failure severity classes are widely separated in impact

.J because it isn't possible to estimate impact with high accuracy. For 
example, failure severity classes based on cost may be separated by fac
tors of 10. There usually aren't more than four failure severity classes; 

J 
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TABLE 2.1 Failure Severity Clusu 

Based on Cost 


Severity class Definition ($) 

1 >100,000 

2 10,000-100,000 

31000-10,000 

4 <1000 


these represent a range in effect of about 1000. A greater range of effect 
isn't useful; the effect of the lowest class would be so negligible that 
these failures would be essentially insignificant. 

Table 2.1 shows an example of failure severity classes based on cost 
, (per failure). Failure severity classes based on system capability impact 
are frequently used in telecommunications, as shown in Table 2.2. 

2.1.3 Failure Intensity 

Failure intensity is an alternative way of expressing reliability (you may 
recall that reliability is the probability that a system will operate with
out failure for a specified number of natural Units or a specified time
known as the mission time). We commorlly use failure intensity in 
software reliability engineering because o'its simplicity and intuitive 
appeal. It was originally defined only as failUres per u~it time. Thus you 
will see it expressed most often with respect to time in formulas and 
derivations. For example, you might have 1 failure per 1000 h. 

The type of time used for hardware is usually ordinary time (age or 
operating time) because it represents the principal failure-inducing 
stress placed on hardware. Musa (1975) first recognized that execution 
time (the time the program is executing) is the essential metric for soft- , 
ware because it represents the failure-inducing stress placed on pro
grams. Note that a program in a period of nonexecution cannot fail. 
Musa recognized that the number of instructions executed was even 
more basic than execution time. However, execution time had the 
advantages of more manageable numbers and closer relationship with 

, TABLE 2.2 Failure Severity Classes Based on System Capability Impact 

Failure 

severity Definitionclass 

1 Unavailability to users of one or more key operations 
2' Unavailability to users of one or more important operations 
3 Unavailability to users of one or more operations but workarounds available 
4 MIDor deficiencies in one or more operations 
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the metrics used in hardware reliability. A Close relationship was desir
able because the ultimate objective was to look at system reliability. 
Most software reliability theory has been developed in terms of execu
tion time. 

Extensive experience with software-based products has shown that it 
is often more convenient to express failure intensity as failures per nat
ural unit. A natural unit is a unit that is related to the output of a soft
ware-based product and hence the amount of processing done. Some 
illustrations are pages of output (one failure per 1000 pages printed), 
transactions such as reservations, sales, or deposits (one failure per. 
1000 transactions), and telephone calls (one failure per 1000 calls). 
Users prefer natural units because they express reliability in terms that 
are oriented toward and important to their business. The measurement· 
ofnatural units is often easier to implement than that of execution time, 
especially for distributed systems, because otherwise we must deal with 
a complex of execution times. This is true even though for some distrib
uted systems, the execution times of the programS running on the vari
ous processing elements will be proportional to each other. Because 
natural units are related to the amount of processing done, they also 
.represent the amount of failure-inducing stress placed on the software. 

.1. Thus you can expect the number offailures experienced to be related to 
. the number ofnatural units that have occurred. Note that natural units 

readily form a common measure across hardware and software. 
We have been talking about failure intensity as an alternative way 

of expressing reliability. Thus the units we choose for expressing fail
ure intensity are used for expressing reliability as well. For example, if 

7 we speak of a failure intensity of five failures per 1000 printed pages, 
?i . 	 the reliability will be expressed in terms of some specified number of 

printed pages.
Although there are many possible ways in which components can 

interact to affect the reliability of a system, there is only one "combi
nation" of components that is easily and hence widely applied in prac
tice: If the successful operation of the system requires successful 
operation of all the components, the system failure intensity will be the 
sum of all the componerit failure intensities. 

2.2 Procedure 

In order to define what we mean by the necessary reliability for each 
system we are analyzing for our product development, we must 

1. Define failure with severity classes for the product 

2. Choose a common measure for all associated systems 

3. Set a failure intensity objective for each system to be tested 
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Ifyou are developing any software for the product or its variations, for 
that software, you must 

1. 	Find the developed software failure intensity objective 

2. 	Engineer strategies to meet the developed software failure intensi
ty objective 

If you are simply integrating components to create the product, the 
foregoing two tasks are not necessary. Although all the foregoing activ
ities were traditionally done just by system engineers and system 
architects, including testers in these activities provides a strong basis 
for a better testing effort. Similarly, you should involve users in failure 
definition and in setting system failure intensity objectives. 

2.2.1 DefIning 'allure with ..verity cia.... 
, for the product 

Defining failures implies establishing negative requirements on pro
gram behavior, as desired by users. This sharpens the definition of the 
function of the system by providing the perspective of what the system 
should not be doing. The definition process consists of outlining these 
requiJ:ements in a project-specific, consistent fashion for each severity 
class. 

For Fone Follower, we will use system capability impact as the sever· 
ity class classification criterion. Defining failure specifically for this 
product in terms of different severities, we obtain the classification 
shown in Table 2.3. 

TABLE 2.3 failure Severity CI..... For Fon. Follower 

Failure 
severity 

class Failure definition 

1 	 Failure that prevents calls from being forwarded. 

2 	 Failure that prevents entry of phone numbers to which calls will be forwarded. 

3 	 Failure that makes system administration more difficult although possible 
through alternate meana: For example, the system administrator (a tele
phone company employee that controls Fone Follower) can't add or delete 
users from the convenient graphical user interface provided with the system 
but can use a less convenient text interface that is provided. 

4, 	 Failure that causes minor inconvenience: For example, system administra· 
tor's screen doesn't display culT6nt date. 
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2.2.2 Choosing a common measure for all 

associated systems 


I 

As previously noted, the measure ofchoice is natural units. The natur
al unit should have an average constant amount of processing (which 
can be viewed as the number of instructions executed, summed over all 
machines in the case of distributed processing), where the average is 
taken over the interval between failures. In some cases, a product may 

I 
have mUltiple natural units, each related to an important (from the 
viewpoint of use and criticality) set of functions of the product. In this 
case, select time as the basis for failure intensity. Itwill usually be eas
iest to measure ordinary time, and it will provide a common measure 
across hardware and software, although execution time is preferable 
when measuring the software parts of systems. Time is an acceptable 
approximation of execution time if average (over the interval between 
failures) computer utilization (the ratio of execution time to time) does 
not vary much from one such interval to another. This situation often 
holds, so time is proportional to execution time and may be used in 
place of it. If the situation does not hold, we will measure actual exe
cution time and convert to an adjusted time by dividing by computer 
utilization averaged over the life of the system in question, as described I) 
in Sec. 5.3.3. 

2.2.3 Setting a system failure Intensity 

objective for each system to be tested 
J 

I 
Setting system failure intensity objectives for the systems to be tested 
involves setting these objectives for supersystems, the product and its 
variations, and acquired components. Normally we will set the same 
failure intensity objective for the variations of the product as for the 
basic product. 

We will set the system failure intensity objectives for the supersys
tems directly. If a product and its variations stand alone (they are not 
part of any supersystems), we will also set the system failure intensity 
objective for them (the same objective for all variations) directly. 

Ifa product is part of one or more supersystems, we proceed as fol
lows to set the system failure intensity objective for it and its varia
tions. Determine the system failure intensity objective required of the 
product by each supersystem by subtracting the total of the expected 
failure intensities of the other component systems from the system fail
ure intensity objective of the supersystem. Then take the minimum of 
these system failure intensity objective requirements as the system 
failure intensity objective for the product. 

J Set the system failure intensity objective for each acquired compo
nent as the expected failure intensity for that component. 

I 
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Set the system failure intensity objective for a supersystem or the 
stand-alone p.roduct based on an analysis of the specific needs and 
expectations of users and users' customers in relation to the product 
characteristics. You should measure the present major quality charac
teristics (failure intensity, development time, and development cost) 
and determine the degree of satisfaction with them. This should be 
done in the context of the capabilities of competing products and the 
failure intensities of connecting systems. Competing systems may rep
resent competing companies or simply alternative technologies or 
alternative implementations. Then change the characteristics as need
ed, noting that there is a tradeoff' among them. 

For a given release, the product of the following factors tends to be 
roughly constant and related to the amount of new functionality added 
and the current level of software development technology (the number 
decreases as the technology advances): 

1. Failure intensity 
,·,t~" 

2. Development time '~4 

3. Development cost 

Increasing development time or cost, or both,.makes it feasible to set a 

lower failure intensity objective. Similarly, flttaining a shorter devel

opment time;.will increase cost or failure inte:nsity or both. Achieving a 

lower cost will increase development time or failure intensity or both. 

Reducing the functionality (number of operations) to be added allows .:l>~ 


you to decrease some combination of failure intensity, development 
 ,.;~}, 

time, and development cost. However, greater new functionality and/or 
a lower failure intensity may result in a lower operational cost so that 
the total cost of buying and operating the product for your customers 
may be les$. Hence each product must be studied separately and some
times for several different customer types. Section 2.5.2 discusses life
cycle cost optimization. 

Itwould be helpful ifwe knew the precise relationships among failure 
intensity, development time, cost, functionality, and technology. Then 
we could make accurate tradeoff's. Many of the variables that affect fail
ure intensity are known (see Sec. 8.4.4), as is whether increasing the 
values of the variables increases or decreases failure intensity. 
However, the exact relationships and the values of the constants gener
ally are not known. Determining these relationships awaits the collec
tion and intelligent analysis of data from large numbers of projects. 

If you cannot obtain any information that would let you follow the 
foregoing procedures, the guidelines of Table 2.4 may help you. Please 
note that these are experiential to a large degree, although there is 
some logic to support them. The guideline with respect to the risk to 

1 
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TABLE! 2.4 Systam Fsllurelntenslty Ob)ectlve Guldellnss 

Typical failure 
intensity objective 

Failure impact (failure per hour) Time between failures 

Hundreds of deaths, more than $lOU cost 10-9 114,000 years 
One or two deaths, around $10& cost 10-6 114yeara 
Around $1000 cost 10-8 6 weeks 
Around $100 cost 10-2 lOOh 
Around $10 cost 10-1 10h 
Around $1 cost I Ih 

human life is based on the fact that the risk of death in an automobile 
accident in the United States is in the vicinity of one per million hours 
of travel. Because we generally accept this level of risk, as witnessed by 
our general use of automobiles, it seems appropriate to apply it more 
generally. Consequently, guidelines for failure intensity objectives for 
aircraft control systems and aircraft traffic c;ontrol liIystems are com
monly in the area of one failure per billion hours of travel (assuming 
aircraft capacities of 100 to 400 passengers and acting conservatively). 
It is interesting to note that the aircraft fatal accident rate in the 
United States from all causes (hardware, software, operations) was 
about 250 per billion hours in 1997, with a government goal to reduce 
this to 50. 

The cost criteria, which are entirely independent of the human life 
criteria, are based on the assumption that a "cost of failure" of around 
$1 per operating hour is generally acceptable. Such a cost is generally 
small in comparison with most operating costs (for example, wage 
costs). 

We often state reliability figures in terms of individual users because 
this is a particularly convenient way for marketing experts to relate 
user needs and perceptions to quantitative specifications. 

Let us now illustrate the process using Fone Follower. Fone Follower 
was a new product with no existing competitors. Market studies 
showed that a subscriber demanded no more than one failure per 
10,000 calls on the standard telephone network and would tolerate no 
more than two failures' per 10,000 calls when calls were forwarded. 
Fone Follower processes an average of 100,000 calls per hour. Thus we 
set the system failure intensity objective for the supersystem of the 
telephone network and Fone Follower at two failures per 10,000 calls. 
We set the system failure intensity objective for Fone Follower at one 
failure per 10,000 calls. 

If user needs are expressed in. terms of the most severe (severity 1) 
failures, convert any failure intensity objective expressed in these 

I.,....... '" """"""'1 .........,....., 

terms to a failure intensity objective for total failures from all severity 
classes by dividing by the expected ratio of severity 1 to total failures. I 
As an illustration, ifthe severity 1 failure intensity objective is one fail
ure per 1000 h and 10 percent of all failures are severity 1 failures, you 
should convert to a failure in~nsity objective for total failures of 10 rfailures per 1000 h. It is generally undesirable to set failure intensity 
objectives for classes of failures (by severity or any other category). 
When you estimate failure intensity by classes of failures, you reduce 
the sample size available, decreasing the accuracy of the estimate. The f 
validity of the conversion from a severity 1 failure intensity objective to 
a total failure intensity objective depends on the ratio of severity 1 to 
total failures remaining constant over time. It appears that most pro
jects have this experience. For example, on the Space Shuttle Ground 
System, ratios were taken of critical and major failures to total failures 
(Misra, 1983). The ratios were 0.33, 0.36, 0.38, and 0.36 at the four 
"quarter" points of the system test period. 

You should set the failure intensity objective as an average over all 
operations (tasks, defined in Chap. 3) rather than try to meet the I 
stringent requirements of a few critical but rarely occurring opera
tions. You will see in Sec. 4.2.2 that we accelerate the testing of such .. 
operations over the frequency that would normally occur in the field, "~ 1\ 
while maintaining a common failure intensity objective. This in effect,~. I 
divides the failure intensity objective for such operations by the accel- ~ 
eration factor. ' 

In the process of setting objectives, you may need to convert reliabil
ity to failure intensity and vice versa. To convert from reliability to fail
ure intensity, use . 

A = -InR (2.1)
t 

where R = reliability, A= failure intensity, and t = number of natural 
or time units. IfR is larger than 0.95, 

A ... (1 ~ R) (2.2) I 
with less than 2.5 percent error. 

To convert from failure intensity to reliability, use r.R = exp (-At) (2.3) 

If At is less than 0.05, 
R-1-At (2.4) I 

with less than 2.5 percent error. 
If reliability is 0.992 for 8 h, the failure intensity is one failure per 

1000 h. Failure intensities of one failure per 1000 pages printed or one I 
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failure per 1000 transactions would convert to reliabilities of 0.992 for 
eight pages printed or 0.992 for eight transactions, respectively. 

Equation 2.~, which relates reliability to failure intensity, is based on 
I systems with a constant (for the period of the mission time) failure rate, 


which is the case for software systems that are stable (no changes are 

being made to them). Systems with varying failure rates (for example, 


I systems in test) may have different expressions for reliability during 

test but will have the foregoing expression for reliability when testing 

stops and a system is released to the field. 


The two conversion Eqs. 2.3 and 2.1 ate related as follows: 


R == exp (-M) 

I -M=lnR 

lnRA=--

Table 2.5 shows some equiValents of reliability and failure intensity .I 
t 

figures of general interest. 
For many products, availability is the most important consideration 

in setting a failure intensity objective. Availability A is the fraction of1 time during which a system is functioning acceptably. It is given by 

t
A=---..!!. (2.5)

tu + tDJ 
where tu is the uptime, and tD is the downtime. We may express the 
downtime as 

tD = t".r..tu (2.6) 

where tm is the downtime per failure and Ais the failure intensity. 

1 TABLE 2.5 Reliability and Failure Intendy

Equivalent. . 


Reliability for 

1-h mission time Failure mteDSity 


0.368 
0.9 
0.959 
0.99 
0.994 
0.9986 
0.999 
0.99989 

1 failurelh 
105 failuresl1000 h 

1 faUuretday 
10 failuresl1000 h 

1 failurelweek 
1 failure/month 
1 failuret1000 h 
1 failurelyear 
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For software, we usually take the downtime per failure as the time 
to recover from the failure, not the time required to fmd and remove the 
fault that is causing the failure. From Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6 we obtain 

A = 1 + t r.. (2.7) 
m 

If the availability is specified for a product, the downtime per failure 
will determine what the failure intensity objective must be: 

r.. I-A (2.8)
At

TIl 

For example, ifa product must be available 99 percent of the time and 
downtime is 6 min (0.1 h), the failure intensity objective will be approx
imately 6.1 failure per hour or 100 failures per 1000 h. 

Because understanding user needs is so important, it is highly desir
able to involve users in the planning offailure intensity objectives (and 
in developing operational profiles, as we shall see in Chap. 3). The per
ceived quality ofa product to a user is ordinarily higher ifthat user has 
participated in the development in some way. In any case, the user is 
likely to gain a better appreciation of the realities of development and 
be more reasonable in his or her requests.,urther, extel).ding partici
pation to users generally creates strong re,servoirs of good Will and is 
an important factor in developing long-term customer satisfaction. 

If your product has a few major customers, the choice of which users 
to involve is relatively simple. Most such customers will not view the 
time such users spend in working with you as an excessive demand. 
However, if you have a large base of small customers, as is the case for 
packaged software or applications downloaded from the Internet, you 
may need to resort to random sampling of users, and you may need to 
limit the amount ofeffort you request from each of them. You may also 
need to offer incentives for their participation (money, a free product, 
etc.). Here you must be careful that the need to get volunteers and the 
incentives do not skew the sample of users you are obtaining, or you 
must compensate for this in interpreting the user needs that this sam· 
pIe of users expresses. 

2.2.4 Determining the developed software 
failure Intenllty objective for the product 
and It I varlatlonl 

If you are developing any software for the product or its variations, in 
each case you will need to set the developed software failure intensity 
objective. Note that suppliers who simply integrate software compo
nents will not need developed software failure intensity. objectives, I 

I 
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unless the control program that links the components is sufficiently 
large that we should consider it in itself as developed software. 

First you must find the expected acquired failure intensity for each 
system (product or variation). To do this, estimate the expected failure 
intensities for the hardware and the acquired software components in 
the system. The estimates should be based (in order of preference) on 

1. Operational data 

2. Vendor warranty 

3. Experience ofexperts 

A component failure is a behavior that would cause system failure. Add 
all of the expected component failure intensities to get the system 
expected acquired failure intensity. 

You can now obtain the developed software failure intensity objective 
for each system by subtracting the eXpected acquired failure intensity 
from the corresponding system failure intensity objective. 

In the case ofFone Follower, we obtained operational data from ven
dors that indicated that the total failure intensity for all hardware com
ponents was 0.1 failure per hour and that the operating system failure 
intensity at a load of 100,000 calls per hour, on the chosen computer, 
was 0.4 failure per hour. Because there are 100,000 calls per hour, the 
hardware failure intensity converts to one failure per million calls and 
the operating system failure intensity converts to four failures per mil
lion calls. Adding the hardware and operating system failure intensi
ties, we obtain an expected acquired failure intensity offive failures per 
million calls. 

Subtracting the expected acquired failure intensity of five failures 
per million calls from the system failure intensity objective of 100 fail
ures per million calls yields a developed software failure intensity 
objective of 95 failures per million calls. 

In most cases, the acquired software components will be the same for 
the product and all its variations. Hence, because the system failure 
intensity objective is usually the same for the product and all its vari
ations, the developed software failure intensity objective will also be 
the same. 

If the developed software failure intensity objective for the product is 
greatly different from the failure intensities of the acquired compo
nents, consider a rebalancing of the developed software failure intensi
ty objective with the failure intensities of the components if other 
choices of components are available. If you expect the developed soft
ware failure intensity objective to be difficult to meet, increase it by 
either increasing the system failure intensity objective (this may 
require renegotiation with customers) or decreasing the expected hard-

Iuenmngl'fflCfl."ry nlflillUililY 0.:1 

ware and acquired software failure intensity objectives, which will 
require either finding new suppliers or components or renegotiating ( 
with existing suppliers. 

Simple addition of the failure intensities of acquired components to 
obtain acquired failure intensity is based on assuming that all compo Inents must function for the system to function and that they are inde
pendent of each other. Note that this is an approximation; every 
operation may not require all components to function for the operation 
to function. Then adding the failure intensities of all acquired compo;. J 
nents may overestimate the failure intensity that must be allocated to 
acquired components and underestimate the failure intensity that can 
be tolerated for the developed system. The underestimate is acceptable 
because you will be conservative and "playing it safe." If the compo
nents are not independent of each other, a failure in one may cause a 
failure in another. But the first failure will already have caused the 
system to fail; hence our simplified approach also works in this case I 
from a practical standpoint. 

2.2.5 Engineering atrateglel to meet the Ideveloped loftware failure Intensity 
obJectlvel :1 
Once you have set the developed software failure intensity objectives 
for the product and its 'mriations, it is necessary in each case to engi L 

rneer the right balance among reliability strategies and determine 
where to focus them to maximize the likelihood of meeting the objec
tives in as timely and economical a fashion as possible. Because the r
objectives for the product and its variations are often the same, the 
strategies will often be the same. Note that suppliers who are just inte
grating software components will generally not have to concern them
selves with engineering reliability strategies, although they will have I 
to select and probably certification test the components in such a way 
that the system failure intensity is met for the product and each of its 
variations. Although this engineering has in the past primarily been fthe province of system engineers and system architects, the impact on 
testing is substantial. Hence it is at least necessary for testers to 
understand it. It is b~tter to go further by including testers in the sys
tem engineering and system architecture teams. I 

There are three principal strategies, fault prevention, fault removal, 
and fault tolerance. As we will see shortly, testing is part of the fault ,removal strategy.·Recall that faults refer to defects in code; defects in 
requirements and design are described as errors. 

You prevent faults through such activities as applying requirements 
methodologies, holding requirements reviews, implementing design 
methodologies, conducting design reviews, establishing and enforcing 
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I standards, and using requirements and design tools that prevent 
errors from occurring that cause faults. The effectiveness of fault pre
vention can be measured in theory by the proportion of faults remain

f 	 ing after prevention activities. Ofcourse, you can only approximate the 
measure because faults don't actually exist until coding occurs. 
However, it appears likely that in the future you will be able to relate 
fault prevention effectiveness to measures of errors removed and esti

I 
f mates of errors remaining prior to coding, using analogs of the software 

reliability models used in testing. The proportion by which you reduce 
errors is expected to result in similar proportionate reductions in faults 
and in failure intensity, but studies will be needed to determine the 
precise relationships. 

We remove faults primarily through code reviews and test. You can 
measure the effectiveness ofcode review by the proportion of faults left 
after code review. You estimate the total number of faults as the total 
number of faults found since the start of coding plus the number of 
faults remaining. We probably will be able to estimate the latter by 
using analogs of the software reliability models used in testing, but this 
has not yet been demonstrated. Again, there will be a corresponding 
reduction in failure intensity, as long as you conduct the code reviews 
for all the code that is executed by the operations that make up most of I 	 the occurrence probability experienced in the field. We can measure the 
effectiveness of test by the ratio offailure intensity after test to the fail
ure intensity at the start of test. It should be possible to run experi
ments with different testing approaches such as test selection methods J 
and use software reliability measurement to evaluate their relative 
effectiveness. We discuss a way of measuring test efficiency (relative 
effectiveness with respect to execution time of test) and a possible 
approach to improving it in Secs. 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. Note that the effec
tiveness measures defined for test assume that the faults that are caus
ing the failures that are identified are, in turn, identified and removed. 

You must achieve fault tolerance by design. Determine what devia1 tions are likely to occur that are also likely to lead to failures and imple
ment software to counteract them. We can measure the effectiveness of 
fault tolerance by the reduction in failure intensity that results. 

I 

f One way of describing the balance of strategies to apply to a devel
opment project is by the effectiveness factors to be achieved by fault 
prevention (actually measured as an error reduction factor), fault 
removal (code review effectiveness and test effectiveness), and fault tol
erance. It would be very helpful if practitioners could collect data on 
failure intensity reduction obtained for specific strategies such as 
requirements reviews and even for parameters of these strategies such 
as failure intensity reduction obtained as a function of staff hours 
expended per thousand source lines of developed code. 

I 
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It should be possible to gain insight into the best set of strategies for 
different developed software failure intensity objectives by collecting 
and analyzing project data. "Best" would involve considering the effect 
of the strategy on development time and cost. For example, fault toler
ant strategies increase development time and cost. They may increase 
operational costs in the field, although this factor is diminishing with 
the rapid increases occurring in computing power per cost unit. 
Requirements and design reviews are usually in the critical path of a 
project; extra time devoted to them directly delays the delivery date. 

Because these studies have I').ot currently been done, we will simply 
present some approximate guidelines drawn from experience and dis
cussions with software developers. 

First, you can expect fault reduction through test to be essential on 
every project, regardless of the amounts offault prevention or fault tol
erance implemented. Software that has a failure intensity objective of 
less than 0.1 failure per 1000 execution hours will probably require the 
use of at least some fault tolerance. We have divided systems into about 
four categories and suggested strategy guidelines for each, as indicat ~, 

ed in Table 2.6. Remember that these figures refer to execution hours. 
Although the possibility of commercial software failing every halfhour 
of execution time may seem high, computer utilizations are often suffi
ciently low that this is only once per day. ~. 

Let's now consider where to focus the reliability strategies. The most ~:, 

valuable tool is the operational profile (described in Chap. 3) and the :<: 
knowledge of which operations are critical. This information will sug ~:rt'1." 

gest which operations should receive the most attention and how the 

TABLE 2.8 System Failure Inten81ty Objective Categorl .. with Strategy 
Quld.llnea 

Failure 
Reliability intensity range Strategy 

level (failures per 1000 execution hours) guidelines 

Ultrareliable <0.1 Fault tolerance, extensive 
requirements and design reviews 
essential. 

High reliability 0.1-10 Fairly extensive requirements 
and design reviews desirable; 
some fault tolerance may be 
desirable. 

Commercial 10-2000 Guide any requirements or 
design reviews with operational 
profile and criticality. 

Prototype >2000 Testing usually more practical 
than fault tolerance or require
ments or design reviews. 
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attention should be divided. You can use the operational profile to allo
cate resources among the operations. The information can be particu
larly useful in regard to reviews, whose time duration must be limited 
due to their presence on the critical path. Allocate the time available 
for the reviews in accordance with the operational profile and the crit
icality information. 

If you have defined major components of your product as systems to 
be tested, knowledge of how the actual failure intensities in the field of 
these components at the last release compared with their objectives 
can suggest which need the most attention. 

Finally, you will probably want to devote some effort to improving 
your development process. This is really an activity that partly tran
scends project boundaries, even though a product must have the 
process tuned to its particular needs. The general procedure here is to 
prioritize the failures you experience in the field by impact, which can 
be measured as the "product" in some sense of failure intensity and 
severity. Analyze the failures in order of their impact. Determine 
where and why the fault causing the failure was introduced and how 
the introduction could hAve been prevented through development 
process changes. Could the fault have been detected earlier? Is there an 
improvement in the development process that would have made this 
happen? Establish which process changes would be cost effective and 
proceed to implement them in the order of their benefit/cost ratios. 

2.3 Special Situationa 
On some projects you may sometimes wish to set failure intensity 
objectives for special groups of failures for various purposes. In doing 
this for components, you may wish to allocate a system failure intensi
ty among various components. Or you may wish to set objectives for 
and track some quantity other than failure intensity. Finally, many 
projects are concerned with safety, a subset of reliability, or with sys
tems that must be ultrareliable. These special SItuations are discussed 
here. 

2.3.1 Other failure groupings 

Most projects limit characterization of failures to "severity class." 
However, it is possible to characterize failure into groups in many other 
ways for special purposes, such as 

1. 	Component (part of a system, for example, a software module) 

2. 	Operation group (set of associated operations-<iefined in Chap. 3
such as data entry operations, report generation operations) 
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4. 	Job role, such as data entry or custo ... ",• .,,,......... 


Components represent a physical division of a system, whereas opera
tion groups represent a functional division. For example, you might 
characterize failures by component to identitY problem components. You I 
can use (at least in theory) operation groups to differentiate reliabilities 
of different activities such as data entry or report generation. Failure 
categories are useful for making, for example, safety estimates. Group
ing by job roles lets you evaluate reliabilities associated with these roles. 
However, dividing the failure sample will reduce the accuracy of failure 
intensity estimates due to small sample problems, so this is not a good 
idea in most cases. In practice, the number of groups you can define is 
limited by small sample problems and by errors resulting from estimat
ing the groupltotal failure ratios. 

If you wish to use one of these characterizations, the procedure will 
be analogous to that for setting a failure intensity objective for a spe- I 
cific severity class such as severity class 1. You will estimate the 
expected group/total failure ratio. The total failure intensity objective 
will be determined by dividing the group failure intensity objective by 
the group/total failure ratio. 1' 
2.3.2 Allocation of failure Intensity 
objective to components 1 
We generally determine the failure intensities of hardware and 
acquired software components from existing experience with these 
components. It is a .. simple matter of combining their actual failure I 
intensities and then finding out what the failure intensity objective for 
the developed software must be to yield the failure intensity objective 
for the product. We don't generally consider tradeoffs, because we do 
not usually have the freedom to select among different versions of I 
acquired components at different failure intensity levels for a product 
we are building. We usually can't negotiate failure intensities with sup- . 
pliers either, because off-the-shelf components will generally be used 
because oflimitations on development time. However, tradeoffs can be I ' possible when multiple versions of the components exist or when we 

, . 

can have them developed to order. 
Here is an approach for allocating or budgeting failure intensity to J 

multiple components for the situation in which tradeoffs are feasible. 
There are two steps: 

1. 	Divide the system into appropriate components 

2. 	Determine what the component failure objectives must be 

L 
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The principal criteria for dividing the system into components are 
the nature of the system configuration, project management issues,

f and the greater effort and cost ofmanaging reliability for a larger num
ber of components. 

System configuration suggests the appropriate division when there 
are common components that exist across different operational modes, 

I 
I when the project integration is phased by component, when certain com

ponents are critical, or where there are components with known failure 
intensities. Project management considerations suggest the appropriate 
division when different components are developed by different organiza
tions or where certain components have high development risk. 

Note that dividing the system into components that correspond as 
much as possible with existing components that we can reuse is extreme

r 	 ly desirable. Clearly there will be much less development time and cost 
for using an existing component than for developing a new one. We can 
expect the reused components to have lower initial failure intensities 
than the corresponding newly developed components. Hence we can 

. build the remaining components to less stringent reliability standards 
than would otherwise be the case. Consequently, they will cost less and 
require less time to develop. Remember that database management sys
tems, graphical user interfaces, etc., are actually reusable components. 

Let's show the process by considering a variation ofour familiar Fone 
FoIlower iIlustrationthat we will call Fone Follower Fast. The objective 
of Fone Follower Fast is to quickly provide a basic subset of FoneJ FoIlower capabilities before any competitors can get to market. Fone 
Follower Fast uses hardware and an operating system provided by dif
ferent divisions ofthe same external supplier. The application program 

I 

r is developed in-house. The failure intensity of the hardware is accu
rately· known. The operating system is being custom-built for Fone 
Follower Fast, and the supplier is willing to negotiate different levels 
of failure intensity with different delivery dates. 

I 
. There is no "correct" solution for dividing the system into compo
nents. One possible solution would be to divide the system into two 
components: hardware with operating system and application. This 
solution is achieved for less effort and cost than dividing into three 
components. However, because we are dealing with two divisions ofthe 
supplier, it will probably be best to work with three components. 

Now we will determine the component failure intensity objectives. I Let us sketch out an overview of the process before plunging into the 
details: 

I 1. Es~blish known component values 

2. Pick a trial allocation of component failure intensity objectives to 
minimize system development time, development risk, or develop. 

I mentcost 
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8. 	Compute a trial system failure intensity figure from trial component 
failure intensities and compare this to the requirement 

4. 	Modify the allocation and recompute the trial system failure inten
sity until it matches the requirement 

Recall that the system objective is 100 failures per million calls. The 
hardware chosen for Fone Follower Fast has a failure intensity of one 
failure per million calls. Then the operating system and application 
together can have a failure intensity of no more than 99 failures per 
miIlion calls. 

Project managers for the operating system and the application esti
mate, based on experience and all the data available to them, the devel
opment durations for different failure intensity objectives given in 
Table 2.7. Although there is certainly some uncertainty in these fig
ures, we will not complicate our illustration by conducting a sensitivi· 
ty analysis here. 

For our first trial, let us try to complete both software components in 
89 weeks. The trial failure intensity objectives are 6 failures per mil· 
lion calls for the operating system and 100 failures per million calls for 
the application. Unfortunately, the sum of tile two failure intensity 
objectives, 106, exceeds the required amount"bf 99. Try a second allo
cation based on 42 weeks development time~ The component failure 
intensity objectives are 4 failures per million cans for the operating sys
tem and 95 failures per million calls for the application. The sum of the 
failure intensities, 99, meets the requirement. . .il! 

~.~c.~ 

2.3.3. Software aafety and uhrarellablllty 

There is a fairly widely held opinion that software safety and software 
reliability are such different concepts that they don't have much to con· 

TABLE2.1 Fone Follower: Deveiopment 

Durations for Different Falluralntenslty ObJectlv.s 


Failure 

intensity Development 


(failures per million calls) time (weeks) 


Operating System 

2 45 

4 42 

6 39 


Application 

90 45 

95 42 


100 39 
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tribute to each other. This is unfortunate, because we may not be 
approaching some of the difficult problems we are facing with all the 
tools that are available to us. This may have come about because the 
cultures in which these concepts were developed have been somewhat 
different. 

We usually define software safety as freedom from mishaps, where a 
mishap is an event that causes loss of human life, injury, or property 
damage. Software reliability is the probability that a system will run 
without failure for a specified period of time. A failure is any behavior 
in operation that will cause user dissatisfaction. Although the fact has 
not been widely recognized, note how mishaps form a subset of failures, 
because clearly a mishap would result in user dissatisfaction. 
Consequently, software safety is really a subset of software reliability. 
Once one recognizes this fact, it is evident that all the theory, models, 
and statistice of software reliability apply to software safety as well. 
Further, you can generally apply techniques that have been refined in 
the software safety world, such as fault-tree analysis, to the software 
reliability world. 

Demonstrable software safety is very dependent on realistic testing. 
The concept ofoperational profiles, developed in the software reliabili
ty area, can be very helpful in focusing testing on those software func
tions that will be encountered most in the field. 

The strategies of fault tolerance, fault avoidance, and fault removal 
that we use to improve software reliability can also be used to improve 
software safety. In the fault-avoidance area, we can use the rich her
itage ofrequirements reviews, design reviews, and code inspections for 
software reliability and software safety simultaneously. 

Software safety requirements often are very demanding in that fre
quency of mishaps must be very low, but we may require this same low 
frequency of failures as well. Thus software safety is usually closely 
linked to ultrareliability requirements. There has been a great deal of 
pessimism about testing and measuring t-eliability for ultrareliable 
software. Although the problem is challenging, there are techniques 
that you can apply. 

There is no clear dividing line between high reliability and ultrareli
ability (Musa, 1994d), but the term ultra reliability is often used to refer 
to failure intensities ofless than 10-4 failures per execution hour (one 
failure per 10,000 execution hours). 

It is important to realize that the need for ultrareliability refers to 
operations (tasks, as defined in Chap. 3) rather than systems: For 
example, the operation that shuts down a nuclear power plant in an 
emergency must be ultrareliable. This does not imply that the entire 
system must be ultrareliable; there are many routine operating and 
data logging operations that do not require it. In many cases it is much 

_v........ .......___ ... _." .._.. I
w .... . 

easier to separate software by operation than it is for hardware and to 
focus reliability-enhancing efforts just on the critical operations. L 

There is an important distinction you should make in regard to reli
ability of hardware and software components. Reliability of hardware 
components is affected by factors such as aging and wear. Conse 1quently, reliability is related to ordinary time. In contrast, only the exe
cution time of the program affects reliability. The execution time of a 
software function is often only a·small fraction of the ordinary time 
taken by the entire system for its operation. I 

For example, planetary probes commonly involve flights of several 
years. Although the hardware must be ultrareliable for this time peri
od, the critical software functions may not have the same require
ments. Critical navigation and maneuver software, for example, may 
execute only about 10 times in a 5-year flight, with each execution last
ing 3 to 5 s. Thus such software requires reliability over a total execu
tion time ofabout 0.01 h, a duration that is shorter than the flight by a 1 
factor ofabout 4 x 106• 

The expense, development time, and difficulties involved in building 
ultrareliable functions are such that we need to take a very realistic 
attitude in setting failure intensity objectives. Some designers have I 
argued that relating failure intensities to the existing "average" human 
death rate of about 10-61b is reasonable, on the basis that we general
ly "accept" that rate. The argument assumes that death is the most cat ( 
astrophic event possible to a person. Thus, the acceptable intensities 


. for other failures of lesser impactcan scale up from there. Failures that 

would entail effects on many people would result in scaling down the 

failure intensity objective by the number ofpeople involved. r 

It is also important that we separate operations by criticality and apply 

ultrahigh reliability objectives only to those operations that require them. 

This implies that the software architecture must be modular by operation 
 1
and that special care be taken to prevent interactions between modules. 

You should carefully establish the duration for which the software 
must function. The failure intensity acceptable for the software is the 
system failure intensity divided by the duty cycle, or proportion of time 1 
that the software is executing. Thus to obtain a system failure intensity 
of, say, 10-9 failures per hour for a planetary probe, where the duty cycle 
of the navigation and maneuver module might be 0.25 X 10-8, we would Ineed a module failure intensity of 4 X 10-3 failures per execution hour. 

Testing ofultrareliable functions requires a test duration that is sev
eral times the recip~al of the failure intensity objective (Miller, 1989). 
The multiplier increases with the level of confidence required. Many 1 
have concluded that we therefore cannot certify ultrareliabJe software 
through testing. This is overly pessimistic. It is based entirely on statis
tical reasoning, not taking into account a number of software engineer



J 
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I 
ing considerations that ease the problem. In the planetary probe case we 
have taken as an example a full system test necessary to demonstrate a 
level of 10-9 failures per hour would require some multiple of 109 h 
(about 114,000 years). However, the test of the navigation and maneu
ver module requires only a multiple of250 h, which is readily achievable. 

There are at least two other factors that can mitigate the testing 
I problem. Many ultrareliable applications are implemented on relative

ly inexpensive embedded computers. It is feasible to test software on N 
machines, reducing the time duration by a factor ofN. It is also possi

I ble to test software on a set of faster machines, as long as the instruc
tion set is a superset of that of the target machine for the application. 
It is quite conceivable to obtain an overall speedup by a factor of 10,000 
(perhaps 1000 machines running 10 times as fast) by these methods. 

Alternatives to the application of software reliability engineering r 

I 

appear worse. They all involve relying on trying to make the process of 
software engineering sufficiently rigorous such that the products can 
be counted on to be reliable .. But there is no standard software develI opment process in place at present and there is no evidence to indicate 
that there ever will be. In fact, the discipline of software process engi
neering virtually guarantees that there will not be. Any process is 
replete with opportunities for human error and hence failure. But as 

, noted, there is no standard for the intensive scrutiny required to 
ensure an ultrareliable process. Even if there were, process attributes 
are less concrete, visible, and measurable and hence much harder to 
check than the product attributes software reliability engineering uses. 

I 2.4 Frequently Asked Questions 

I 
In this section we will first consider questions about the definition of 
failures. Then we will look at questions about severity classes and set
ting objectives. After answering many conceptual questions that have 
arisen, we will end by responding to practical questions that came up 
in applying the methods of this chapter. 

J 2.4.1 Definition of failure 

1 Would you define failure differently in a very competitive environment? 

ANSWER: Possibly. You might define failure in a competitive environment asJ any departure of program operation from customer expectations rather than 
requirements. There is a danger, however. Ifyou are too free in labeling behav
iors as failures, you may end up overemphasizing reliability at the expense of 
other customer values such as cost and delivery date. One possibility would be I to define failure as any departure ofprogram operation from behavior that one 
might expect of your principal competitors' products. 

I 
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2 How should you view incorrect or inconsistent requirements in relation to 

defining failures? 


ANSWER: Incorrect or inconsistent requirements differ from the requirements 

that were intended. Hence they contain errors, which may result in faults that 

can cause failures. ' 


3 Our programmers implemented exactly what the written requirements 

specified. Is it still possible for a failure to occur? 


ANSWER: Yes, your system engineers may have made an error by inadequately 

understanding user requirements. The system's behavior will not meet user 

requirements; hence there will be a failure. . 


4 Many operating systems can recover from certain kinds of software mal

functions and continue to process work, Are these malfunctions failures? 


ANSWER: If the only system requirement is to process work, the answer is No. 

Failures relate only to external behavior of the system, not internal malfunctions. 


5 Can a deficiency in· performance of a sQftware component (for example, 

excessive response time at a given traffic level) be a failure? 

!.t

1, 
ANSWER: Yes, as long as it is a requirement for that software component. Note >. 

that inthis case the fault may be complex and dist1i.buted throughout the soft. 

ware component, because it relates to insufficient speed of execution. Poor 

response time can also result from system overloM. This can be a lUtrdware 


"f;f.
failure resulting from inadequate design or capacity or a "human subsystem" ..~ 
failure resulting from a violation of operating procedures. Although it is possi ::J 

ble for a performance deficiency to be a failure, you may prefer to separate per .
formance requirements from functional requirements to prevent such a· .~ 


deficiency from being counted as a failure. You would do this to avoid failures 

that depend on hardware capacity. 


6 Are there situations where you might want to simultaneously give broad 

and narrow definitions to failures? For example, you might broadly define a 

failure as "any program operational behaviol' that is unsatisfactory to the cus

tomer." The simultaneous narrow definition would be "any departure of pro

gram operation from written program requirement~." 


ANSWER: Yea. Failure intensity calculated on the basis of the narrow definition 
would indicate reliability based on the developer's understanding of what the 
customer wanted (or possibly developer-customer agreement on what was 
needed if the customer thoroughly understood and reviewed the requirements 
document). It would thus describe reliability with respect to what could be 
achieved for the current version of the program. It may not be reasonable to 
expect a system to satisfy more than the explicit requirements in the current 
version. 

Failure intensity calculated on the basis of the broad definition indicates reli
ability based on customer satisfaction. The difference between the two failure 

. intensities is an indicator of the joint effects of three major factors, the quality 
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of the customer-developer communication, the rate of change of functionality 
needed by the customer, and the rate of change of program environment. 

7 If a nonfunctional requirement is not met, does that indicate a failure? 

ANSWER: No, because there is no departure of system behavior in execution 
from user requirements. 

2.4.2 Failure severity classes 

1 To what extent can w!.\ associate severity of failures with critic£\lity of oper
ations? 

ANSWER: In general, we can associate severity of failures with criticality of 
operations very well when the failures prevent the operations from working at 
all. Then the impact of the failure is the impact of the operation not working. 
Usually anyone who understands the overall set of operations being performed 
and how the particular operation relates to them can clearly establish this. 

When the failures only degrade the execution of the operations, the severity 
of the failures depends on the degree 01 the degradation as well as the critical
ity of the operation. Evaluation ofimpact here is more complex. 

2 How do we handle the fact that different users may assign different sever
ities to a failure? For example, in a < telecommunications sYstem, connection 
time greater than a certain value may be represented by degraded basic service 
to a telemarketer and hence be a class 2 failure. It may be only an annoyance 
to a residential customer and hence a class 8 or 4 failure. 

ANSWER: The most practical approach is to apply the user profile (list of user 
types with their associated probabilities of occurrence) to each f!plure. 
Determine the severity of that failure for each user type. Take the weighted (by 
user probability) sum of failure severities as the severity of that failure, and 
use it for all occurrences of the failure. 

3 It is the practice on our system to select failure severity classifications 
based at least partly on whether a workaround exists to circumvent the prob
lem. Does this make sense? 

ANSWER: Yes. When a workaround does not exist, the cost or other impact of 
the failure will be greater. 

4 Does the severity classification of a failure remain the same from release to 
release? 

ANSWER: Usually but not always. 

5 Most reliability strategies are directed at reducing failure intensity. Is it 
possible to also focus on reducing the severity of a failure? 

ANSWER: Yes. This will be a fault-tolerant technique that reduces the severity 
of a failure rather than eliminating it. For example, when a failure is detected, 
the program may keep it from propagating and causing greater damage. 
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8 Is there such a thing as fault severity? 

ANSWER: This is not a term that is in general use, because the cost of finding 
and removing a fault is usually very small compared to the impact of a failure. 
Hence there is little need to differentiate among faults. 

Some researchers have used this term to signify the total impact of all fail
ures associated with a fault, taking account of both the different failures 
caused by the fault and the frequency of occurrence of these failures. This 
results in a concept that is dependent on the operational profile and is hence 
quite complex. We strongly advise against this definition of the term. 

2.4.3 SettIng failure Intensity objectives 

1 How do you discuss reliability needs with the user? 

ANSWER; Usually you talk about reliability needs in terms of the product, 
because the user is not normally interested in the reliability of the software per 
se. It is generally the developer's responsibility to determine what the reliabil
ities of the various associated systems of the product and the various hardware 
and software components of each sYstem should be. Further, you would nor
mally discuss reliability along with other' system attributes that it affects, such 
as cost and delivery date, so that the user is forced to recognize the reality of 
the tradeoff. 

2 Why don't we establish a developed software release criterion based on the 
number of failures remaining rather than failure intensity? 

ANSWER: First. the software user can more readily interpret failure intensity 
in terms of impact on operations and cost. Second, you can combine the devel
oped software failure intensity with the failure intensities of acquired compo
nents to yield a system reliability figure. You can't do either of these things 
with number of failures remaining. Note that failures remaining indicates 
remaining failures that would occur in infinite test time, not remaining fail
ures that would occur in the field. 

3 I am developing a contractual specification for software that will be deliv
ered to a user by my company. How should I incorporate a failure intensity 
specification? 

ANSWER: Assuming that the operations to be performed by the software are 
well specified, you should determine the expected operational profile. The con
tract should specify that there will be an acceptance test with input states 
picked randomly to verify performance of the operations, the probability of 
selection of each operation being determined by the operational profile. State 
the desired failure intensity objective. The contract would require that failure 
intensity be demonstrated by means of certification test. 

4 If software is developed in several versions, with some but not all shared 
code, what are the factors that influence the cost of achieving a specified level 
of software failure intensity? 
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I 
ANSWER: If all versions have the same failure intensity objective and opera
tional profile and if common faults are corrected for all versions (all the fore
going usually hold), the amount and cost ofsystem test and debugging required 
will depend on the number ofversions and the total number offaults. To a first 
approximation, the total number of inherent faults for all versions will be pro
portional to the total number of source lines that are developed (source lines 
inherited by one version from another are not counted).

I You can minimize the cost of reliability by reducing the number of versions 
and by designing the different versions so they use as much common developed 
code as possible. 

I 5 Why not just specify the availability ofa software system? Why is reliabil
ity ofso much interest? ' 

f 

f 
ANSWER: Although the user is affected by lack of availability of software to 
function acceptably, interruptions in acceptable functioning (characterized by 
reliability) are, often even more important. It is often possible to "work around" 
a system that is unavailable by delaying tasks or using other systems. 
Interruptions occur unpredictably and cause disruption, which is usually much 
more expensive. However, if disruption is not significant and your customer 
wants to state requirements in terms of availability, you can easily do so. See 
the answer to Question 11 in this section. 

I 

6 We have found that both availability and reliability are important to our 
users in the followiDg sense. An interruption in service requires substantial 
recovery time for the user in returning to his or her work. Can both availabili
ty and reliability be incorporated in the same metric? 

ANSWER: Yes. Suppose there is a failure every 10 h with a downtime of6 min 
and a recovery time for the user of18 min. The conventional availability is then 

I 
0.99. You can compute an "effective availability" based on effective downtime. 
In this case, effective downtime is 24 min and effective availability is 0.96. 
Effective downtime includes actual system downtime plus the recovery times 
caused by interruptions. Effective availability will always be the same or less 
than classical availability. 

I 7 Is there some way' to combine customer requirements for reliability and 
rapid response to problems into a single metric? 

ANSWER: Yes. Ifwe generalize the concept of doWntime to be the time interval 
betweenfailure (system behavior during operation that does not meet the cusJ 
tomer's requirements) and the point where the system has been restored to 
operation that is satisfactory to the customer (this does not necessarily mean 
that the underlying fault has been removed), we can combine failure intensity

f and downtime into a generalized aVailability. 

I 
8 How do we relate a "probability of failure on demand" requirement to a 

failure intensity requirement? 

ANSWER: Note that the probability offailure is given by AT for small AT, where 
A = failure intensity and T = execution time. Thus, dividing the failure proba, 
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bility by the time of execution of the program will give a failure intensity 
requirement (assuming AT is small). When T is small, the failure intensity 
requirement for the program becomes much easier to meet. 

9 How can you say that there is a tradeoff between reliability and cost when 
building a more reliable product saves money? 

ANSWER: Improving reliability generally does increase development costs. 
However, it reduces operational costs and the net result may be a reduction in 
total costs. 

10 Can you have different failure intensity objectives for different users and 
their uses (hence different parts of the operational profile)? 

ANSWER: Yes. You typically handle this by assigning failure intensityobjec
tives to operational modes, which are sets of operations and which can gener
ally be related to users. However, we don't generally recommend this because 
the accuracy of failure estimates for the different users will suffer because of 

,.:!T"lsmall sample problems. 
~. 

~11 Availability is often the prime criterion for performance of systems that 
support people in doing their work. How do we relate this to reliability? 

..'.,ANSWER: Determine the allowable unavailability;by subtracting availability 
from 1. Dividing unavailability by the product of riean time to restore the sys
tem and availability will yield allowable failure intensity. 

lit,-: 

12 Otir users define our reliability requirement in terms offaiIures per thou
.,- ~ 


sand transactions. We want to convert this requirement into a requirement in 

execution time, but the execution times of the individual transactions vary '~ 


:.:widely. What should we do? 

ANSWER: Use the average execution time per transaction. 

13 Should the frequency of a failure be takep into account in assigning its 
severity? 

ANSWER: No, severity relates to per-failure impact. 

14 Can we set a separate failure intensity objective for a particular opera
tional mode? 

ANSWER: It is theoretically possible but not practical. In most cases the num
ber of failures that we will experience in a particular operational mode will be 
smsll. Hence the error associated with an estimate of failure intensity for the 
particular operational mode will be large. Thus setting an objective and track
ing failures across all operational modes is more practical and will give more 
usable results. 

You may occasionally make an exception to this single failure intensity objec
tive approach. If an operational mode is expected to experience more than 20 
failures (and sometimes even as low as 10) and tracking its failure intensity sep
arately is very important, it maybe feasible to set a separate objective for it. 
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15 In setting a failure intensity objective for a product, should you take into 
account the customers of the product's users? 

ANSWER: Yes. Such an analysis usually indicates a deep understanding ofyour 
users' needs. However, you must verify this understanding by explicitly pre
senting your analysis to the users. 

16 Can we set different developed software failure intensity objectives with
in the same system (for example, for diffErent failure severity classes ordift'er

ent operational modes)? 

ANSWER: In theory, yes. However they will not be useful. You will have to 
divide your failure sample into multiple sets. Each will usuallybe small, result
ing in large uncertainties in either estimating failure intensity or reaching a 

certification decision. 

17 Can we set different failure intensity objectives for variations ofour ~rod
uct (for example, different versions developed for different platforms or differ

ent countries)? 

ANSWER: This is possible but undesirable because it complicates your record 
keeping. However, because the testing of the versions will be separate and the 
versions will usually be sufficiently different such that failure data from one 
cannot be applied to the other, you will not have the problem of increased 
uncertainty in failure estimation due to division of the failure data sample into 
smaIl sets. 

18 We have determined the developed software failure intensity objective for 
the product we are designing. It is much lower than the failure intensities of 
the acquired components for the product. Should we do anything? 

ANSWER: You should at least investigate alternatives. The design for the prod
uct may be out of balance, in that the developed software failure intensity 
objective may be much more difficult to meet than the failure intensities spec
Hied for the acquired components. An oukf-balance condition is likely to result 
in longer development durations and higher costs than would otherwise be the 
case. You should investigate various alternatives of requiring lower failure 
intensities for the acquired components and the resultant schedule and cost 
impacts. 

19 Software reliability engineering has always specified software. failure 
intensity objectives in terms ofexecution time. Why are you specifying them in 
ordinary time or natural units related to ordinary time? 

ANSWI!lR: Because ordinary time is better understood by most users. It is true 
that the failure-inducing stress in software is best measured in execution time. 
However, it is relatively easy to convert from ordinary time to execution time 
by measuring computer utilization (you multiply by it). 
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2.4.4 Concepts 

1 Aren't software failures due primarily to changes in the environment? 

ANSWER: Yes and No. A change in the environment is likely to result in more 
failures if the program. has not been tested in the changed environment. 
However, failures can also occur in a familiar environment. Hardware failures 
are also likely to increase when the environment changes. The increase may be 
less noticeable because of the failures that are constantly occurring due to 

wear-out. 

2 Are there conditions under which the number of failures is equal to the 

number offaults? 

ANSWER: Yes. Ifeach failure results in the reduction to zero of the fail set ofthe 
associated fault, or the set ofruns that will cause that fault to generate the fail
ure, there will be no repeated failures and the numbers of failures and faults 
will be equal. Ifyou only count the first occurrences of failures, as is common
ly the case during test, and in each case the fail set of the associated fault is 

reduced to zero, the number ofcounted failures wiD equal the number offaults. 

3 How can software continue to operate with a backlog of failures whose 
faults have not yet been removed? 

ANSWER: Most failures affect only one or a limited set of program operations; 
the others can continue to operate. Many even affect only some runs of one 
operation. Further, most software failures only impair the operation and do not 
diaable it. . 

4 What is failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)? When might I want to 
use it for software? 

ANSWER: FMEA looks at component failures and determines what kind of sys
tem failures can result. FMEA based on specmc failures is probably not prac
tical for software; ifyou knew what specific failure would occur, you would fix 
it during the coding phase. However, conducting FMEA at the module level can 
help you id~nti1Y which modules are most critical to the proper systems opera
tion. This can help you focus design review, code review, an~ unit test efforts. 
Note that a given module can have a range of system failure severities that 
result from its failures; hence you will be identifying criticality in an average 
sense. 

Because FMEA can involve considerable effort and cost, you will probably 
. want. to limit employing it to highly used and/or most critical operations. The 
operational profile can be a valuable aid in helping you identify these. 

S Why can't we just count faults per thouaand linea of delivered executable 
source code instead ofimplementing software reliability engineering? 

ANSWER: The fault measure is a useful tool for the developer, and it may point 
up components or routines that need attention. However, software reliability 
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I 
engineering has additional advantages. It is customer-oriented, because fail
ures per thousand hours ofexecution relates directly to the customer's opera
tions and costs. And software reliability can be combined with hardware 
component reliabilities to obtain overall system reliability. 

I 
6 If you want a customer-oriented quality measure, why don't you just use 

"faults found by customers" instead of failure intensity or reliability? 

ANSWER: Faults found by customers is only minimally useful to the customer. 
It does not indicate how frequently trouble will be experienced in operation, 
and hence it is not possible to estimate the impact or costs of failure. Most 
important, it only tells you what the quality is of software that has been in thef field for some time, not the quality of the new release you are just getting or 
about to get. 

7 Because the failure intensity is proportional to the number of faults 
remaining, why can't we just use faults for a software quality metric instead of 
failure intensity? 

I ANSWER: Because the faults you count are the faults removed, and this is very 
different from the faults remaining. You might conceivably estimate the faults 
remaining as a result of estimating the inherent faults. However, the accuracy 
of the resultant measure is much worse than that of failure intensity~ 

8 It seems to me that counting faults is much easier than counting failures, 
because data collection takes place just within the development team. When 
you count failures, you must collect data from testers or customers in the field. 
Don't you agree that it's better to take the easier approach?J 
ANSWER: First, it isn't true that counting faults is easier. Failures must be 
reported before the development team can work on the faults. They must be 
sorted and compared so that repetitions are eliminated before fault correction 

1 

f is initiated. The failUre count is available first, and you can only determine the 
fault count after the extra processing occurs. And finally, even if counting 
faults ,were easier, the strong advantage ofhaving a customer-oriented quality 
measure would outweigh any extra data collection effort. 

9 Isn't it true that a fault can cause multiple different failures? 

ANSWER: Yes. 

J 
10 Can different faults cause the same failure? 

ANSWER: No. This answer confuses many people, but it is correct. We define a 


I fault as the defect that causes a failure. Thus, for the same failure, you must 

have the same fault. Sometimes two failures appear tQ be superficially the 

same. For example, they may both exhibit the same warning message. 


, However, examination of the complete output states will often show them to be 

different. In that case, you may have two different faults or you may have one 
f fault causing two different failures. 


I 
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11 Ifa fault is never detected, is it still a fault? 

ANSWER: Yes. 

12 Does the number of faults detected in a program vary with the environ
ment in which the program is used or tested? 

ANSWER: Yes. Ifthe environment is limited (few possible input states), it is pos
sible that the program may execute without failure forever. In that case, no 
faults will be found. However, with a more extensive set ofinput states, there 
are likely to be failures and hence some faults will be detected. 

13 Why does fault removal depend on the operational profile? 

ANSWER: The failures that the faults cause must occur so that you can identify 
the faults for removal. The occurrence ofthe failures depends on the operational 
profile. In fact, it also depends on the particular sequence of runs selected. 

14 Which is more closely related to the number of inherent faults, the num
ber ofunique failures (i.e., number of failure types) or the total number of fail
ures (with repeated failures being counted)? 

ANSWER: The number of unique failures. 

15 How would you characterize a worm orf.'a virus in software reliability 
terms? " " 
ANSWER: Worms and viruses are categories ofLliberately induced faults. They 
clearly will adversely affect the failure intensity of the program containing 
them. In general, because only one or a few are typically induced, statistically 

,:~~:{
based models such as software reliability are not especially useful in viewing 

,~, 

their effects. 

18 Is a program virus a single fault? 

ANSWER: Usually, because it ordinarily causes a single related set of behaviors 
(such as file erasures and perhaps a crash) that the user finds undesirable. 

17 Can requirements have faults, because it is sometimes evident that they 
are ofpoor quality? 

ANSWER: Faults are by definition defects in code. The errors that cause the 
faults may be ambiguous or incorrect specification of requirements. Sometimes 
the existence of these errors is evident. For example, the requirements may be 
so ambiguous that it is difficult to construct tests. In the latter case, one can go 
to the customer and determine what functions are wanted. Tests can be based 
on these functions. If the program experiences failures, the faults that cause 
them can be traced back to errors ofpoor specification. 

18 Some faults result in more frequently occurring failures than others. Is 
this due to their virulence? 

http:NflCfI.B.ry
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ANSWER: No, because frequent failures is not a characteristic of a fault but 
depends on how often the fault is activated. Hence, it depends on the opera
tional profile and the code exercised by each function. 

19 Suppose you include a faulty code sequence in several modules. How many 
faults have you introduced? 

ANSWER: Probably as many faults as there are repeated faulty code sequences. 
Faults are defined by the failures they make occur, and the differently located 
code sequences will probably cause different failures. 

20 What is the meaning of mean time to repair (MTTR) for software? 

ANSWER: Often, where recovery consists of a system reload plus perhaps a 
database recovery, the time for the reload (and recovery, where applicable) is 
the MTTR. This is analogous to a hardwllre system where units are replaced 
by spares and later repaired. The actual software debugging and correction 
time doesn't normally apply, because the system would not shut down while 
this activity was in process. 

21 Suppose that a software failure causes only a temporary interruption or 
deterioration in performance of some aspect ofa system. This might happen for 
systems that are designed to automatically recover from certain kinds of soft
ware failures. Can we characterize the nature of these interruptions in some 
useful way? ' 

ANSWER: Yes. In addition to calculating the reliability, you can also compute 
the availability. The latter will account for the length of the periods of reduced 
performance. 

22 How can you say that higher software reliability costs more? Quality the
orists say that higher quality costs less. 

ANSWER: The quality theorists are referring to the reduction of defectives in 
manufactured products through higher quality of the manufacturing process. 
This reduces costs because of the reduction in rework needed to give the same 
delivered quality to customers. The analog in software development is that pre
vention of faults c.osts less than removal to get the same level ofreliability. But 
a higher level of reliability does cost more. 

23 Does fault tolerance necessarily imply that the fault will not cause a failure? 

ANSWER: Usually it does. However, some people make the broader interpreta
tion: the fault will not cause an intolerable failure. This can mean that the fault 
must not cause a failure of a certain severity or greater. Some people say, "the 
system degrades gracefully." The role offault-tolerant methodology in this'sit 
uation is to lower the severity classification of the failure to an acceptable level. 

24 What is the difference between hardware fault tolerance and software 
fault tolerance? 
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ANSWER: A system or component is fault tolerant if it operates satisfactorily in 
the presence of faults (defects that would cause failures, that is, unsatisfacto
ry operation, ifnot counteracted). Hardware and software fault tolerance refer 
to the source of the faults. Software components may be hardware fault toler
ant or software fault tolerant or both. Hardware components are often hard
ware fault tolerant but usually not software fault tolerant. I: 
25 What does maintainability mean for software? 

ANSWER: Maintainability is the speed and ease with which a program can be L
corrected, It is analogous to hardware maintainability, except that we usually 
consider the repair time for hardware as downtime, affecting availability. 
Software correction is generally performed off-line, such that software main
tainability does not affect software availability. I 
2.4.5 ApplicatIon 

1 Are there cases where it is difficult to determine whether a failure is due I 
to hardware or software? 

ANSWER: Yes, but this usually occurs less than 5 percent of the time. If in 
doubt, be consistent. Classify the failure as nonsoftware if it doesn't reappear 1 
on a rerun with all software and with known, nonsoftware inputs exactly the 
same. 

2 Uss offailure-oriented rather than fault-oriented quality measurements is L 
fine in theory, but it depends on taking field measurements. How can we get 
them, because we can't put the reporting burden on customers? 

ANSWER: It might be a problem if we required customers to record failures J : 
manually. But we can automate the process, with most failures of higher ssver
ities being recognized by appropriate verification or auditing software. 
Reporting to a central data collection point can also be automatic. The princi
pal problems that can occur are excessive overhead from the recording software 1 : 
and the inability to recognize all failures. The first problem is diminishing in 
importance as computer throughputincreases. One can compensate for the sec· 
ond problem if the proportion of failures missed remains approximately con
stant with time. I \ 
3 When we test an early release ofour software, some failures may have cat

astrophic effects because software fault-tolerant features may be absent that 
will be present in future releases. Do we classify such failures as catastrophic? (, 

ANSWER: No. Remember that we are primarily interested in the operational 

reliability ofthe software, not its reliability during test. Hence you should clas

sify failures by the severity of impact that would result if the entire system I! 

were present. If the fault-tolerant feature does not work properly after it has 

been installed, you have a failure at that point. 


4 We have observed clusters of failures that seem to follow in the wake of 1 

I ' 
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impact. Is there any explanation for this? 

I ANSWER: Failures with systemwide consequences may corrupt system control 
tables much more than less severe failures. This can result in a rapid succes
sion of repeated failures until the system is reinitialized. 

I 5 Some faults seem to be uncovered and removed earlier than others. Is it 
because they are easier to find? 

I 
ANSWER~ There is no evidence to indicate that the average effort required to 
find a fault increases as test proceeds. Nor has any correlation between com
plexity or subtlety of fault and phase of test period been observed. Some runS 

I 	 occur more frequently than others and hence are likely to occur earlier; if they 
contain faults, those faults are found and removed earlier. 

6 In system test, what is the effect ofcorrecting a fault that unblocks a path 
that could not previously be executed past the fault?

, I 

II 
I ANSWER: There is some small probability that the·previously unexecuted end 

of the path will contain one or more additional faults and thus cause one or 
more failures. The decrease in .failure intensity normally resulting from the 
original fault removal will be slightly less than expected. Model estimation pro
cedures will pick this up automatically and adjust parameters accordingly. 
However, the overall effect will be small becauseII 

a. Blocking occurs rarely in system test (although it can be frequent in 
unit test). 

b. Even if it does, the unexecuted part of the path will not often contain a 
fault.IJ 

7 During test we find.a number of faults (and hence implied failures) by code 
reading. How can we reflect these in our software reliability estimates? 

t J ~SWER: You don't have to and should not do anything. By finding more faults 
through code reading, you will reduce the failure intensity more rapidly than 
would normally be the case. Failures will occur less frequently and the estima
tion process will automatically take care of this.11: 
8 Do we count a fault found by a programmer on his or her own without test? 

ANSWER: No. There may be faults found and fixed indirectly as the result ofcor
t. } recting failures found during test. We may subtract the average number of 

such faults from the number of new faults spawned. The new remainder is used 
in computing the fault reduction factor B. But you don't have to worry about

1I correcting failure intensity estimates. The removal of the additional faults will 
cause failures to occur less frequently and the estimation process will yield 
lower failure intensities. 

U 9 Should customers be totally uninterested in the estimated number of 
faults that remain in a system that is delivered to them? 

! 

f 
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ANSWER: No, this is as extreme as only being interested in the number offaults. 

The number of faults remaining indicates the effort and cost involved in ele

vating the software to a higher level of reliability and has some relationship to 

how long this should take. They should have little interest in how many faults 

the developer has removed to date, however. Their prime interest should be in 

the failure intensity, because that will indicate the level of their operational 

problems and costs. . 


10 Should we try to balance failure intensities between different components 

of a system so that they are equal? 


.ANSWER: Not necessarily. You must take account of different cost impacts, per

haps due to different repair costs for the components. 


11 How would you handle "fail-safe" systems with software reliability engi

neering? 


ANSWER: Fail-safe systems are those that respond to all malfunctions that 

might affect safety with action that prevents a safety failure from occurring. 

Thus a fail-safe system is really a fault-tolerant system in which the fault-tol

erant response is liniited to those faults that could cause safety failures. The '~I 


.application of software reliability engineering to fault-tolerant systems is dis

cussed in Musa, Iannino, and Okumoto (198~), Chap. 4. 


~ 

12 How do you measure software reliabilit~or systems where ~he set o.ffunc· 
tions performed during installation is differtiQt from those durltlg operation of 
the system? 	 .. ~. 

.4.~ 

ANSWER: Define installation and operation as separate operational modes. 	 ,,,i 

13 How should you handle a system with an operation that is critical during .'....'" 
a certain time. period or periods and routine the rest of the time? 

ANSWER: Be conservative and consider the operation as critical. 

14 Can operational modes overlap? 

ANSWER: They should not overlap in the sense of having two operational modes 
occurring at the same time. However, they can overlap in the sense of having 
the one or more identical operations in their operational profiles. 

15 Can we use analysis of deviations rather than failures to improve reliability? 

ANSWER: Yes. Identification of deviations is often more suited to automation 

than identification of failures; hence it is often cheaper. However, analysis 

may be more costly because you may analyze many deviations that won't 

lead to failures. It may increase the rate of reliability improvement by dis

covering potential failures before they become real ones. It may be possible 

to certify high-reliability systems faster with deviation intensity rather than 

failure intensity because deviation samples are usually larger than failure 

samples. 
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16 Availability is more important for our system than reliability; we can tol
erate a moderate frequency of interruption of service as long as the downtime 
at each interruption is short. What should our reliability strategy be? 

ANSWER: You will still want to keep failure intensity from being too large, 
because, of course, that can adversely affect availability. However, you will stop 
short of employing expensive strategies to obtain very high reliability. Instead, 
you will focus your efforts on implementing checkpoints. Checkpointing is the 
technique of periodically saving intermediate process states in long term stor
age. The more frequently you checkpoint, the more you reduce the downtime 
necessary for the process to recover and hence increase aVailability. More fre
quent checkpointing increases overhead and reduces the load capacity and/or 
response time of the system, so there is a tradeoff for you to make. 

17 How can we convert failure intensities expressed in execution time to fail
ure intensity expressed in ordinary time? 

ANSWER: To convert failure intensities expressed in execution time to failure 
intensities expressed in ordinary time, multiply by the computer utilization. 
Computer utilization of a software component or system is the ratio of the ex&
cution time for that software component or system to ordinary time. The ratio 
used is the long-term average. Remember also that in determining computer 
utilization the count of execution time of "filler" operations is limited to the.nec
essary minimums. A filler operation is a low-priority operation (usually an 
audit or housekeeping operation) that should be executed at some minimum 
frequency but that is allowed to "fill" unused capacity of the processor on which 
it is executing. 

For example, Fone Follower must occasionally conduct a database audit to 
find and correct (if possible) phone numbers that have become corrupted with 
time. The average computer utilization over all operations, including the min
imum required database audit frequency, is 0.05. The computer utilization is 
high during the day but very low at night and on weekends. During these 
times, the filler operation of database audit is allowed to use the spare capaci
ty available, because extra database audits cost nothing and confer a slight 
added benefit. 

If we counted the execution time during which the fill were occurring, we 
would get a computer utilization of 1. Hence ifthere are fill operations that are 
allowed to take up any extra capacity of a processor on which they are execut
ing, the execution time in the extra occurrences of execution over the minimum 
needed for proper functioning of the system is not counted. 

18 We find it useful to describe software reliability in different units for dif
ferent operational modes of our telecommunications switching system. For 
example, we use failures per thousand calls for our user mode but failures per 
thousand transactions for our system administration mode. Is there any prob
lem in doing this? 

ANSWER: Not a serious one. However, you must establish a common unit (per
haps hours) to be used for the system failure intensity objective. You must 
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determine the proportionality constants that enable you to convert among the 
different units. . 

2.5' Background 

This section will provide more background on failures, the. faults that 
cause them, and the errors that lead to faults. We will revisit failure 
severity classes and discuss failure intensity objectives. We will discuss 
the topic of availability in more detail. Finally, we will present the 
basic principles involved in determining system reliability from com
ponent reliabilities. We will be discussing the concepts from the view
point of software, but they are sufficiently general that they can apply 
to hardware or human systems (or combinations of them with software 
systems) as well. 

2.5.1 Deftnlng failure with severity clas.e. 

In this section, we will first discuss failures, then the faults that cause 
them, and finally the errors that cause the faults. Although this is the 
reverse of the order in which they occur, this approach emphasizes that 
the failure is what is most important in the eyes of the user. Faults and 
errors are subordinate; they may exist but not cause a failure: In that 
case, they are not important. 

What precisely do we mean by the term failure? It is the departure of 
the external results of system operation from user needs. So our failure 
is something dynamic. A system has to be operating for a failure to 
occur. The term failure relates to the behavior ofthe system. Note that 
a failure is not the same thing as a "bug" or, more properly, a "fault." 
The very general definition of failure is deliberate. It can include such 
things as deficiency in performance attributes and excessive response 
time when desired, although there can be disadvantages in defining 
failure too generally. 

A fault in software is the defect in the program that, when executed 
under particular conditions, causes a failure. There can be different 
sets of conditions that cause failures. Hence a fault can be the source of 
more than one failure. A fault is a property of the program rather than 
a property of its execution or behavior. It is what we are really refer
ring to in general when we use the terms defect or bug. It's very impor
tant to make the failure-fault distinction. This may not be apparent to 
you now, but it should be after you have delved more deeply into the 
field. There has been, and frequently remains, much confusion because 
these terms were once mixed up and erroneously used interchangeably. 
If you get them clear in your mind, you will avoid much trouble that has 
bedeviled others trying to learn software reliability engineering. 
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J Consider this simple example. A user requests a display at system 
start-up. It does not appear. That departure from how the program 
should behave is a failure. The fault associated with the failure might 

J 	 be that an initialization instruction for a variable was not provided. 
Note, however, that a fault does not have to be localized in nature. The 
fault could be an inefficient routine that has to be rewritten. 

Reference to Fig. 2.1 may be helpful as we explain the important con

I 
1 cepts relating to software failures and faults. The set of bars at the left 

represents the runs (U, V, W, X) for a program. The length of the bar 
represents the execution time for that run. 

One recognizes a software failure by noting a discrepancy between 

II 

the actual value of an output variable resulting from a run and the 
value of that variable required by users. You can view a run as a trans

J formation of an input state to an output state. Thus a failure repre
sents a transformation that does not meet user requirements. A 
deviation involves a discrepancy of the actual value of a variable with 
respect to the value we expect. The discrepancy can be in an interme
diate variable in the processing done by the run or in an output vari, able. All failures are deviations, but deviations are failures only ifthey 
violate user requirements. i j 
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Figure 2.1 Failure and fault concepts. 
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Note that the reqwrements frequently do not specify the values of all 
output variables because some may· not be significant, The time of·s 
software failure is the, time at whlch the discrepaIllcy occtlra 
Discrepancies are noted in Fig. 2.1 as circled numbers. Note that a fail
ure is the conjunction of a run or input state and a discrepancy. Thus 
when the same discrepancy occurs on different runs, you have two dif
ferent failures. In Fig. 2.1, discrepancy 1 occurs on different runs U and 
V and you have failures Ul and Vl' The same failure can repeat only if 
the s,ame run is repeated. Run W has discrepancy 2 and failure W2, and 
run X has discrepancy 3 and failure Xa. 

The definition of failure is really project-specific and must be estab
lished in consultation with users. For example, you may defme failure 
as a program crash requiring interruption of processing and program 
reload. On the other hand, you may consider a very small variation in 
system behavior (for example, an incorrect title on a report) as a failure. 
If your product has substantial competition, your competitors may try 
to emphasize behavior of your software that they consider weaknesse~. 
In that case, you may want to designate occurrences of such behavior as 
failures ifthey are likely to substantially influence potential users. 

Requirements, in hardware as well as sqflware systems, are usually 
somewhat subject to interpretation. You Qiay view them as restricted 
to being Wl'itten and hence explicit, or thet may involve imp,licit needs 
as well. For legal purposes, requirements should be explicit. Also, 
explicit requirements generally result in lower development costs, 
They reduce the number of failures due to misunderstanding of user 
requirements. However, the explicit requirements never include all the 
requirements important to the user because neither the user's nor 
designer's understanding of user needs is perfect. Hence, you will prob
ably increase customer satisfaction if you allow for implicit require
ments to some degree. In effect these are errors of omission in the 
explicit requirements. Whether explicit or implicit, requirements must 
reflect a considered consensus of expectations of users and their man
agers who are funding the product. Thus, we will not interpret the 
sometimes extreme and unreasonable desires of a few users as 
requirements. 

You will further delimit and interpret the exact nature of require
ments by considering what variations in system behavior are tolerable. 
In establiShing requirements, you provi~e positive specification of a 
system. In defining failures, you supply a negative specification. You 
describe what the system must not do. Engineers using software relia
bility concepts have found that this negative specification is an 
extremely valuable system engineering technique. It adds another 
dimension of communication with the user. 

Note that in all cases we focus on operational requirements rather 
than on requirements for maintainability, documentation, etc. 
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Sometimes the determination of who the user is may be vague. This 
is particularly true for a new product whose market may be somewhat 
uncertain. You must complete identification of the user or range of 
users you expect before you can define all failures. Don't forget that 
users can be both internal and external to a customer's organiZation. 

Systems engineers often currently find themselves involved in estab
lishing the definitiun of failure for their project, although this task niay 
shift to system testers as software reliability engineering spreads and 
system testers tak~ more of a lead role. System engineers may also be 
the final arbiters in interpreting the defmition during test. This fact 
makes it desirable for the systems engineers to work closely with the 
system test team, perhaps even as members. They are likely to receive 
some direct questions from the test team about whether a certain 
behavior is a failure or not. Does it violate system requirements? 
Members of the test team can't currently always resolve exactly what 
the requirements are, hence the necessary reference to the systems 
engineers. Again, this situation may change as the spread of software 
reliability engineering encourages· testers to broaden their roles. 
However, for now, systems engineers should review at least some frac
tion, ifnot all, of the trouble reports. They need to determine ifthe test 
teams are interpreting requirements correctly. If testers are members 
of the system engineering team, the foregoing necessary communica
tion becomes much easier. 

The process of establishing the requirements for a system involves a 
consideration of the environments the system will operate in and, 
hence, the operational profiles. This information should be used in test 
planning so that testing represents expected operational use. In estab
lishing the requirements, the systems engineer should consider the 
possibility of unexpected input states occurring due to failure in some 
other system. It is necessary to provide an appropriate response that 
minimizes performance degradation, data corruption, or undesirable 
outputs. Systems that respond rationally to unexpected input states 
are said to be robust. 

When comparing the output state that results from a particular run 
with the required output state, note that extraneous output variables 
can occur. Some of these may be significant in that they cause data cor
ruption that ultimately leads to failure. Variables that are members of 
the input states of future runs can be unintentionally changed, result
ing in unexpected input states for which the program was not designed. 
Hence there can be a tendency for the program failure intensity to 
increase as it executes. There is a particular danger of missing unwant
ed extraneous output variables and hence missing failures when test is 
automated. Normally in automated test, checks are run for only a fixed 
set of output variables. If extraneous output variables cause data cor
ruption during test, the tester may lose some control over input state 
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selection unless the system data is reinitialized before each run. Such 
loss of control is not necessarily a bad thing; it in fact occurs during load 
testing and realistically represents the field environment. 

There are at least two techniques for dealing with data corruption. 
First you may make a system data corruption tolerant. To do this, you 
design the system to behave rationally for the additional input states 
that can result from data corruption. Second, you can employ data cor
rection. Simple data correction schemes employ reinitialization of all or 
part of the data. Reinitialization can be periodic or generated in 
response to detection of a problem by an auditing program. Reinitial· 
ization can result in a failUre or some loss of capability over the short 
term. However, the total set ofreinitializations that occur in a consis
tent approach to countering data corruption has a positive average 
effect on reliability over the long haul. You automatically incorporate 
the results when you estimate reliability based on failure data. 
Sophisticated data correction involves techniques of redundancy (error 
correcting codes, checksums, etc.). Such corrections are expensive, but 
they can prevent failure and loss of capability. 

2.5.1.1 Faults. Software reliability depends heavily on the defects in a 
software product and the correction activity undertaken to correct 
them. Consequently, we want an entity to characterize these defects. 
Generally we have used the software fault to do this. You execute the 
program and count the software faults by observing the repair actions 
taken in response to failures. However, there are several complex issues 
related to the definition and practical use of the concept of the software 
fault. Software developers have not generally discussed or appreciated 
these complexities. The result is that the concept of a software fault is 
less precise and more variable than that of a software failure. 

In considering possible approaches to defining the term software 
fault, it is instructive to view two widely differing concepts-the" 
absolute and the operational. The absolute concept views the software 
fault as an independent entity that you can define without reference to 
software failures. The operational concept views the software fault as 
an entity that exists only with reference to actual or potential software 
failures. "Potential" refers to the fact that the failure will occur for an 
input state if that state is executed. In the operational view, we define 
the software fault as the defect that is the cause for a particular fail
ure. Both of these concepts represent polarizations that do not fully 
represent the intuitive notions of practitioners and that are not fully 
useful in some sense. 
" The absolute concept makes it necessary to postulate" a "perfect" pro

gram to which an actual program can be compared. Then the software 
fault is a defective, missing, or extra instruction or set of instructions. 
It may be an instruction (set) in the perfect program that is not 
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1I 
matched in the proper sequence in the actual program. Alternatively, 
it may be an extra instruction (set) in the actual program. , I Unfortunately, there are many possible "perfect" programs or pro

I grams that could meet the program requirements. In theory, you might 
I select the perfect program that the designer was intending to produce 

and compare the actual program to that. However, this is not possible 

,
} I in practice because this program is not completely defined and known 

until it has been achieved through repair activity. If the perfect proI 
gram were known from the start, we would use it and have zero soft
ware faults. 

J I 
II 

The operational concept conflicts with the sense of software' engi
neering practitioners that a software fault has some reality on its own. 
It is an implementation defect and the implementation has physical 
reality. Furthennore, a number offailures (not just one) may stem from 
the same implementation defect. 

i 

We will take a middle road in defining software faults. We will

~J assume that there is a perfect program that the designer is intending 
to produce. The full definition of this program comes about only after 

I 

1I 
we have discovered and corrected its imperfections. Thus software 
faults have an independent reality, but it is one that we do not fully 
know until we have thoroughly inspected and executed the program. 

I The discovery of software faults usually occurs through observation of
1 potential software failures by code inspection (and imagined execution) 

If or actual software failures by execution (and output state inspection). 

J 
We will thus define a 80ftwarelault as a defective, missing, or extra 

instruction or set of related instructions that is the cause of one or more 
actual or potential failures. Note that by definition multiple faults can
not be combining to cause failure. The entire set of deCective instruc

II 
tions that is causing the failure is considered to be the fault. The 
requirement that the instructions be "related" is specified so that the 
count oC the number of Caults cannot be arbitrarily changed by a 
regrouping of instructions. The right side of Fig. 2.1 illustrates a sec
tion of cOQe with faults Qand R. The instructions comprising the Caults 
are shaded. Note that for fault R, not all instructions are ac:ijacent. The

J faults are designated by the dashed boxes. The set of runs that pro
duces Cailures for a fault will be called its fail set. The fail set for each 
fault is designated by the dashed or dotted lines connecting each fault 

_with runs. Fault Qcauses failures U1 and W2 • Hence its Cail set is U and .J W. Fault R causes failures VIand Xa. Its Cail set is V and X. 

J 
How does one determine exactly which instructions should be includ

ed in a Cault? Some judgment is involved. At first glance, when a fail
ure occurs, you would include in the fault just the instructions that 
must be modified-, added, or removed to prevent the Cailure from recUr
ring. But remember that a fault can cause multiple failures. Hence, if 

J 
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TABLE 2.8 Progrem Specification 

I 

>360 
60-360 

<60 

G 

1000 

100 
o 

also changing a Cew related instructions would prevent additional fail
ures from occurring, these instructions should also be inCluded in the 
fault. Consider the Collowing simple example. Suppose a segment of 
code must generate values of G corresponding to values of I as shown 
in Table 2.8. Assume that the code has been erroneously written as 
shown in Fig. 2.2. If the program is run with I = 320, it will fail by giv
ing an output of 1000. The output should be 100. The obvious definition 
of the extent of th,e fault would be line 10. However, it doesn't take 
much looking to see that there are several related lines, another of 
which, line 30, is also defective. It makes sense to define the fault as 
encompassing lines 10 and 30. Note that the extent defmed for a fault 
depends somewhat on your perspective. It is likely that you will confme 
Caults you find in unit test or unit inspection to that unit. However, you 
are likely to extend the definition of the fault past module boundaries 
ifyou discover it in design review or subSystem test. 

Fault removal activity involves changing (preferably reducing) the 
size oCthe fail set. You can consider that you have removed a fault when 
the fail set is null. We have partial repair when the size of the fail set 
changes but does not reach zero. For example, consider a situation 
where the branching of control of a program depends on the testing of a 
variable against a value that we established incorrectly. We might reset 
the value so that the failure just observed doesn't recur, but the value 
may still be incorrect. In Fig. 2.1, this might be illustrated by the 
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Line number Code 

10 IF I > 300 

20 THENG~ 1000 

30 ELSEIFI~O 

40 THENG~IOO 

SO ELSEG-O 

Floure 2.2 Program that illustrates 
fault. 

extent of 
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removal ofrunX from the fail set offault R. The average extent to which 
corrections are partial affects the value of the fault reduction factor B. 

The sum of the probabilities of occurrence associated with the runs 
or input states in a fail set for a fault represents the probability of 
occurrence of a failure caused by that fault. If it is large, we are more 
likely to uncover that fault (Ramamoorthy and Bastani, 1982). 

Note that it was necessary to define failure in terms of discrepancy 
and run. If it had been defined solely in terms of discrepancy, we could 
not have defined fault to implicitly incorporate the possibility that dif
ferent faults can cause, for different runs, the same discrepancy. In 
Figure 2.1, note that faults Qand R both caused discrepancy 1, but the 
discrepancy occurred on different runs, U and V. The same discrepan
cy can result when the same desired and actual output states exist for 
different runs. 

There are two software fault detection processes that Qccur during 
the development and evolution of software: direct and indirect .. We can 
detect software faults directly as a result of procedures that do not 
involve actual execution of the program. The approaches that fall in 
this category are 

1. 	Code reviews 

2. 	Use of compiler diagnostics 

Removal ofsoftware faults found through direct detection prevents the 
occurrence of potential failures. We detect software faults indirectly 
through detection of failures. Failures are detected by executing the 
program, either in test or regular operation. The symptoms of the fail
ure suggest the areas of code to be searched for the software fault that 
is causing it. We C/Ul prevent faults through requirements and design 
reviews. 

Inherent software faults are the faults that are associated with a soft
ware product as originally written or modified. They do not include 
faults that are introduced through fault correction (spawned faults) or 
design changes. 

Often, developers have attempted to count faults by counting each 
occasion on which a program module was changed, with changes that 
reflect requirements or design changes excluded. Unfortunately, the 
number ofchanges and the number of faults do not usually correspond. 
The difference between the two counts is due to changes that remove 
multiple faults, changes that constitute only partial removal of faults, 
and faults that span multiple modules. The two counts do generally 
become proportional to each other but only when execution time 
becomes very large. The proportions of changes that remove multiple 
faults and faults that span multiple modules do not appear to change 
with time. When partial removals occur, the number of changes per 
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fault increases with time. However, this figure approaches a stable 
value after you have completed most removals. Because of the varia
tion in the constant of proportionality between changes made and 
faults removed, it is not feasible to approximate a current count of 
faults removed by counting changes. 

2.5.1.2 Error•. We have been talking about fault detection and cor
rection. We should also give attention to fault prevention. This is best 
approached by looking at the errors that produce faults. An error is an 
incorrect or missing action by a person or persons that causes a fault in 
a program. Errors can arise from many causes, but most of them can be 
grouped in one of four categories: 

1. 	Communication 

2. 	Knowledge 

3. 	Incomplete analysis 

4. 	Transcription 

Communication errOrs probably: form the largest group, and the pro
portion can be expected to increase with the size of the project. They are 
generally of one of three types: . 

1. 	Interrole. Between customer and designer, designer and coder, 
designer and tester 

2. 	Intrarole. Among designers, coders, testers 

3. Temporal. Between different times for the same person 

The principal factors in improving communication are comprehensive, 
continually updated documentation, accuracy, and 'clarity. Clarity is 
principally a matter of matching inf<!rmation organization to human 
information processing capabilities. Because of the limitations of 
human short-term memory, you must limit the number of entities and 
relationships between entities that must be considered simultaneous

,ly. This points to the virtues of object-orien~d design, hierarchical 
, organization, structured design, modularity and locality, abstraction 
(exclusion of anything irrelevant), and cluStering. Clustering Ofentities 
or relationships with common information richness increases the level 
ofabstraction and effictency of information communication. An exam
ple of clustering is the use of abstract data types. Note that it is also 
important for clarity to use, as much as possible, entities and relation
ships whose meanings are standardized and well known. 

Defective knowledge results in another category of errors. These 
errors are particularly prevalent when project personnel are inexperi-
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enced. They include errors arising from defective knowledge of the appli
cation Srea, the design methodology, and the programming language. 

. El'J'ors can result from incomplete aualy&is •.For example, OBe oftenf 	 does not recognize all the possible conditions that can occur at a given 
point in the program. Finally, one has the transcription errors that 
occur between mind and paper or machine."I Errors are sometimes visible in precoding documentation such as 
requirements and design specifications. Thus reviews or inspections of 
these documents may tum up errors that will lead to preventing some 

A fault can be caused by one or more errors. An error can generate 
several different faults (for example, poor interface specification can 
result in several faults). 

. 1 2.5.1.3 Failure severity cl...... Failures usually differ in their impact
I on the operations of an organization. Therefore, you will usually classify 

J 

1.1 them by severity. This will be particularly true for critical systems such 
as nuclear power plants, where serious f~ures may be rare but have an 
enormous impact. You must be careful not to confuse failure severity 
with the complexity or subtlety of the fault and the difficulty and effort 
required to identify and correct it. The cost of repairing a fault is usual

J 

ly small with relation to the operational cost impact of the failure. 

Making failure severity classifications results in a slight increase in data 

collection effort because you must determine and note the classification. 


At least three classification criteria are in common use: cost impact, 

human life impact, and system capability impact. Cost impact is par
ticularly applicable to any system that is operating in the business

J world. What does this failure cost in terms ofrepair, recovery, lost busi

J 
ness, and disruption? You need also to consider effects such as lost 
business or damaged good will. These are difficult to quantify and 
hence approximate. Human life impact is appropriate for nuclear 
power plants, air traffic control systems, military systems, or any kind 

J 

of a system where safety or defense is paramount. System capability 


i impact might be appropriate for an interactive data processing service 

or a telephone switching system. It might be preferable to use the cri

terion of cost impact for systems such as this, but you may have situa


I tions where the cost impact is difficult to quantify. Also, system 

I capability impact may be more relevant to the user. An example ofsys


tem capability impact classification is given in Table 2.9 (Bardsley, 
J 
J 

1984). The most severe or class 1 failure is one with interruption of 
basic service. An example of this would be the inability of a telephone 
switching system to process calls. Class 2 failures involve degradation 
of basic service. In the same system, you would consider an excessive 
wait for dial tone as a class 2 failure. Class 3 failures cause inconve-

I 
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TABLE 2.9 Failure severity Claaalflcatlon-8yatem 
Capability Impact Exampla 

alase Byetem capability impact 

1 B!lIIic eervice interruption 

2 Basic eervice degradation 

3 Inconvenience, correction not deferrable 

4 Minor tolerable effectll, correction deferrable 


service such as call forwarding that malfunctions. Class 4 failure!!! are 
those that have effects that are minor and tolerable, such that you can 
defer fault removal. An example is slightly mistimed ringing . 

Sometimes the impact on human life of a failure is not immediately 
observable. For example, interruption of telecommunications service 
among air traffic control centers may not immediately cause an acci

:'1~'dent and threat to life, but it does represent increased risk. An impor
tant question that you must answer with regard to any type of impact, 
but particularly cost impact, is, Impact to whcm? A developer who deliv
ers a product but has little continuing reiponsibility for it will have one 
viewpoint. A developer who will use the P,roduct to provide a service will' 
have a different view. to. 

Experience indicates that it is generally best to establish your failurei 
severity classes on the basis of orders of magnitude of the criterion 
being measured because the measurement usually can't be that pre
cise. In practice, severity classifications of failures are often made by .< 

more than one person. Consequently, to avoid variability in results, you 
should have objective (quantitative, if possible) rather than subjective 
classification criteria. Even if the judgment of the quantitative criteria 
is prone to error, their existence enhances the likelihood of under
standing and reducing differences. 

2.5.2 Setting system failure 
Intensity objectives 

The first question one must ask in setting a failure intensity objective 
is, Who are the users? The second is, What do they want? And third, 
Which objective is best for users, in the broadest sense, in their par
ticular competitive environment? Consider a delivered product with a 
rapid rate of technological obsolescence. You are likely to take a: dif
ferent approach from that for a stable product delivered internally 
within a company and used to provide external service. For example, 
when computing costs in a cost-based approach to setting the objec
tive, it is necessary to know, Costs to whom? Legal requirements or 
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precedents may influence the values of system failure intensity objec
tives chosen. 

System balance is an important consideration for your system in 
relation to interfacing systems. It is particularly applicable to situa
tions in which development is especially challenging. This could be 
because one of the systems uses state-of-the-art technology or because 
the reliability requirements are severe ones. Hence we often use it for 
military systems. The basic principle you should follow is to balance the 
difficulty of development work on different systems. Assign less-strin
gent reliability requirements to the systems that have the most severe 
functional requirements or are most advanced technologically. In the 
case of software, functions never implemented before or based on 
untried algorithms might fall in this category. Assign more stringent 
reliability requirements to systems that are relatively standard and 
that are used in common practice. For software, this might include pre

. viously tested systems that will be reused. This approach generally 
leads to the least costly development effort in the minimum time. 

In setting a failure intensity objective, it is desirable to have some 
sense of how failure intensity trades off with release date. First, we 
detennine how failure intensity trades off with execution time. The 
failure intensity at the start of system test is primarily established by 
the nature ofthe project and the development process. The relationship 
between the rati~ for failure intensity change in system test 'II./A, and 
execution time T for the basic execution time model is (Musa, lannino, 
and Okumoto, 1987, Eq. 2.11) 

'11.0 
T = In- (2.9)

'11.0 '11., 

where va is total failures in infinite time, and '11.0 is initial failure inten
sity at the start of test. For the logarithmic Poisson execution time 
model, it is obtained from Eq. 2.12 of the same reference as 

T = - 1 ('11.- 0 - 1) (2.10)
8'11.0 '11., 

where 8 is the failure intensity decay parameter. Because the quanti
ties vO' '11.0' and 8 are fixed in any given case, the comparative variations 
ofexecution time T with failure intensity ratio 'II./A, will be as shown in 
Fig. 2.3. Note that the increase inexecution time with larger ratios of 
failure intensity is greater for the logarithmic Poisson model (linear' 
rather than logarithmic). You must now use a test schedule to convert 
execution time to calendar dates. 

In many cases, you can trade off development and operational costs 
ofa software-based system and find an optimum failure intensity objec
tive. The basis for optimization is the assumption that you obtain reli

t
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figure 2.3 Comparative variation of execution 
time with failure intensity ratio-buic and loga
rithmic Poi88on modelII. 

I . ability improvement by more extensive testing, which ofcourse affects 

costs and schedules. We assume that costs and schedules for other 

phases are constant. This assumption is reasonable because we com

monly implement reliability improvement techniques such as struc \: 

tured programming and design reviews on a yes-no basis dependent on 

their cost effectiveness. You do not ordinarily trade off the degree to 

which you employ structured programming with reliability. 

Development cost due to testing decreases with higher failure intensi
 I 
ty objectives, whereas operational cost increases (Fig. 2.4). Thus total 
cost has a minimum. In the packaged software world (for personal com
puters), support cost (the cost ofanswering questions and solving prob
lems for users) is closely related to field failure intensity. It is generally 
the most important consideration in selecting the failure intensity 
objective. You may view support cost as an operational cost that trades 
off with development cost. I 

C, 
J { 

I· 
In.....ty obJtcUve 1" 

Life-cycle coat optimization. 
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To find the optimum failure intensity objective,' you must first com
pute the system test cost (Mittermeir, 1982). This should include the 
cost of profits lost or expenses incurred because you must delay the 
release date ofa program for additional testing. Then you can compute 
the operational cost. We can now add system test cost and operational 
cost of failures to obtain the reliability-dependent component of total 
system life-cycle costs. Note that there will also be development and 
operational costs that are independent of reliability but that add to 
total system life-cycle costs. Suppose that you can express the reliabil
ity-related component of total system life-cycle costs analytically as a 
runction of failUre intensity objective Ar Then we can use caiCiiIus to 
fmd the value of AF that minimizes the expression. Otherwise, you use 
a computerized search algorithm to find the value. 

Developers sometimes ask if data is available on typical failure 
intensity objectives for different types of software-based systems. At 
present, little has been published. However, some more general data is 
provided in Table 2.10 as a ineans of assessing risk. For example, note 
that the probability of a fatal auto accident occurring for a particular 
car in New Jersey in an hour is about 0.67 x 10-6• Because this risk 
causes few people to stop driving, this level of risk might be deemed 
acceptable for software-based systems that have failures that can 
endanger human life. 

In balancing failure intensity, time to market, and cost, note that 
time to market is very important when no one has yet entered it. When 
you are not the market leader, either cost, failure intensity, or func
tionality can be important, depending on where the market leader is 

Iii most vulnerable. Product managers tend to be biased toward greater 
i functionality and earlier delivery dates. Field support and operations 

managers tend to be biased toward lower failure intensity. r 11,, We don't usually specify failure intensity objectives for a specific user 
, or customer directly. We can specify objectives for important operation 

groups, which may well have relationships with particular users or 
customers. Operation groups often represent types of work such as 

d transaction processing or report generation. For example, a private 
branch exchange (PBX) may have different objectives for the operation 
groups for call processing and for system administration. The project 

if may even state these objectives in different units. The objective for call 
\ processing may be in terms offailures per thousand calls. The objective 

for system administration may be in terms of failures per thousand 
work hours or failures per thousand work tasks. As always, we must 
strictly limit the number of groups we define to prevent small sample 
problems. We test operation groups in the context of complete opera
tional mode tests so that interactions between operations are fully 
explored. We will simply be assigning failures to these operation 
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TABL! 2.10 Typical Failure Intensities (per 10' h) 

Event Failure intensity 

Space shuttle catastrophic failures duringiauncha 

Potentially significant safety incidents, U.S. nuclear power 
plants, 1984-19876 

Horseback riding injuries 
Electric light bulb 
Automatic safety shutdowns (scrams) of U.S. nuclear power' 

plante, 1984.-1987b 

New York City subway car failures· 

.otorcyC!mg'lhJuneB 
Fires in a specified household (U.S. average)" 
Burglaries in a specified household (U.S. average)· 
Disabling injuries at home (U.S. per person)d 
Thefts of a specified car (U.S. average)· 
Deaths at age 85 (per person)' 
Fatal auto accidents (New Jersey, 1988) per auto' 
Commercial airline (U.S.) fatal accidents 
Deaths by fue (U.S. per person)" 
Deaths by electrocution (U.S. per person) 

38,000 
3,400 

2,860 
1000 
500 

478 

4.11 
2.40 
2.12 
1.08 
1.02 

0.668 
0.5 

2.3 x 1O-~ 
5.63 x 10-' 

"New York Times, April 9, 1989, p. 1. f 
bNuclear Regulatory Commission report, USA Todoy, March 21,1989, p. 5A. 

I' 
'New York Times, No\'ember 10, 1989, p. D24. ~ 


dNew York Times, October 13, 1989, p. Bl. 

'Burington, R. S. 1950. Handbook of mathematical. tables and formulas, p. 270. Sa.ndusky. 


Ohio: Handbook Publishers. 
'New York Times, October 13, 1989. p. B4. 
SOURCE: Adapted from Mnsa. J. D., 1994. illtrareliability. In John Marciniak (ed.). 

Encyclopedia ofSo/'lware Engineering. Copyright@ 1994 by John Wiley &. Sons, Inc. Reprinted 
by perm.ission ofJohn Wiley &. Sons, Inc. 

groups so that we can track the separate failure intensities. When dif
ferent users or customers have different objectives for the same' opera
tion group, we will usually take the minimum failure intensity 
objective. 

2.5.3 Availability 

When software fails during execution without crashing, it may contin
ue to run and appear available, so you may need a real-time detection 
mechanism to identify that the failure condition exists. We can also 
detect failures later by manual or automatic inspection for unaccept· 
able output states. If we detect a failure in real time, the usual 
response is to correct the data that are likely to have been corrupted by 
the failure. It is possible to correct the data using checkpoint data that 
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you have recorded at regular intervals during execution of the software 
or to reinitialize the data. In some cases, execution may have stopped 
and the correction of data is necessary if it is to continue. 

In most cases, you know or can easily determine at least the opera
tion and perhaps even the input state associated with the failure soon 
after the failure occurs and before you can find and remove the fault. 
In this situation, it may be desirable to restrict the operational profile 
while the software developer is addressing the fix so as to exclude the 
operation or perhaps just the input state (if known) at risk, especially 
if the particular input state associated with the failure is likely to occur 
frequently. Downtime will be decreased in this situation. If you have 
restricted the operational profile, the availability figure is a "degraded 
capability" rather than a full capability one. 

Note that although downtime as defined for software is somewhat 
different as to cause than that defined for hardware, the resulting sys
tem effect is the same. Thus hardware and software downtimes can be 
combined to get system downtime. Consequently, availability has the 
same meaning for hardware and software, but the mechanisms that 
influence it are different. 

2.5.4 Reliability combinatoric. 

Reliability combinatorics are the methods and formulas used to deter· 
mine system reliability from component reliabilit~es. We will consider 
only the basic simple approaches. 

In order to compute system reliability from component reliabilities, 
where the components fail independently of each other, construct a suc
cess logic expression that shows how system success is related to com· 
ponent success. Expressions constructed of AND (system succeeds only 
if all Qp components succeed) and OR (system succeeds if any compo
nent succeeds) relationships can be handled easily. For AND relation· 
ships the system reliability R is 

Ql' 

R=IIR 	 (2.11) 
kal • 

where n indicates "product of" and the R. are the component reliabili
ties. We must express all reliabilities with respect to a common inter
val of either natural or time units. 

We can also express the AND relationship in terms of failure inten
sities by using the transformation 

R =exp(-A,t) 	 (2.12) 
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Taking the logarithms ofboth sides ofEq. 2.11, noting that the loga
rithm of a product is the sum ofthe logarithms of the factors, and using 
In R. = -A,.T, we obtain the system failure intensity A as 

Qp 

A, = ') A. 	 (2.13)
{,;;'l 

where I indicates "sum of' and A,. are the component failure intensi
ties. This simplified approach is often appropriate because many sys
tems have pure AND success logic expressions. 

In the case of OR and AND·OR expressions, you must conduct your 
analysis in terms of reliabilities. For OR relationships we have 

QI' 
R=l-IIU-R) 	 (2.14).-1 · 

Again, we must express all reliabilities with respect to a common inter
val of either time or natural units. 

Software differs from hardware in that copies of the same program 
fail identically (these are called common mode failures). Such copies 
configured in an OR relationship do not follow the OR formula above; 
the system reliability is equal to the common component reliability. 
Thus redundancy does not improve software reliability as it does hard
ware reliability. 

There have been attempts to improve software reliability by using 
OR configurations of components that are identical in function but 
developed by different organizations. This is called N-version develop
ment. Generally the failures introduced by the different teams are 
somewhat different, although they are still correlated. The correlation 
is due to a common software development culture that results in simi
lar causes for software faults and hence failures. Because we do not 
currently know this· correlation or have any· way of readily measuring 
it, we can only determine the system reliability in this case as a range 
of reliabilities: 

1. 	The higher reliability is the reliability obtained by assuming the 
components are independent. 

2. 	The lower reliability is the reliability of a single component (this is 
equivalent to assuming that the failures in the components are com
pletely correlated or identical) .. 

A convenient shortcut approximation for multiplying reliabilities 
close to 1 is to add the corresponding failure probabilities (obtained by 
subtracting reliabilities from 1) and subtract the total from 1. An exam
ple is shown in Table 2.11. 
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TAIL! 2.11 Shortcut Approximation to Combining 
RellabilHIes and Failure Probabllltl .. 

Reliabilities Failure probabilities 

Component 0.999 0.001 
Component 0.997 0.008 
Component 0.998 0.002 
System 0.994 0.006 

Note that this approximation works fairly well for reliabilities 
greater than 0.9 (for example, with reliabilities of 0.9 for two compo
nents, you would underestimate the true system reliability of 0.81 as 
0.8, a 1.25 percent error). Because the approximation underestimates 
reliability, we err on the safe side. 

2.6 Problems 

2.1 We are setting certification standards for an object library that will be 
used to develop software products in a particular domain. The products must 
meet a failure intensity objective for severity 1 failures of 10 failures per 1000 
execution hours. Previous experience indicates that 10 percent of total failures 
will be severity 1. We expect that 50 percent of the failures that will occur in 
the field will be due to incorrect integration of the objects and 50 percent due 
to faulty objects. Each will consist of 100 objects. Fifty percent of each product 
will consist of reused objects from the object library. The new objects that are 
written for a product must meet the same reliability standards as the object 
library. All objects must work correctly for the product to work. The objects are 
independent of each other with respect to failure behavior. What total failure 
intensity objective should we set for each object in the object library? 

2.2 What might be a good natural unit for the following products? 

a. Color copier 
b. Telephone switching system 
c. Internet server 
d. Laser printer 
e. Point of sale terminal 
f. Hotel booking system 
g. Automatic teller 
h. Automobile routing system 
i. On-line timetable 

2.3 The last release of our product had a failure intensity of 100 failures per 
1000 h. It took 1 year to develop and cost $2 million. There were 10 principal 
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functions. The next release will add 10 new principal functions of similar size. 
We must deliver it in 1 year and reduce the average failure intensity to 90 fail
ures per 1000 h. What can we expect the approximate cost of the next release 
to be? " 

2.4 Our new copier must not fail more than once a week. Average daily use 
during the 5-day work week is 2000 copies per day. Field data indicate that we 
can expect one mechanical failure every 25,000 copies. What must we set as the 
failure intensity objective for the copier software we are developing? 
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3 
Developing Operational Profiles 

Developing operational profiles will give' us information about how 

users will employ the product we are building so that we can focus our 

development and test resources. With this information we can sub

stantially improve the efficiency ofboth development and test. In addi
tion we can make test more realistic. We will first discuss the cOncepts 

associated with operational profiles and then we will step through the 

procedure for developing them (Musa, 1992, 1993, 1995a). 


3.1 Concepts 

The three principal terms that we need to understand are the opera
tion, the operational profile, and the operational mode. 

An operation is a mejor system logical task of short duration, which 
returns control to the system when complete and whose processing is 
substantially different from other operations. Major implies that an 
operation should be related to a functional requirement or feature of a 
product (often enumerated), not a subtask in the design. The operation 
is a logical concept, in the sense that it can span a set ofsoftware. hard
ware. and human components. It can exist as a series ofsegments, with 
a server executing each segment as a process. You can implement the 
servers on the same or different machines. An operation can be exe
cuted in noncontiguous time segments. Short duration implies that 
there are at least hundreds and usually thousands of operations exe
cuting per hour under normal load conditions. For example, do not 
define an aircraft flight trejectory asa single operation. When an oper- ' 

returns control to the system, it frees resources for a new opera
be invoked. 

t.stantially different proces8i~plies that there is a high proba
an operation is an entity that will contain a fault not fotUld J . 

VI 
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in any other operation. As a rough guideline, we can consider process
ing as being substantially different if the processing differs from every 
other operation by at least 100 deliverable executable lines of source 
code. The guideline is derived as follows. Extensive data collected by 
Musa, lannino, and Okumoto (1987) on a largl'l number of projects indi
cates a mean density of faults remaining at the start of system test of 
six faults per thousand source lines. Hence, on the average, 100 differ
ent source lines will have 0.6 fault, or a good chance of a fault not found 
anywhere else. Thus we need to be able to test each operation at least 
once. You will see in Sec. 4.2.1.3 that we make this possible byallocat
ing at least one test case to each operation, subject to the possibility 
that rarely occurring noncritical operations may be trimmed from test 
as long as their failure can't cause per run reliability to fall below its 
objective. 

Whenever possible, you should define an operation so that it involves 
processing approximately equal to that required for a natural unit. An 
operation can be initiated by a user, another system, or the system's 
own controller. For object-oriented systems,an operation often corre
sponds to a use case, although sometimes you find use cases specified 
at a lower level such as a tun or set of tuns. 

Some examples of operations are 

", 1. Command executed by a user (for example, in Fone Follower, phone 
number entry), sometimes characterized by an input screen that isf 
used to specify the parameters of the command. 'I f 

r 2. Response to an input from an external system, such as 
a. Processing of a transaction (for example, a purchase, sale, service 

1 delivery, or reservation) 
II I b. Processing ofan event (for example, an alarm, mechanical move

ment, or change in state; in the case of Fone Follower, processing 
I a fax call) 

3. Routine housekeeping (for example, a security audit, file backup, 
'I. 1 database audit, or database cleanup) activated by your own system; 
.1 

in the case ofFone Follower, an audit of a section of the phone num
I 
t 

ber database. 

') f The operational profile is simply the set of operations and their prob
abilities of occw:rence. For example, the system operational profile for 1 
Fone Follower is shown (only in part for reasons of space) in Table 3.1. 
The terms pager and no pager indicate that the processing operation is ill 
substantially different depending on whether the .subscriber has pag

I ing service. Similarly, answer and no answer refer to whether the for
wardee (destination to which you forward the call) answers; processing III is substanti~y different in these two cases. 

A tabular representation ofan operational profile has a name for each 
operation, and that name has a probability associated with it. The term 

! I 
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TABLE 3.1 System Operational Profile for Fone Follower 
(Tabular Representation) 

Operations 
Operation per hour Probability 

Process voice call, no pager, answer 
Process voice call, no pager, no answer 
Process voice call, pager, answer 
Process fax call 

Total 

18,000 0.18 
17,000 0,17 
17,000 0.17 
15,000 0.15 

100,000 1 

comes from the fact that the list of operations and associated probabil
ities form a table. 

A graphical representation presents each operation as a path 
through a graph, hence the term. The graph consists of a set of nodes, 

'f, 

which represent attributes of operations, an.d branches, which repre· 
sent different values of the attributes. Ea~h attIibute value has an 
associated occurrence probability. These o~urreDce probabilities can 
be conditional on previous branches in tile path. Note that each 
attribute in effect has a subprofile for its attribute values. Thus the 
probabilities for the branchesleavmg a node must sum to 1. To frod the :.r: 
occurrence probability for an operation, multiply the probabilities asso
ciated with the branches in the path that represents the operation. 

Figure 3.1 presents part of a graphical representation for a private 
branch exchange (PBX), which is a telecommunications switching sys
tem, commonly dedicated to a particular company or institution. In the 
PBX world, the graphical representation of operations is known as a 
call tree. 

The "dialing type" attribute characterizes the use of standard versus 
abbreviated dialing. Abbreviated dialing is the feature that lets you 
substitute. two-digit codes for commonly called numbers, storing the 
correspondences in a file associated with your phone. Note that in this 
illustration, 20 percent of the calls use abbreviated dialing. The "call 
destination" attribute indicates whether the calls are being made to 
locations external or internal to the company or institution. Note that 
the occurrence probabilities here are conditional on the value of the 
dialing type attribute. Abbreviated dialing is mostly used for internal 
calls; 90 percent of those calls are internal and 10 percent are external. 
On the other hand, for standard dialing 30 percent of the calls are 
internal and 70 percent are external. One of the operations for this 
PBX is indicated by the thick line. 
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FIgure 3.1 Operational profile for PBX (graphical 

representation). 


Note that you can generate a tabular representation of an opera
tional profile from a graphical representation of an operational profile 
by examining all possible paths and multiplying probabilities. In fact, 
you will actually do this as one of the steps in generating test cases. 

We commonly measure occurrence rates ofoperations in clock hours. 
Note that the set of operations with occurrence rates is not itself an 
operational profile. However, you can easily convert it to one by divid
ing occurrence rates by total occurrence rate. The occurrence rate form 

. can be convenient for recreating actual traffic levels in test. 
An operational mode is a distinct pattern of system use and/or set of 

environmental conditions needing separate testing because it is likely 
to stimulate different failures. Load test will be divided into opera
tional modes. We will need an operational profile for each operational 
mode. The same operation may occur in different operational modes, 
but the occurrence probabilities will be different. . 

We will also need a system operational profile, which consists of the 
complete set of operations for the system with probabilities of occur
rence based on all operational modes. 

All testers need to know how to develop an operational. profile, 
because they may encounter situations where it has not been done and 
will have to do it themselves. In many cases, systems engineers (and 
perhaps marketing and product management personnel) will be 
responsible for working with expected users to develop the operational 
profiles. However, system testers often participate or even lead; this is 
advantageous because they can ensure that the operational profiles are 
developed in such a way that testing needs are met. Sometimes sys-
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tems engineers develop the first drafts ofoperational profiles and then 
system architects and developers refine them. 

I: 

.ij 

~; 

;1 

I 
Although you may refine the operational mode operational profiles 

further with time, you will need initial versions during the require
ments phase ifyou use them for performance analysis. Also, we need I
the system operational profile early to allocate resources and priorities 
and to support system engineers in planning for operational develop
ment and reduced operation software (ROS). Operational developTTumt 
is development that we schedule operation by operation in such a fash f 
ion that we implement the most used and/or most critical operations in 
the first release, and we delay the less used and/or critical, the net 
result being faster time to market for the most important capabilities. 
ROS is the software analog of reduced instruction set computing for 
hardware (RISC). By directly implementing only frequently used or 
critical operations and constructing less frequently used operations in 
terms ofthem (or not implementing such operations at all), we can save 
substantial development time and cost. To allocate testing effort, select 
tests, and determine the order in which tests should be run, a version 
of the operational profile that is close to final must be available when I'IIyou start test planning. 

3.2 Procedure r,'
For each system to be tested, you must first determine the operational 
modes. These are often the same for the product and its variations and [,sometimes the supersystems. Then yo~ determine the operational pr0

file for the system (across all operational modes) and one for each oper
ational mode. You will use the system operational profile to select test 
cases to be constructed during the prepare for test activity and to select 
test cases for execution during all test except load test in the execute 1 
test activity (for example, feature test and regression test). You will use 
each operational mode operational profile to invoke test cases for exe
cution during load test of that particular operational mode. ITo develop an operational profile, you 

1. 	Identify the initiators of operations 

2. 	Choose between tabular or graphical representation I 
3. 	Create an operations "list" for each (operations) initiator and con


solidate the results 


4. 	Determine the occurrence rates (per hour) of the individual opera Iitions or attribute values 

5. 	Determine the occurrence probabilities by dividing the individual 
occurrence rates by the total occurrence rates, of either operations ,IIor attribute values, as appropriate 	 .Ii 

;1 

i· 

I 
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We start all five steps in the requirements phase. We refine them 
iteratively during the architecture, design, and implementation phasI I 
es. The first three steps often yield the same results across operational 

J 
\ 

modes and for the system itself and also among the product, its varia
tions, and sometimes supersystems. A new release often requires only 
slight changes from the previous release for all five steps. 

It may not be necessary to identify the initiators of operations ifyou 
have extensive experience with the use of the system. You can go 
directly to the enumeration of operations. However, it is usually a good 
idea to identify the operation initiators first, because considering them 
often suggests experts that you should consult in enumerating the 
operations, and it often suggests including operations that you would 
otherwise miss. 

3.2.1 Determining operational modes 

We base the number ofoperational modes we use and the exact way in 
which system operation is divided into these operational modes on 
engineering judgment: More operational modes can increase the real

i 
l 	 ism of test, but they also increase the effort and cost of preparing for 

and performing system test. The best approach is to first consider all 
the possible combinations offactors that might cause you to determine f- separate operational modes. Then limit the resulting operational 
modes to the most frequently occurring or most critical ones so that you 
keep the time and cost for developing operational profiles and prepar
ing and executing tests within reasonable bounds. 

Some of the factors that may yield different operational modes are 

1. Day of week or time of day (prime hours versus off hours) 

2. Time of year (year end accounting for financial systems) 

3. Traffic levels 

4. 	Different user types (sets of users who are expected to employ the 
system in the same way) 

5. 	User experience (experts and novices use the system differently; 
novices tend to use a smaller and simpler set of commands where
as experts may use more of the sophisticated features) 

6. System maturity (degree of database population) 

7. Reduced system capability (for all or for just certain operations) 

We will select three operational modes for Fone Follower: 

1. 	Peak hours-heavy calls and entries traffic, no administration or 
audit operations executed 

:;. 
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2. 	Prime hours-average calls and entries traffic, administration but 
no audit operations executed 

3. 	Off hours-low calls and entries traffic, low e-dministration, exten
sive execution of audit operations 

Administration refers to functions performed by telephone company 
employees such as addition and removal of customers. Audit repre
sents routine periodic checking of the database for corrupted data. The 
patterns of use shift with time because the system invokes tasks in 
accordance with the priority order of calls, entries, administration, and 
audit. 

During load test, you test each operational mode in each system. 
Separating load test by operational modes ensures simultaneous test
ing of operations that might interact differently under different use pat- . 
terns, with the different interactions possibly causing different failures. 

3.2.2 Identifying operation Initiators 

The initiators of operations include users of the systems, external sys
tems, and the system's own controller. To identify the users, you usual
ly first determine the expected customer types of the system, based on 
such information as the system business case and marketing data for 
related systems. A customer type is a set Of customers (organizations or 
individuals who purchase but may not directly employ your product) who 
have similar businesses and hence tend to have the same user types. 
Customer types do not necessarily correspond to market segments, 
which are defined more for sales purposes. Customers are not necessar
ily paying customers; they may be internal to your organization. 

A user type is a set of users (individuals who directly employ your 
product) who tend to employ the product in the same way. You analyze 
the customer types to determine the expected user types. User types 
are often highly correlated with job roles. The term expected means 
exactly what it says. It includes current users who can be expected to 
use the new system. It excludes current users who will not be using it 
because the information they furnish may be llTelevant and mislead
ing, being more reflective of the present work process than the future 
one. Finally, because different customer types can have the same user 
types, you consolidate the list of user types across customer types. 

The concept of user refers to anyone who may initiate operations on 
a system. This includes not only those for whom the system was built 
but also those who maintain and administer the system. But a manag
er reading a report generated by a system is not a user. On the other 
hand, a manager accessing the same data on-line is. 

Next, you determine all the systems that are external to the system 
under study and that are likely to initiate operations in that system. 
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TABLE 3.2 Operation 

Initiator. for Fone Follower 


Subscriber 


System administrator 


Telephone network 


System controller 


Event-driven systems often have many external syste~s that can ini
tiate operations in them. Finally, you reView the system under study 
for operations it may initiate itself. These are typically administrative 

. and maintenance functions such as audits and backups. 
Consider Fone Follower. It will have customer types that include 

hospitals and sales organizations. Hospitals will have doctors among 
their user types, and sales organizations have salespersons. These two 
user types will probably employ. the system in similar ways. Hence, we 
will characterize both of them as "subscribers." The telephone compa
ny that operates Fone Follower will have "system administrators" as a 
user type. 

The principal system that Fone Follower will interface with is the 
telephone network. We can also expect Fone Follower to initiate oper
ations itself. Thus, we obtain the list of initiators in Table 3.2. 

Customer- and user-type lists are sufficient for identifying the oper
ation initiators. You don't need their profiles because you estimate the 
occurrence probabilities of operations directly. However, if you esti
mate occurrence probabilities in the context of particular users, you 
may need a user-type profile to provide weights when combining them 
together. 

3.2.3 Choosing tabular or graphical 

representation 


The choice between the two representations is not a black-and-white 
one. We tend to pick the tabular representation ifmost operations can 
be described by a very small number (typically one or two) of attribut. 
es. Often we simply name an operation in a tabular representation by 
its function, such as the "connect call" for Fone Follower. On the other 
hand, ifmost operations are described by multiple attributes, it is eas
ier to consider them attribute by attribute, and in that case, you should· 
select the graphical representation. 

Functions or operations that we can characterize by sequences ofreI
atively independent processing decisions are particularly well suited 
for graphical representation. Note the awkwardness of describing an 
operation by tabular representation in the case of telecommunications 
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switching: Call processing for call using abbreviated dialing, going out 
to external network, answered, placed on hold, and then taken off hold 
to talk. 

It is possible to represent some operations in tabular form and some 
in graphical form. For example, although we have expressed the oper
ations ofFone Follower primarily in tabular form. some of them can be 
broken down into graphs. You can place nodes in Process voice call that 
break it down by pager versus no pager action. Similarly, in a graphi
cal representation, you may decide to express a path with few nodes in 
tabular form. 

In actual practice to date, most applications have used the tabular 
representation . 

3.2.4 Creating an operations Ilat 

When creating operations lists, it is often convenient to divide this task 
by operation initiators, because the expertise on the needs of a partic
ular operation initiator is likely to reside in particular persons. Thus 
we create a list for each initiator, and then we consolidate the lists. 

To create the operations list, you should assign a different operation 
or attribute value to each situation ofsubstantially different processing, 

. unless it occurs with very low probability and performs a noncritical 
function. Substantially means likely to have different failure behavior. 
As you wil1see in Sec. 4.2.1.3, we will allocate at least one test case to 
each operation. We will also execute each operation in test with at least 
one run, unless it has a very low occurrence probability. Thus we will 
test every situation of substantially different processing unless it is both 
noncritical and occurs very infrequently. In the latter case, we might 
miss a particular failure that could occur and hence not remove a fault 
that is causing it. However,leaving a fault in the system that only caus
es very infrequent noncritical failures is not important. 

In order to list the operations, you should primarily consult the sys
tem requirements. However, multiple sources are important because 
system requirements are often incomplete. Other useful sources 
include work process flow diagrams for various job roles, draft user 
manuals, prototypes, and previous versions of the system. DiBCUssions 
with system engineers may bring out operations that they missed in 
the system requirements or that are outdated. Direct discussions with 
"typical" expected users are usually highly enlightening, often turning 
up needs for operations that were missed by the system engineers. If 
you have chosen tabular representation, you will be listing the opera
tions directly. !fyou have chosen graphical representation, you will be 
listing the operations indirectly by graphing attributes and attribute 
values. . 
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Ifthe software system you are developing represents the total or par. 
tial automation of some work process, it may be helpful to chart the 
process, based on the work flow and including hardware, software, and 
people elements. The work process shows the context in which the soft
ware will operate and suggests operations. Note the different tasks the 
process requires and their probabilities of occurrence. You can often 
rela,te these tasks to operations. A useful way to help you define the 
process is to ask the question How would I explain to a new employee 
what must be done? User input is vital in creating the chart of the work 
process. Only those who have practical experience with the existing 
work process can ~cover problems with a proposed process. 

You c~ use a prototype as a second verifying source to system 
requirements, but you must use it with. care, because often a prototype 
implements only some operations. The most recent version of the prod
uct can also serve as'a valuable check, but of course it lacks the new 
operations planned for the next version. Sometimes there is a draft 
user manual, written to enhance communication with users, that you 
can check, but it will probably emphasize operations activated by com
mands, not operations activated by events or data. 

One good way to generate an operation list for menu·driven pro
grams is to "walk the tree" of menus for the previous release. However, 
this may generate too many operations, so you must be alert to the pos
sibility of combining some of them. 

It is important to maintain traceability between the operational pro
file and the requirements as a check on ensuring that you have a com
plete set of requirements and that all of them are reflected in the 
operational profile. Traceability becomes particularly important when 
requirements change, when you combine or divide operations, and 
when you develop new releases of a product. 

Ifyou have trouble identifying the operations, it is often because the 
requirements are incomplete or fuzzy and need clarification. 

Let's construct a list of operations for Fone Follower, starting with 
the operation initiators ofTable 3.2. The list ofoperations is presented 
in Table 3.3. The principal activity of the subscriber is to enter the 
phone numbers of where he or she expects to be at various times. 
System administrators may perform a number of operations, but 
adding and deleting subscribers to the sernce are certainly major ones. 
An external system, the telephone network, is perhaps the principal 
initiator of operations, because each call comes from it. One operation 
is devoted to processing fax calls. There are five operations devoted to 
processing voice calls, three for subscribers with pagers and two with
out. The processing differs depending on whether the subscriber 
answers the originally forwarded call or not or answers it after being 
paged. The system controller regularly initiates audits of the phone 
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TABLE 3.3 Operations List for Fone Follower 

Operation initiator Operation 

Subscriber 

System administrator 

Telephone network 

System controller 

Phone number entry 

Add subscriber 
Delete subscriber 

Process voice call, no pager, answer 
Process voice call, no pager, no answer 
Process voice call, pager, answer 
Process voice call, pager, answer on page 
Process voice call, pager, no answer on page 
Process fax call 

Audit section ofphone number database 
Recover from hardware fhllure 

number database during low-traffic hours. Finally, when the system r' 

controller detects a hardware failure, it invokes a recovery operation. -. 
The amount of processing required for a phone number entry or for 1!f! 

adding or deleting a subscriber is expected to be approximately the 
same as that for a call. Audits of the ph~e ·number database will be 
done in sections, with the size of the section chosen such that the 
~ount of processing is about the same as;that for a call. Recovery from 
hardware failure is expected to have aMut the same amount of pro ~, 

cessing as a call, because the processing only has to determine where 
'*'the failure occurred and which previous checkpoint must be reloaded. 

The reloading takes time but doesn't involve processing. Thus the oper
ations should be sufficiently similar in size so that any given run 
should represent about one natural unit. 

For the graphical representation, we also start from each initiator, 
but we create part of a graph rather than part of a list. Consider a PBX 
with a call originator as an initiator (another might be a system admin
istrator). We determine the sequence of attributes relevant to a call 

. originator and the possible attribute values of each, generating the 
graph in Fig. 3.2. 

Because the development of the operational profiles is the principal 
cost in software reliability engineering, and this cost is heavily affect
ed by the total number of operations for the product or domain (for com
ponents or objects), it is important that you control this number. The 
number should relate to the' product or domain budget. The number of 
operations for each operational profIle within the product.or domain 
should relate to the relative use and criticality of the system and the 
operational mode involved. An operational profile does not have a set 
number of operations, but it typically involves between 50 and several 
hundred. Larger products can have longer lists; they often extend into 
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FIgure 3.2 Segment of "operations list- for graphical 
representation of a PBX. 

the hundreds but v.ery rarely the thousands. Because the development 
budget is often related to the expected sales ofa product, longer opera
tions lists become feasible for high-volume products. Alternatively, it 
becomes more feasible to separately test more variations ofthe product 
or to define more operational modes. When components are shared 
across many products (for example, objects), these components can be 
tested as systems in themselves. Many factors affect the cost of devel
oping an operational profile, but a very rough estimate might be half a 
staffhour per operation. 

You may find that the number ofoperations you need to cover all the 
situations of substantially different processing is larger than the num
ber of operations for which you want to collect use data, considering the 
cost. You can solve this problem by defining enough operations to cover 
all the situations of substantially different processing, ensuring that 
you will have at least one test case available to cover each situation. 
However, you limit determining occurrence probabilities to the higher 
use operations, keeping the effort and cost for developing operational 
profiles within acceptable bounds. 

As a system develops, the set of operations defined for the system 
may evolve. Such evolution results in a need to adjust the operational 
profile. Often this comes about because of new iinormation that you 
uncover as you detailthe requirements or as the architecture develops. 
The most common direct 'causes are changes in operational architec
ture (the structure of and relations between operations as you invoke 
them in the field to accomplish work), the needed granularity of con
trol of resource allocation or test realism, or knowledge of processing 
differences. 
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A change in operational architecture may result because you decide 
to separate an operation into two operations that you initiate indepen
dently so that you can reduce response time for a particular operation 
by deferring some of its deferrable tasks. Note that simply separating 
the two tasks in time doesn't divide the operation into two operations. 
There is often some correlation, but it is rarely complete, between the 
operational architecture and the system architecture that detsnnines 
how modules and subsystems combine into the system. 

The criterion for deciding whether to modify the list is whether the 
benefit of changing the granularity of operations substantially out
weighs'the cost (in your engineering judgment). Each change in gran
ularity entails some (usually small) cost and delay in delivery date, 
because when an operations list changes, you must recompute the 
operational profile associated with it. Section 3.3.1 explains how to 
update the occurrence probabilities. 

If you have too many operations, you may wish to group some of 
them. The operations you group should share the same input variables 
so that you can set up a common and efficient test approach for the 
domain. But you don't necessarily group all the operations that share 
the same input variables. If one or more input variables have values 
or value ranges with easily determined and substantially different 
occurrence probabilities, you will probably define corresponding mul
tiple operations so that you can differentiate the amount of testing 
applied. 

The degree ofoperation differentiation you choose to specify is a bal
ance between the greater flexibility in allocating resources and setting 
priorities that the more detailed profile gives you and the higher cost of 
gathering and analyzing niore detailed data-and managing on that 
basis. In practice, because you complete an operational profile early in 
the design phase, the information available limits how refined the 
operation list can be at that time. 

Consider some different ways of defining operations for command X 
with parameters A and B. Parameter A can have values Al or A2 and' 
parameter B can have values Bl. B2. or B3. Suppose that setting para
meter A has much more effect on the difference in code executed than 
setting parameter B. Two possibilities are likely: 

1. 	One operation, X. which includes all sets of parameter values. 

2. 	Two operations X Al B and X A2 B; this considers only A's differ
ent parameter values as separate operations. 

You would probably not define six operations, X Al BI. X Al B2, X Al 
B3, XA2 BI, XA2B2, andXA2 B3, with each set ofparameter values 
as a separate operation, because the value of B doesn't have a major 
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effect on the code executed. In all three cases there are six ways to exe
cute X; the only difference is how they are grouped. 

We have initially made the conservative assumption that all initia
tors and all operations'they initiate can potentially appear in the oper
ations list. We will eventually fmd that Occurrence rates for some 
administrative operations are zero for' operational modes with peak 
traffic because of the priority given customer operations over adminis
trative operations. 

Differentiation of operations is independent of the task of ensuring 
that the operations list is reasonably complete. A good way to check the 
operations list for completeness is to examine the input space to ensure 
that it is well covered. A program's input space is the set of input states 
or set of values of input variables that can occur during its operation. 
This set is not infinite, but it is astronomically large for any program of 
practical use. Many programs are expected to take some rational action 
for erroneous inputs, expanding the required input space that a pro
gram must respond to and be tested for from the design. input space 
established by the program features. The areas of the required input 
space that do not fall in the design input space will contain input states 
with a higher likelihood of failure, unless appropriate action is taken. 
Although you can consider environmental variables as you d,efine the 
operations list, you usually handle them by testing over time. This sim
plified approach seems to work reasonably well, perhaps because envi. 
ronmental variables vary over time. 

In defini,ng the input space, the most important thing is to develop a 
practically complete list of input variables. Such a list identifies all 
input variables except those that take on one value with very high 
probability. In this case, you ignore and thus don't test the alternate 
values, unless one or more of the alternate values defines, with the 
other input variables set at some value, a critical run. Ignoring the 
alternate values is acceptable because they occur so rarely that they 
have little effect on reliability even ifthey fail. The degree to which you 
can do this decreases for systems requiring higher reliability. 

Ifyou miss input variables that appreciably affect the program's oper
ation, you cannot clearly identifY runs and hence faulty input states. 
This makes it impossible to reproduce either failures or successful 
behavior unambiguously. For example, you may not consider some vari. 
abIes as inputs because it is not obvious that they influence a run until 
they interact with other runs. Rather than wait for such interactions, 
you should make a conscious effort to identify "indirect" input variables. 
Examples of such variables will be discussed in Chap. 4. 

The required input space may be difficult and time-consuming to 
delineate, especially if input states have nonzero occurrence probabili
ties only for certain values of input variables. Instead, define a sped-
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fied input space by simply listing the set of input variables involved. 
You assume that each input variable can take on any possible value (a 
finite number, based on the range and granularity of the machine rep
resentation) and ignore the test resources wasted because some input 
states will have zero-occurrence probabilities. The specified input 
space will more than cover the required input space and will be much 
easier to define and select tests for. 

In covering input space by defining operations, the amount of input 
space you can leave uncovered depends on the system reliability objec
tive. If the reliability objective for one run is Rp the coverage (sum of 
the occurrence probabilities of the operations that have been defined) 
must be at least RT!" For example, a per run reliability objective of 0.99 
requires that the coverage be at least 0.99. Note how this gives you an 
opportunity to reduce the number of operations by eliminating rare 
noncritical ones. Unfortunately, you can't do this until after expending 
the effort to obtain the occurrence probabilities, unless you already 
have information that indicates how rarely the operations occur. 
However, post facto trimming of the number of operations is still valu .~ 
able because you can avoid allocating test cases to them, saving test 
case resources for other purposes. In theory, you can trim noncritical 
operations whose occurrence probabilities total 1 minus the reliability 
objective for one run. However, you may wish to allow for a margin of 
error and limit the total to, say, half that value. Thus, a per run relia
bility objective of 0.99 would allow you to eliminate noncritical opera- " 
tions with occurrence probabilities totaling 0.005. 4'" 

The set of operations you defme should include all operations of high 
criticality, even ifthey have low use. To increase the likelihood that you .ili..j 

include all high-criticality operations, you should focus on tasks whose 
unsatisfactory completion would have a severe effect and carefully con
sider all the environmental conditions in which they may be executed. 
Postmortems of serious failures in previous or related systems often 
suggest some of these situations. You will see in Sec. 4.2.1.3 that you 
will allocate every critical operation at least one test case, ensuring 
that it will get tested. Thus it is unlikely (although nothing is ever cer
tain) that failures of a critical nature will be missed. 

Ifyou are using the tabular representation, and you have multiple 
operational modes, you may fmd a spreadsheet useful for organizing 
your operations lists and the occurrence frequencies and probabilities 
that will follow. 

It is vitally important that you include housekeeping operations that 
reinitialize or clean up databases (which can become more and more 
corrupted as execution of user -oriented functions proceeds) in the oper
ations list. Otherwise, the data environment in which these functions 
execute will not be representative of reality. 

I 
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3.2.5 Determining occurrence rates 

Many first-time users of software reliability engineering expect that 
determining occurrence rates for operations.will be very difficult; our 
experience generally indicates much less difficulty than expected 
(Mus a, 1997a, 1997b, 1997e; Musa, Fioco, Irving, Kropfl, and Juhlin, 
1996). It is best to use actual field data. Use measurements are often 
available from system logs, which are usually machine-readable. 
Frequently, such data already exists for the same or similar systems, 
perhaps previous versions or for the manual system that is being auto
mated. If not, you can often collect it, although this should be the sec
ond choice because it will, ofcourse, involve some cost. If the operations 
are event-driven, you can often simulate the environment that deter
mines event frequency. Finally, even ifthere is no direct data, you usu
ally have some related information that lets you make reasonable 
estimates. If you have absolutely no information to estimate relative 
occurrence rates ofoperations, make them equal. 

If you have selected the tabular representation, you will need to 

determine the occurrence rates of operations. If you have chosen the 

graphical representation, you will need to determine the occurrence 

rates of attribute values. Occurrence rates of opetations or operation 

attribute values are commonly measured with respect to time. 


In order to illustrate occurrence rate data for operations, we present . 
system (average over all operational modes) occurrence rates for Fone 
Follower in Table 3.4. Occurrence rate data for attribute values in the 
. graphical representation of a PBX is presented in Fig. 3.3. 

TABU! 3.4 System.Occurrence Rates for Tabular 

Repruenlatlon of Fone Follower 


Occurrence rate 
Operation (operation8 per hour) 

Phone number entry 

Add 8ubscriber 

Delete 8ubscriber 
Proce8s voice call, no pager, anewer 

10,000 

50 

50 

18,000 

Process voice call, no pager, no answer 17,000 

Proces8 voice call, pager, answer 17,000 

ProceS8 voice call, pager, answer on page 12,000 

Proce88 voice call, pager, no anewer on page 10,000 

Proce88 fax call 15,000 

Audit 8ection of phone number database 900 

Recover from hardware failure 0.1 

Total 100,000 
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FlaUN 3.3 Occurrance rates for attribute values in 
graphical representation of a PBX. 

When you count occurrence rates, do not count filler occurrences. A 
filler occurrence is an instance of execution of an operation above the 
minimum required for proper system operation. Many systems are 
designed so that they execute certain operations such as audit and 
maintenance functions (called /iller operations) when they have not 
been assigned anything else to do. This makes sense because this may 
result in some small improvement in system operation, using resourCes 
that would otherwise be wasted. However, counting these filler occur
rences could yield a distortion in operational profiles and hence a dis
tortion of testing. . 

For example, for Fone Follower, we allowed the database audit oper
ation to use up any spare capacity of the system. Because there is a 
great deal of spare capacity on nights and weekends, the audit opera
tion naturally has an occurrence probability of 0.95. However, it only 
need execute with an occurrence probability of 0.009. If the former 
occurrence probability were used in specifying the system operational 
profile, we would develop about 95 percent ofthe test cases forthe data
base audit operation, and we would devote about 95 percent of our test 
time to it. This would be totally inappropriate. 

Ifyou are measuring field data, take some extra care to ensure that 
your measurement effort is cost-effective and that you haven't ignored 
easier alternatives, especially if you are faced with building special 
recording and measurement tools. For example, you might use a sim
ple operational profile with a moderate number of elements and mod
erate accuracy for the first version of a software product, refining it for 
later versions only ifyou discover in the field that the reliability pro
jections from test are in error. 
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It may take some effort to develop recording software for operations, 
but you may be able to develop a generic recording routine that 
requires only an interface to each application. The recording software 
for the system must extract sufficient data about input variables to 
identify the operations being executed. Then it is simply a matter of 
counting the executions of each operation. You can record an opera
tional profile in either the tabular or graphical representation. 
Recording just the use ofoperations is much easier than recording the 
complete input state because it involves much less data. 

The recording process usually does not add much overhead to the 
application. Because ofthe importance offield data for developing oper
ational profiles and the relatively low overhead for recording it, it is a 
good idea to build utilities for recording operations into all software
based systems that you develop. In many cases, it is feasible to collect 
data from the entire user community. Ifnot, you may have to take just 
a sample of users. In sampling users, the same guidelines and statisti 
cal theory used for polling and market surveys apply; a sample of30 or 
even fewer users may suffice to generate an operational profile with 
acceptable accuracy. 

For new systems or new operations you are adding to existing sys
tems, you derive the operational profile from estimated occurrence 
probabilities, with the aid of data recorded on the use of operations 
already deployed. Estimation of occurrence rates is usually best done 
by an experienced systems engineer who has a thorough understand
ing ofthe businesses and the needs ofthe expected users and how they 
are likely to take advantage of the new operations. It is vital that expe
rienced users review these estimates. Often new operations implement 
procedures that had been performed manually or by other systems, so 
there may be some data available to improve the accuracy of the esti
mates. It is often useful to involve users directly in making occurrence 
rate estimates. This can be done through questionnaires, but applying 
Delphi techniques (individual estimates of experts communicated to 
and revised by the expert group) in a group setting is often superior. 
When use must be estimated, it is often helpful to create and review the . 
overall work process diagram that the system being built supports. 

When a system's operational profile depends on the frequencies of 
events that occur in an associated system, it may help to simulate the 
second system to establish event frequencies. For example, if the oper
ational profile of a surveillance system depends on the frequencies of 
certain conditions arising in the systems being monitored, the opera
tion of these systems can be simulated. 

Occurrence rates computed with previous data must be adjusted to 
account for new operations and environments and expected changes 
due to other factors. Most systems are a mixture ofpreviously released 
and new operations, for which you must estimate use. Although esti-
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mates are less accurate than measures, the total proportion of new 
operations is usually small, perhaps 5 to 20 percent, so the operational 
profile's overall accuracy should be good. 

Generally you should determine average occurrence rates for a par
ticular operation over the life ofthe software release in question. Ifyou 
want to account for changes in an operational profile over time, it is 
usually best to define additional operational modes as needed and fmd 
occurrence rates for each. 

Occurrence rates usually differ with operational modes, especially 
when the load/capacity ratios differ and operations are assigned selec
tion priorities. For example, if operations awaiting execution queue for 
processors, and order in the queue depends on the type of operation (a 
maintenance operation might be lower in priority than an alarm), the 
total load will affect the relative mix of operations, a heavier load caus
ing a smaller proportion of maintenance operations to'occUr. 

You do not have to be excessively accurate in determining opera
tional profiles; thus you can often save on the data collection effort. A 
given perCentage error in occurrence probability causes the same per
centage error in allocating resources. Measurement of failure intensity 
is generally very robust with respect to errors or variations in occur
rence probabilities. A given error in ocCurrence probability causes a 
much lower percentage error in failure intensity in most cases. Failure 
intensity error is largest for the operations with the largest occun'ence 

~;probabilities, for large positive relative errors, and for operational pro " ., 
files that tend to be more nonuniform. Musa (1994a) indicates that on 1'Jthe average the percentage error in failure intensity is about 20 percent ,* 

of the percentage error in occurrence probability. A study by Crespo, 

Matrella, and Pasquini (1996) also shows that errors in the operational 

profile do not substantially affect reliability estimates. 


In the rare event that a system is completely new and the operations 
have never been executed before, even by a similar system or manual
ly, the operational profile could be very inaccurate. However, it is still 
the best picture of customer use you have and so is valuable. 

The process of predicting use alone, perhaps as part of a market 
study, is extremely important because the interaction with the cus
tomer that it requires highlights the operations' relative values. It may 
be that you should drop some operations and emphasize others, result
ing in a more competitive product. The approach of reducing the num
ber of little-used operations, reduced operations software (ROS), 
increases reliability, speeds delivery, and lowers costs (Musa, 1991b). 

3.2.6 Determining occurrence probabilities 

To determine occurrence probabilities of operations in the tabular rep
resentation, divide the occurrence rate for ea.~h operation by the total 
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TABLE 3.5 System Occurrence Probabilities for Fone Follower 

Occurrence 
Operation probability 

Process voice call, no pager, answer 0.18 
Process voice call, no pager, no answer 0.17 
Proce88 voice call, pager, answer 0.17 
Proce88 fax call 0.15 
Process voice call, pager, answer on page 0.12 
Process voice call, pager, no answer on page 0.10 
Phone number entry 0.10 
Audit section ofphone number database 0.009 
Add subscriber 0.0005 
Delete subscriber 0.0005 
Recover from hardware failure 0.000001 
Total 1.0 

occurrence rate. To determine occurrence probabilities for attribute 
... values in the graphical representation, divide the occurrence rate for 

each attribute value by the total occurrence rate for the attribute. 
Occurrence probabilities of operations or operation attribute values 

typically do vary with operational mode, although the attributes and 
attribute values themselves do not. We express probabilities for the 
graphical representation as conditional rather than joint probabilities 
because conditional probabilities relate more easily to engineers' judg
ment when they must estimate probabilities. 

The system occurrence probabilities for the operations in the tabular 
representation of Fone Follower are shown in Table 8.5. We have sort
ed the operations in order of descending probabilities. This is custom
ary; it puts the operational profile in a form that is particularly 
convenient for engineers and managers to use. 

You will recall.from Sec. 2.2.4 that the developed software intensity 
objective for Fone Follower was 95 failures per million calls. Hence the 
reliability per call objective for this software was 0.999905. Therefore we 
can safely eliminate noncritical operations whose occurrence probabili
ties total 0.00005. No set of noncritical operations meet this criterion. 

The occurrence probabilities for the attribute values in the graphical 
representation of the PBX are shown in Fig. 3.4. 

3.3 Special Situations 

Sometimes the definition of an operation can change as a system is 
developed. The following discusses how the operational profile must be 
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FlIIIII'II 3.4 Occurrence probabilities for attribute values 
in graphical representation of a PBX 

adjusted as a result. It also presents the module usage table, which can 
be useful when allocating design, coding, code inspection, unit test, and 
other resources among modules. 

3.3.1 Handlll'lg the evolution of the 
deflnltlon of operation during system 
development 

In Sec. 3.2.4 we identified the occasional need to convert an operational 
profile developed for one set of operations or network of attribute val
ues to an operational profile for a second set of operatiOns or network 
that evolves from the first. For simplicity we will use the term opera
tion to denote either an operation or an attribute value that is evolving 
to other operations or attribute values. 

Consider the example of a system with operations A, B, and C that 
will evolve to a system with operations W, X, Y, and Z, The original 
operational profile is given in Table 3.6. 

Suppose that operation A has been replaced by operation W all the 
time and by operation Y 20 percent of the time in the evolved system. 

TABLE 3.6 Original OperatIonal 
Profile 

Operation Occurrence probability 

A 0.54 
B 0.36 

C 0.1 
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TABLE 3.7 Mapping of Operation Llat 

Preoperation 

A B C 

Occurrence probability 0.54 0.36 0.1 

Postoperation 

W 1 1 
X 0.2 
Y 0.2 0.1 
Z 1 

Sipillarly, operation B has been replaced by W all the time, X, 20 per
cent of the time, and Y, 10 percent of the time. Operation C is replaced 
by Z all the time. The mapping is illustrated in Table 3.7. This format, 
incidentally, is useful for handling other problems of this sort. 

In order to determine the occurrence probabilities for the new opera
tional proftle, first weight the occurrence probabilities of the old opera
tional proftle by the proportion of the time each operation maps to a 
new operation and add all ofthem as shown in Table 3.B. You now have 
initial occurrence "probabilities" for the new operations. However, the 
total initial occurrence probability is greater than 1, 80 you must cor
rect all initial occurrence probabilities by dividing by that total.

!
l, 

3.3.2 Applying the module usage table 

You can employ module usage tables to indicate the relative usage of 
program modules. A module usage table is a list of all the program 
modules along with the probabilities that each is used for any given 

TABLE 3.8 New Operational Profile 

Preoperation 

A B C 

Occurrence 
probability 0.54 0.86 0.1 

Initial Final 
occurrence occurrence 

Postoperation probability probability 

W 0.64 0.36 0.9 0.740 
X 0.072 0.072 0.059 
Y 0.108 0.086 0.144 0.119 
Z 0.1 0.1 0.082 

Total 1.216 1 
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TABLE 3.9 Sample Operation-Module Matrix 

Module 

Operation 1 2 8 4 

W 1 0 1 

X 0 1 1 

Y 1 1 0 

Z 0 0 1 

0 
1 
0 
1 

operation of the program. The module usage table can be the basis for 
allocating resources and assigning priorities among work activities 
related to modules. The module usage table is not a proftle in the sense 
that module usage is not disjoint; occurrence probabilities do not nec
essarily add up to one. 

You can construct the module usage table from the operational pro
file and the operation-usage matrix. The operation-module matrix indi
cates which operations use which modules. Table 3.9 shows an example 
ofan operation-module matrix, based on the system whose operational i 

~profile is given in Table 3.S. Note that operation W uses modules 1 and 
3; X uses 2, 3, and 4; etc. 

Let q. be the module occurrence probability and Pi be the operation 
joccurre'hce probability. Then ' 

1] 
,I(3.1) I 

qj =L aijPj 
i 

where au is 1 if module j is employed by operation i. The module usage 

table corresponding to the system defined by Tables 3.S and 3.9 is 

shown in Table 3.10. 


3.4 Frequently Asked Questions 

We will now look at questions that have been asked concerning the 

uses ofoperational profiles, concepts relating to them, and the activity 

of developing and applying them. 


TABLE3.10 Module Usage Table 

Module Occurrence probability 

1 0.859 


2 
 0.178 

8 0.881 

4 0.141 

http:TABLE3.10
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3.4.1 U••• 

1 Does the operational profile have applications outside of software reliabil
ity engineering? 

ANSWER: Yes, you can apply it wherever you need a quantitative description of 
how a system is or will be used. For example, you can use it in performance eval
uation. It.can provide guidance.about where to focus development resources. It 
can be the basis for software cost reduction or delivery date speedup based on a 
software analog to reduced instruction set computing (RISC). The analog is 
reduced operation software (ROS). The operational profile can be the guiding 
principle for human interface design: You should make frequently used opera
tions the easiest to leam and simplest to use. It can be the guide for organizing 
user manuals, with the most frequently used operations placed up front. 
Because the operational profile highlights the operations of the system, it tends 
to discourage "feature creep," the undesirable tendency to continually add oper
ations (many infrequently used), by making it highly visible. 

2 Can we apply the operational profile concept to hardware? 

ANSWER: Yes. In fact, there is a possibility that it may prove to be a very use· 
ful approach for certain kinds of hardware failures. Hardware contains many 
defects (faults) that cause failures only for certain uses (operations or runs). 
The operational profile and software reliability theory may give insight into 
such failures. 

3 Is the operational profile concept useful for regression test? 

ANSWER: Absolutely. Regression test will be most cost-effective in maintaining 
a high level of reliability if the functions you include are those that are used 
most frequently in operation. 

4 Ifwe apply the reduced operation software (ROS) concept in engineering a 
product, can we save software development money? 

ANSWER: Yes, because the amount of development and system test effort you 
will require is related to the number offunctions that you implement. 

S Does the form ofthe operational profile have any relationship to our capa· 
bility to use it to increase productivity? 

ANSWER: Yes, a high degree of nonuniformity offers greater opportunity to 
focus development resources on the most frequently used functions. 

6 What is the effect on reliability measures oferrors in specifying the oper
ational profile? 

ANSWER: Failure intensity (reliability) is generally robust and not greatly 
affected by errors in specifying the operational profile (Musa, 1994b). 

7 How can you say that the cost of developing the operational profile is the 

I 
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(
principal cost in software reliability engineering? What about the cost of 
preparing test cases? 

ANSWER: You must prepare test cases no matter what testing you do. It is rea
sonable to charge to software reliability engineering only those activities that I 
differentiate it from other approaches to testing. 

8 How can the application of software reliability engineering uncover miss
ing requirements? I don't see the connection. I 
ANSWER: This has more to do with software development culture than with 
logic. Some software system engineers, architects, and designers start devel
opment from the mindset ofHow can we apply new technology X? rather than 
What do our users need? Software reliability engineering includes the devel I 
opment of operational profiles as an integral part of its process. In order to 
develop an operational profile properly, you must communicate with users in a 
disciplined way that tends to bring out all the operations they need and their 
probabilities of occurrence. Thus, needed operations that would otherwise be 
overlooked tend to be uncovered. 

9 Can the development of the operational profile improve product definition? 
How? 
ANSWER: Yes. Developing an operational profile focuses attention on how users 
will employ your product and the relative importance ofthe different uses. This [, 

., 
will guide you in intelligently allocating your development resources. That will . I: 


help you do a better job of defining and designing a product to fit user needs at 

a price they will be willing to pay. 


10 Instead of developing an operational profile and test cases to test the next 1-· 

release, why can't we just record the input states of the runs we experience in 

the field and play them back? 


ANSWlI.R: This is usually not a practical approach. The next release will almost 1 
always have new features (except in the rare case of "fault removal only" 

releases) and hence new operations, and you will have to construct test cases 

for them. Further, your chances ofrecording rare critical runs are small so you 

will have to construct test cases for them. The operational profile will be dif
 I 
ferent for the next release, so you will have to develop it anyway. 

Finally. it is difficult to avoid bias in recording field runs. For example, ifyou 
record on a particular day at a particular site, you may be biasing your test 
cases to particular environmental conditions such as soak time. The only way 
to avoid bias is to select the runs to record randomly from a large number of 
sites over a long period of time. The cost of doing this may well exceed the cost 
ofdeveloping the test cases in the first place. Ii 
11 How do operational profiles apply to domain engineering? I 

ANSWER: We generally practice domain engineering for the development of 
components that will be used in a number ofdifferent systems. The process for ~.I 

( 


